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ABSTRACT

During the fall of 1982 The University of South Dakota
Archaeology Laboratory entered into contractural agreement
with the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers to conduct a
cultural resources survey of all lands held in fee title at
the Lake Traverse - Bois de Sioux project, Roberts County,
South Dakota and Traverse County, Minnesota. The cultural
resource investigations consisted of a Phase I, 100 percent
pedestrian reconnaissance of all surveyable fee title lands
(i.e., project lands which were not underwater) which
permitted examination of the ground surface, minimum site
testing, and literature and records searches.

Field reconnaissance resulted in recording three new
sit'S. The sites contain two prehistoric components and one
historic component. The prehistoric components are attributed
to late prehistoric occupation of the area. The historic
component is an early 20th century Euro-American farmstead.
It is recommended that two of these sites are potentially
significant. The two sites are a large, prehistoric village
(39RO45/21TR35) and a historic farmstead (39R044). A search
of the South Dakota and Minnesota site files for Roberts and
Traverse counties, respectively, yielded information
that allowed inferences to be made concerning prehistoric and

historic settlement patterns. A proposal for Phase III preser-
vation and mitigation for the known cultural resources is
developed.
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MANAGEMENT SUMMARY

During the fall of 1982 The University of South Dakota
Archaeology Laboratory entered into contractual agreement

*with the St. Paul District Corps of Engineers to conduct a
%* Phase II cultural resources investigation of fee title lands
• .of the Lake Traverse - Bois de Sioux project. Field work was
" initiated in October 1982 and was completed in November 1982.

The project entailed a 100 percent pedestrian reconnaissance
of approximately 450 acres (of a total of 1,521.9 acres) held

.* in fee title by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

The literature and records searches were intensive, as
was the pedestrian reconnaissance. Records were examined at

* the Minnesota and South Dakota Historic Preservation offices,

and the South Dakota State site files at the University of
*- South Dakota. Land ownership records were examined at the

Roberts and Traverse County courthouses. Libraries used
include the South Dakota Historical Society (Pierre), the

* Minnesota Historical Society (St. Paul), the Minnesota
Historical Society Research Center (St. Paul), the Minnesota

4Historical Society (Ft. Snelling), and the I.D. Weeks Library
on the campus of the University of South Dakota,
(Vermillion). Other sources used include the local newspapers

. (Sisseton Courier, Valley News), and the U.S. Ger-al Land
Office survey maps and records which were available at the
Office of School and Public Lands in Pierre, South Dakota and
at the Secretary of State's Office in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Six local informants were interviewed because of their
knowledge of the prehistory and history of the project area.

* Those interviewed include Marie and O'Donald Simonson, Henry
Alsaker, and Fred Trende of Rosholt, South Dakota; Mrs.
Harold Gibson of Beardsley, Minnesota and Virginia Bigelow of
Browns Valley, Minnesota.

Field work, consisting of intensive pedestrian
". reconnaissance with shovel testing and excavation of 1 x 1
* .meter test pits, resulted in recording three new sites. The

three sites contain two late prehistoric components and one
historic, early 20th century component. The two prehistoric
sites (39RO45/21TR35, 21TR36) are not in immediate danger of
adverse impacts from operation of the Lake Traverse - Bois do
Sioux project. Portions of the historic site (39R044) are per-

* iodically inundated by impounded waters in Mud Lake. The test
*i excavations indicate subsurface cultural remains are present
I at the large prehistoric site (39RO45/21TR35) and the

historic site (39R044). Site 21TR36 has been subjected to
erosion. No subsurface cultural remains were discerned.

The large prehistoric site (39RO45/21TR35) and historic
site (39R044) may be potentially significant. The prehistoric
site potentially contains significant scientific information
which may help elucidate the prehistory of the region.
Portions of the site may also be associated with Standing
Buffalo's Village (ca. early 1800's to 1860's). The historic

[' ,"; - - - : > : ,: . . - .- - ,



site potentially contains significant information concerning
the early Euro-American settlement of the Sisseton-Wahpeton
Reservation after it was opened to settlement.

A search of the Minnesota site files indicates almost
all sites recorded in Traverse County are mounds. The mound
sites are located upon prominent ridge tops overlooking Lake
Traverse and/or river valleys. Few village sites have been
investigated. The Browns Valley Man site (21TR5) has been
nominated to the National Register, but because the site has
been destroyed by gravel quarrying activities, it is not on
the National Register.

A search of the South Dakota site files indicates aU correlation exists between soil types defined by the Soil
Conservation Service and recorded sites. Mound sites are
located on prominent ridge tops that have Heimdal-Svea and
Peever soil complexes. Prehistoric habitation sites are found
on the uplands with the Heimdal-Svea soil complex and on low
bottom lands with the LaDelle soil omplex. The upland
habitation sites may represent summer and fall occupations
while the bottom land sites may represent winter and spring
occupations. Stone alignments occur most frequently on
rolling uplands with the Renshaw-Sioux soil complex. Historic
sites are associated with all topographic situations and a
variety of soil complexes.

A proposal for Phase III preservation and mitigation for
known cultural resources within the Lake Traverse-Bois de
Sioux project includes two different plans: (1) system-atic
excavation of 1 x 1 meter test pits and (2) the preservation
of cultural resources by avoiding future adverse impacts or,
if avoidance is not possible, systematic excavation of
contiguous 1 x 1 meter excavation units. Test excavations are
recommended for both potentially significant sites, 39R044
and 39RO45/21TR35. Preservation/contiguous excavations are
also recommended for both sites if test excavations determine
they are significant.

The literature and records searches, in conjuction with
the cultural resource investigations, indicate the Lake
Traverse area has been used extensively by prehistoric and
historic peoples. These resources may potentially yield
significant information which may help elucidate the culture
history of the region. A greater number of cultural resources
were not found on lands held in fee title by the Corps of

.* Engineers because of the geologic situation of these lands
and the geomorphic processes that led to their formation.
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CHAPTER I

Project Background

Introduction
This report presents the findings of archaeological and

historical investigations within lands held in fee title by
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers at the Lake Traverse-Bois de
Sioux project, Roberts County, South Dakota and Traverse
County, Minnesota (Fig. 1). The investigations were funded by
the St. Paul District of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
During the fall of 1982 The University of South Dakota
Archaeology Laboratory entered into contractual agreement,

* -*.Number DACW37-82-M-2193, in assessing the frequency and
significance of archaeological, historical and architectural

Cresources within the project area. The sites recorded on fee
title lands of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are shown on
a series of topographic maps. The index map (Fig. 2) shows
the positions of each of the individual topographic maps
for the project area (Figs. 3-8).

The work defined herein is called for in the National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (P.L. 89-665), as amended;
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-190);

* IExecutive Order 11593 for the "Protection and Enhancement of
the Cultural Environment"; the Archaeological and Historical
Preservation Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-291); the Advisory Council
on Historic Preservation "Regulations for the Protection of
Historic and Cultural Properties" (36 CFR Part 800); the
Department of the Interior guidelines concerning cultural
resources (36 CFR Part 60); and the Corps of Engineers
regulations (ER 1105-2-50).

The investigations undertaken herein will serve several
functions: (1) the report will be a planning tool to aid the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in meeting its obligations to

preserve and protect our cultural heritage; (2) the report is
a comprehensive, scholarly document that fulfills federally

-.. mandated legal requirements and serves as a reference for
future professional research; and (3) the report identifies
sites which require additional investigations.

The Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux Project
The Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux flood control project

was approved on June 28, 1938, under authorization of the
Flood Control Act of 1936. Construction of dams was begun in
1939 and completed in 1941. The project facilities began
operating on December 1, 1941. Construction included the
building of the White Rock and Reservation dams (Figs. 3-7).
Both dams are of rolled earth-fill construction as is the
Browns Valley Dike (Fig. 8). Concrete and metal structures
with spillways control water flow from Lake Traverse and Mud
Lake to the Bois de Sioux River, the primary tributary of the
Red River of the North.

o-1-
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The water level in Lake Traverse is controlled by the

Reservation Dam and Browns Valley Dike. The lake stretches
approximately 25 kilometers (16.5 miles) from the Reservation

Dam to the dike at Browns Valley. The lake averages about two
kilometers (1.25 miles) wide. The conservation pool elevation

is 297 meters (976 feet) above mean sea level (msl) and
encompasses 442 hectares (10,925 acres). Full pool elevation
is 299 meters (981 feet) msl.

The water level in Mud Lake is controlled by White Rock

Dam. The lake extends about 12 kilometers (7.5 miles) between
White Rock and Reservation dams. The conservation pool level

- is 296 meters (972 feet) msl encompassing 1559 hectares
(3,850 acres). Full pool elevation is 299 meters (981 feet)
msl with a capacity of 85,500 acre-feet. The total storage

capacity for both lakes at 299 meters (981 feet) msl is

137,000 acre-feet.

Lands held in fee title by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers in the Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux project total

- 616 hectares (1,521.9 acres). The fee title lands have six

broad types of vegetation: (1) 18 hectares (42 acres, 3
percent) are in agriculture; (2) 180 hectares (443 acres, 29

" percent) are in grassland; (3) 173 hectares (425 acres, 28
-. percent) are in wetlands; (4) 40 hectares (98 acres, 6.5

percent) are in forest; (5) 201 hectares (496.4 acres, 33
percent) are under water; and (6) 4 hectares (7.4 acres, 0.5

percent) are in recreation and residential use (Scope of
-* Work).

- Contract Specification
The goal of this contract is to conduct a literature and

-" records search and a Phase II intensive study of 616 hectares

(1,521.9 acres) of land held in fee title by the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers at the Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux
project. A 100 percent pedestrian reconnaissance survey of
all Corps lands that were not inundated, wetlands or used for
recreational purposes was conducted. All discernible

archaeological, historical and architectural sites were
examined. Each site was minimally tested to determine its
potential or probable scientific importance. A detailed Phase

III testing and preservation program is developed for the

cultural resources that warrant further investigation.

Previous Research

Several archaeological studies have been conducted with-
in Roberts County, South Dakota and Traverse County, Minneso-

" ta. The following is a brief summary of those studies for

S- which data are available.

Roberts County

The earliest excavations recorded for Roberts County are

of the Dougherty Mounds (39R01)(Fig. 9) in 1922 and 1923 by
W. H. Over. The site consists of eight mounds, of which five

-.-

* . . . . .. . .
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were partially excavated. Primary and secondary burials were
recovered. One mound yielded extended inhumations with
historic artifacts associated with the bodies. Exavations
were conducted at the Griner Mounds (39RO2) (Fig. 9) by W. H.
Over in the 1920's. Two burials were recovered. One of the
burials was a cremation. Excavations were conducted at the
EPuchannan Mound Group (39RO3)(Fig. 9) by W. H. Over in 1923.
The site consists of five mounds. Over partially excavated
one mound, which yielded nine bundle burials. Over also

* conducted excavations at one of the Hartford Beach Mounds
(79RO4) (Fig. 9) and at the Hartford Beach Village site
(39R05)(Fig. 9). Excavations at the mounds recovered 14
bundle burials along with a horse skeleton. Some grave goods
were associated with the burials (Sigstad and Sigstad
1975a:210-229, 1973b:24-27).

W. H. Over also conducted partial excavations at the
Hiawatha Beach Mound (39R06)(Fig. 9). Several recent casket
burials (Dakota?) were found with one flexed primary burial.
Excavations at the Hunter's Mound (39R07) (Fig. 9) recovered
three bundle burials. Excavations were conducted at the
Medberry Mound Group (39R011) (Fig. 9) in 1923 by George
Schottler (Sigstad and Sigstad 1973a:229-231, 234, 1973b:27).

Excavations were conducted at the Kallstrom Mound
(39R0301)(Fig. 9) in 1935 by Jenks and Wilford of the
University of Minnesota. Eight primary and secondary burials
were recovered. The bodies were partly or fully flexed. Few
or no cultural objects were associated with the burials
(Wilford 1970:22-24). (

The Sisseton Mound (39RO26) (Fig. 9) was excavated in
1972 under the supervision of the South Dakota State
Archaeologist. A charcoal sample yielded a radiocarbon date
of 830±85 B.P. or A.D. 1120±85 (1-7186). Cordmarked pottery
from the mound, in addition to the radiocarbon date, indicate
a late Woodland construction and use of the mound (Sigstad

* and Sigstad 1973b).

More recent investigations in Roberts County include
surveys of petroglyphs and rock art (Nelson 1973) and a pro-
posed housing site that resulted in locating a fortified
village (39R042)(Fig. 9) on the eastern edge of the Coteau
des Prairies (Ruple, personal communication). No excavations
were conducted at the site. However, some pottery recovered
from the surface indicates a Great Oasis occupation.
Additional cultural resource surveys in Roberts County
include a survey of proposed housing sites (Boen and Buechler
1977) and a survey of a proposed water treatment plant for

*the City of Sisseton (Hanenberger 1977). No archaeological or
historical sites were found while conducting these small

*. surveys.

Test excavations were conducted at the Hartford Beach
Village site (39R05) (Fig. 9) in 1981. The Hartford Beach
Village is unique because it is one of only two fortified

i -12-
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village sites known in the area. It possesses a distinct

semicircular fortification ditch that encompasses about 0.4
hectares (1 acre). The ditch is six to eight meters wide and

60 to 80 cm deep. A large bastion is located about halfway
along its circumference. Excavations revealed subsurface
hearths and post stains. The site yielded ceramics
that indicate affiliation with the Initial Middle Missouri
variant of the Middle Missouri Tradition. The site is farther
northeast than the main concentration of Initial Middle
Missouri village sites. Also, it is located adjacent to a

large lake (Big Stone Lake) rather than a major tributary as
are the other Initial Middle Missouri village sites. There
are similarities also to Great Oasis. The Hartford Beach
Village is definitely a unique and significant archaeological

site (Haug 1981, 1982:24-51).

Traverse County

One of the earliest excavations in Traverse County was

conducted in 1933 by Jensen at the site of Browns Valley Man
(21TR5) (Fig. 9)(Jenks 1934, 1935, 1937). Browns Valley Man
has been dated to approximately 6,000 B.C. The site, located

in a gravel quarry, was subsequently destroyed. Excavations
were conducted in 1934 at the Round Mound (21TR1), Wilson
Mound Group (21TR2), K-Mound Group (21TR3), and Fire Mound
(21TR4) (Fig. 9) by personnel from the University of

Minnesota. Excavations at Fire Mound (21TR4) recovered three
badly deteriorated bundle burials. A few artifacts were
associated with the burials (Memo on Traverse County;
Wilford, Johnson and Vicinus 1969:45-46; Wilford 1970).

More recent investigations in Traverse County include
the excavation of a trench across a ditch at the Shady Dell

site (21TR6) (Fig. 9) in 1952. In 1953, test excavations were
conducted at three sites on Jensen's Island and at a site on
the Zacharias farm (Memo on Traverse County). The most recent

archaeological investigation in Traverse County was a survey
of the Dome Pipeline Corporation's proposed pipeline right-of-
way. Six sites were located along the right-of-way in
Traverse County. One site consists of a circular depression
with associated lithics and five sites are lithic scatters

(Lane 1974:18-23).

In summary, most of the archaeological investigations,
that have been conducted in Roberts County, South Dakota and
Traverse County, Minnesota, have been associated with burial

mounds. This has provided a very biased view of the potential
archaeological resources that occur in the region. Future
investigations need to focus upon sites such as the Hartford

Beach Village (39R05) which will provide invaluable
information for developing a better understanding of the

region's prehistory.

Level o' Effort
Investigations during the project were conducted over a
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period of six months. Field work was conducted in October and
--- November, 1982, by a team of two archaeologists, Kenneth L.
" Brown and Marie E. Brown. Dennis Beissel, a geomorphologist,

conducted field inspections during the first week of
November, 1982. The historian, Barbara Biggs, conducted

records and literature searches during March and April, 1983.
A draft of the report of findings was submitted to the Corps
of Engineers the second week of May, 1983.

The amount of human effort directed toward the
completion of this project amounts to greater than 116 person-
days (928 person-hours). This level of effort can be divided

into the field work, laboratory analysis, and report writing.
S- The figures in Table 1 show the person-days devoted toward

- each phase of the project.
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* - Table 1

Level of Effort

Field Work Person-days

Archaeol ogi sts 10

Geomorphol ogi st 3

Hi stori an 14

Sub-Total 27

LaboratoryWork

Archaeologists 15

Historian 20

Sub-Total 35

ReportPreparation

Archaeologists 20

Geomorphologist 2

Historian 17

Revisions to draft report 15

Sub-Total 54

GRAND TOTAL 116
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CHAPTER 2

Environmental Background

Introduction
The project area is located within the Minnesota River-

Red River lowland and includes portions of land around Lake

Traverse and Mud Lake, within the Bois de Sioux and Red River
of the North drainages, in two counties, Traverse County in
southwestern Minnesota and Roberts County in northeastern
South Dakota. All surveyed property is within the former

'" channel of Glacial River Warren which served as the southern
outlet for Lake Agassiz during the waning stages of Late
Wisconsinan glaciation. Lake Traverse and Mud Lake extend
north through the Big Stone Moraine to the Lake Agassiz
lowland (Wright 1972).

The sides of the former outlet consist of narrow
terraces left from former stages of Lake Agassiz. The
terraces abut the valley walls which are cut through moraine
topography. The morainic uplands are composed primarily of
glacial till with outwash deposits of sand and gravel
interspersed throughout the length of the study area.
Weathering erosion has smoothed valley side slopes as has

S..accumulation of colluvial deposits on terraces. Erosion has
intensified due to cultural activity in the last 100 years.

Minnesota River-Red River Lowland
The Minnesota River-Red River lowland is a "broad

depression drained southeastward by the Minnesota River and
northward by the Red River" (Flint 1955:5). It is at least 80
kilometers (50 miles) wide. Although most of it is situated
in Minnesota and North Dakota, it does include extreme
northeastern South Dakota. "It is believed to have been

excavated by a large northward-flowing stream and
subsequently enlarged by glacial erosion" (Flint 1955:5).
This area was formerly covered by the southern portion of
Glacial Lake Agassiz. Near the point where South Dakota,
North Dakota and Minnesota meet, the southern portion of the
lake floor narrows into a steep-sided, 30 meter (100 feet)
deep trench ranging from less than one kilometer (0.4 miles)
to more than 3.2 kilometers (2 miles) wide. This trench is
the spillway channel carved by Glacial River Warren which
carried overflow from Lake Agassiz southeastward. The
northern part of this trench, midway between Big Stone Lake
and Lake Traverse, is the divide between drainage to the Gulf
of Mexico and drainage to the Arctic Ocean (Flint 1955:5-6).

The lowland is thoroughly covered with glacial drift.
Bedrock is infrequently exposed in the sides of steep-walled

- valleys. The to;ography varies from nearly flat to undulating

or slightly rolling. The average local relief is less than
six meters (19 feet). The surface consists of ground moraine
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merging into barely perceptible end moraine ridges.

Glacial Lake Agassiz and Glacial History
Nearly all of Traverse County and the northeast corner

of Roberts County is situated on the bed of Glacial Lake
Agassiz which was the most extensive of the glacial Great
Lakes. It was larger, when at its maximum extent, than the

present Great Lakes combined (Fig. 10). Lake Agassiz occupied
the basin of the Red River of the North and a wide region to

the north. All surveyed project areas are within the former
channel of Glacial River Warren which served as the southern

outlet for Lake Agassiz during the waning stages of Late
Wisconsinan glaciation.

Lake Traverse (and Mud Lake) extends north through the
Big Stone Moraine to the Lake Agassiz lowland (Wright 1972).
Late Wisconsinan age Des Moines lobe ice retreated northward

:f from the Big Stone Moraine at about 10,000 B.C. Meltwater
was ponded between the ice front and the moraine forming
Glacial Lake Agassiz which eventually covered approximately

518,000 square kilometers (200,000 square miles) (Matsch,'Ii Rutford, Tipton 1972). The outlet for Lake Agassiz became
established at Browns Valley. Boulders derived from the

dissected Big Stone Moraine paved the outlet channel and
temporarily halted downcutting. Stabilization of the lake at
this level resulted in the formation of Herman Beach
(elevation 323 meters, or 1060 feet msl in the outlet area).
Drainage during the Herman stage was through Cottonwood

- LSlough and Lake Traverse (Wright 1972). Withdrawal of Lake
Agassiz from the Herman Beach level occurred at

E approximately 9,700 B.C. (Wright 1972).

When the Herman stage boulder pavement was breached in
the outlet channel, downcutting occurred until another

pavement was formed at the Norcross level (317 meters, or
1040 feet msl in the outlet area). The process was repeated
through the Tintah (311 meters, or 1020 feet msl) and
Campbell (299 meters, or 980 feet msl) stages until
abandonment of the southern outlet (River Warren) at about
7,200 B.C. (Wright 1972).

After termination of River Warren, its successor, the
Minnesota River did not have the discharge necessary to
transport the sediment load produced by tributary streams.
The tributaries then formed alluvial fans near their

confluence with the Minnesota River. The alluvial fans dammed
the river which was segmented into several narrow lakes
(Wright 1972). The alluvial fan of the Little Minnesota River
formed Lake Traverse and is now the continental divide.

The glacial and related landforms have been little alter-

ed since 7,000 B.C. although many kettle holes and sloughs

have been filled in. The thickness of post-glacial sediment
in Lake Traverse has not been determined.
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- - Lake Traverse
Lake Traverse, forming a portion of the boundary between

South Dakota and Minnesota, is situated in the former valley
of Glacial River Warren. It was formed by the alluvial fan of

--.. the Little Minnesota River (Bray 1977:63). This fan is now
the continental divide between the Hudson Bay and Mississippi
watersheds. Lake Traverse is the headwaters (primarily) of
the Bois de Sioux River, a major source of the Red River of
the North and is used for flood control and water conser-
vation. Prior to the completion of the Lake Traverse-Bois de
Sioux flood control project in 1941, the lake consisted of
two basins totalling approximately 40 kilometers (25 miles)
long and averaging about 2.4 kilometers (1.5 miles) wide. The
upper basin was 30 kilometers (19 miles) long and the lower
basin was 9.6 kilometers (6 miles) long (Shunk 1909). Upon
the completion of the flood control project, the lower basin
became part of Mud Lake formed by the impounding of water
between White Rock and Reservation Highway dams, both of
rolled earth-fill construction. Mud Lake is about 12 kilo-
meters (7.5 miles) long. It has a conservation pool level of
296 meters (972.0 feet) msl and a full pool elevation of 299
meters (981.0 feet) msl. The former upper basin is contained
within the present Lake Traverse, formed by the impounding of
water between the dike at Browns Valley and Reservation High-
way Dam. The lake is about 27 kilometers (16.5 miles) long
and averages about two kilometers (1.25 miles) wide. It has a
conservation pool elevation of 297 meters (976.0 feet) msl

L. and a full pool elevation of 299 meters (981.0 feet) msl
(Scope of Work:2).

Prior to construction of the dike and dams, Lake
Traverse was subject to great fluctuations in its depth at
times being high enough to allow passage of canoes from Big

* Stone Lake to Lake Traverse (e.g., Bray and Bray 1976; Kane
et al. 1978:307; Shuman 1936). During early September, 1934,
the lake contained about 0.3 meter (1 foot) of water. By
early November, 1934, it was completely dry. It had begun to
refill by December, 1935 (Shuman 1936:302-303). The
fluctuating lake levels were the result of rainfall and

evaporation. "Evaporation is dependent upon temperature, wind
velocity, humidity, and other factors. When rainfall
gradually decreases at the same time that temperature is
increasing, the result is the lowering of a lake's level,
... "(Shuman 1936:307). Construction of the dike and dams has
helped to stabilize the levels of Lake Traverse and Mud Lake.

Soils
The soils in Roberts County, South Dakota have been

classified and mapped (Miller, Koopman, and Glover 1977). The
soils of Traverse County, Minnesota, have not yet been
mapped. Two sites located during this project have been
determined to occur on three soil types in Roberts County.

" "" One site, 21TR36, located in Traverse County, Minnesota, has
not been determined as to its soil association. The three
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soil types on which sites within the project area occur are
Glyndon silt clay loam with 0 to 3 percent slopes (GyA),
LaDelle silt loam with 0 to 2 percent slopes (La), and
Playmoor silty clay loam with 0 to 2 percent slopes (Pm).

The Glyndon soil series is characterized by a high
content of lime that causes this soil to blow easily. It has
moderate permeability associated with a high water table. The
Playmoor soil series consists of deep, poorly drained, nearly
level, silty soils that formed in alluvium and are on
bottomlands. They have moderately slow permeability
associated with a seasonal high water table. The LaDelle soil
series consists of deep, nearly level, moderately well
drained, silty soils on bottom lands and low terraces. The
soils formed in alluvium. The native vegetation for the three
soil types is mostly tall prairie grasses (Miller, Koopman,
and Glover 1977).

Climate
The climate of the project area is classified as a sub-

humid continental climate characterized by long, cold winters
and hot summers. Bodies of water and topography have some
effect on the climate of Roberts and Traverse counties. Lake
Traverse and Big Stone Lake extend along the eastern boundary
of Roberts County, South Dakota and the western boundary of

* Traverse and Big Stone counties, Minnesota. In places the
lakes have a moderating effect on the temperature.

The climatic data for Roberts County is based on 37
years of weather records taken at or near Sisseton, South
Dakota, at an elevation of 366 meters (1,200 feet) msl
(Miller, Koopman, and Glover 1977). Temperatures have a large
variation annually. Summer temperatures generally rise to 38
degrees Celsius (100 degrees Fahrenheit) or more and drop to -

30 degrees Celsius (-20 degrees Fahrenheit) or colder during
* "the winter. A temperature of -18 degrees Celsius (0 degrees

Fahrenheit) can be expected to occur on the average of about
40 days per year. The average frost-free days extend from May
11 to September 28, or about 140 days.

The average annual precipitation at Sisseton is 55 cm
(21.8 inches) with 43 cm (17 inches), or about 78 percent
falling during the growing season. Thunderstorms are the main
source of precipitation during the growing season. Hail
sometimes accompanies the thunderstorms. The seasonal
snowfall in Sisseton averages 84 cm (33 inches), but has

V. varied from 25 cm to 180 cm (10 inches to 71 inches). Strong
winds accompanying the snowfall cause large drifts.

Wind speed averages 17.6 kilometers (11 miles) per hour
and the prevailing direction is from the south during the
summer and from the northwest during the winter. Relative
humidity averages 85 percent in early morning to 50 percent
in the afternoon during the summer and from about 80 percent
in the early morning to 65 percent in the afternoon during
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the winter. Average annual lake evaporation is about 81 cm
(32 inches). The National Weather Service class A pan

evaporation is about 112 cm (44 inches), with about 102 cm
(40 inches), or 84 percent evaporating from May through

October (Miller, Koopman, and Glover 1977).

Past Climates
The reconstruction of past environments in a region is

complex. One source used by archaeologists is the paleoen-
vironmental record preserved at sites. This is a reliable

method since floral and faunal remains are usually directly
4 related to the prehistoric environment. However, this method

is dependent upon the recovery of sensitive environmental in-

dicators, such as pollen or gastropods. Fortunately, an en-
vironmental reconstruction based on an analysis of pollen,
seeds and mollusks recovered from a sediment core is

available for Pickerel Lake, Day County, South Dakota (Watts

and Bright 1968). Although Pickerel Lake is located southwest

of the present study area, the environmental sequence
obtained for the lake area may have some applicability to the
present study area due to the close proximity of the areas.

Also, several pollen cores and macrofossils have been
recovered from other sites within the Glacial Lake Agassiz
region that provide a data base for a detailed reconstruction

of past floristic changes in the project region (Shay 1967).

Pickerel Lake formed on the Coteau des Prairies prior to

8720±140 B.C. Fossil pollen, spores, seeds and mollusks
recovered from a core from the lake were used to reconstruct
the vegetational history of the nearby upland and the limno-

logical history of the lake (Watts and Bright 1968). The

following environmental sequence was obtained from the

analyses: (1) Prior to 8720 B.C., the climate was cool and
moist. A boreal forest existed around the lake and on the

nearby upland. A few marshes occurred around the lake margin.
(2) Between 8720 and about 6050 B.C., the climate was warmer.

A mixed deciduous forest occurred around the lake, in gulliesF, and on the upland, but the tree cover on the upland was less

dense and had numerous prairie-like openings. (3) Between

approximately 6050 and 2050 B.C., the climate was warm, with
recurring summer drought. The upland was dominated by blue-

stem prairie. The deciduous forest was nearly absent, except
for a few groves around the lake and/or in gullies. "Reed

marshes were common around the lake margin, and during low
water levels a rich herbaceous vegetation invaded the exposed

lake sediments" (Watts and Bright 1968:855). (4) Since

approximately 2050 B.C., the climate has been warm, but with
more summer precipitation than during the preceding period.
The upland and lake vegetation has been about the same as

now. Prairie dominates the upland and oak and ash deciduous
forest is common around lakes and gullies. Reed marshes occur

around the lake margin (Watts and Bright 1968).

It has been postulated that major environmental events
occurred at approximately 7190 B.C., 6500 B.C., 40-0 B.C.,
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2730 B.C., 940 B.C., A.D. 260, A.D. 1190, A.D. 1550, and A.D.
1850 (Bryson, Baerreis, and Wendland 1970:63). The dates of
significant environmental change were derived by analysis of
radiocarbon dates in ten volumes of Radiocarbon (1959-1968).

Selecting only those dates thought to be significant by
the person who wrote the sample description, and which also
indicated geologic discontinuities, the number of radiocarbon
dates to be analyzed was reduced to 620. The frequency with
which the 620 radiocarbon dates fell within each two centur-
ies of the last 10,000 years was counted and subjected to a
least-square computer fit of the normal distribution to
actual radiocarbon dates. Results showed the radiocarbon
dates tended to cluster into the nine major times of
discontinuity listed above. These nine major times of discon-
tinuity represent an objective consensus of the times at
which major environmental changes occurred (Table 2) (Bryson,
Baerreis, and Wendland 1970:53-54).

Analysis of the radiocarbon dates was used to construct
a postulated "step-like" succession of post-glacial climatic
episodes. This climatic model replaced the simpler model of

*g Ernst Antevs (1955) that postulated a gradual rise in post-
glacial temperatures followed by a gradual fall in tempera-
tures.

The climatic model is based partially upon the Blytt-
Sernander system widely used in Europe. Climatologists well
know that the earth's atmosphere acts as a unit, and a major
change in Europe cannot occur without a concurrent change in

" North America. The results of the changes are usually
different. Analysis of radiocarbon dates and bog stratigraphy

. from Europe correlates with climatic changes in North

. America, even though the effects of the climatic changes were
different. It is assumed that the atmosphere operated in a
similar synchronous manner in the past (Bryson and Wendland
1967).

Before describing postulated climatic conditions for the
defined climatic episodes and their effect on the project
area's floristic characteristics, a few terms and concepts
need to be explained. The current climate in the Plains is

- determined by three major air masses: (1) the Maritime
Tropical which originates in the American tropics and the

", Gulf of Mexico; (2) the Mild Pacific which originates in the
Pacific Ocean; and (3) the cold Arctic which originates at

Uthe Arctic Circle. It is the interaction of these three air
masses that determines temperatures and precipitation of
regions within the Plains (Bryson and Wendland 1967:274).

The warm Maritime Tropical air carries kith it a large
quantity of moisture. The cold Arctic air carries little
moisture, but when it comes into contact with the warm,
moist, Tropical air, precipitation occurs at the juncture of
these two opposing air masses. The Mild Pacific air mass can
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be explained in terms of western topographic features. The
" western mountains are generally too high to allow the moist,
*" warm Pacific air to cross them. Instead, there are three

dominant routes by which the Pacific air crosses the
mountains. These three passages are the least difficult
routes to cross through the mountains. The southern route is

through what is approximately the border of the United States
and Mexico. This route carries the greatest flow of Pacific
air during the winter when the westerlies are far south. This
air crosses southern California and Arizona into the southern
Plains, known as the Llano Estacado. This air is seasonally

* .warm and very dry as it descends down the east slope of the
mountains (Bryson 1980).

The central air route follows the Columbia River Valley

along the border between Oregon and Washington, the Snake
River in southern Idaho, and through the basins in Wyoming.
This air is mild and dry and drives a wedge between the
Arctic and Tropical air masses as it enters the northern and
central Plains. This dry air coincides with the most easterly
extension of the grasslands into Ohio and Pennsylvania
(Bryson 1980).

The northern Pacific air route has no broad passes
through the Canadian mountains through which to flow. Rather,
a vertical movement of the air occurs over the mountains.

ilis air is mild and dry. The broad Mississippi Valley system
allows unimpeded flow for the Arctic and Tropical air masses.
The Pacific air drives a wedge, composed of the three
varieties of westerlies, between the Arctic and Tropical air
masses. The seasonal dominance and interaction of these five
air-flows determines the distribution of plants and animals

- within the Plains and is the determinant of climatic change
(Bryson 1980).

The following are brief descriptions of what the
climates and floristic characteristics may have been like
during each of the major climatic episodes postulated by
Bryson and Wendland (1967) and Shay (1967). Past climates can-
not be described in detail; however, applying modern mean

patterns of airstreams and frontal boundaries to the modern
distribution of biota, generalized reconstructions of past

"-.. climatic and vegetational patterns can be made. These changes
had an effect on the use of the floral and faunal resources

of the region by prehistoric peoples.

V. Late Glacial Climatic Pattern (10,000 to 8,000 B.C.)

The eastern half of North Dakota was covered by the
Laurentide ice sheet of the Wisconsin glaciation at 14,000
B.C. The ice sheet was retreating by 10,000 B.C. to 8,500
B.C. in North Dakota and Minnesota. At this time, as the ice
sheet retreated, the boreal forest biota became dominant. The
boreal forest extended south into most of Nebraska (Bryson
and Wendland 1967:281). The southern edge of the Arctic air
mass in winter was tangent to the eastern face of the Rocky
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Mountains, ran south of the Sand Hills of Nebraska and just
north of the Dismal Swamp in Virginia. The northern edge of
tropical air in summer would have been tangent to the
mountains of eastern Mexico, north to southwestern Kansas and
then east through central Pennsylvania. The summer position
of the Arctic air mass was probably along the frontal edge of
the glacier. The Pacific air mass and westerlies should have
been strong in the summer, pushing through northern Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio and Pennsylvania.

The winter air entering the Lake Traverse area would
have been as warm as the present, with air entering from the
west and south. Arctic air should have brought less cloud
cover and very low relative humidity. The somewhat warmer,
drier, clear air in winter and strong westerlies in summer
should have made droughts more frequent (Bryson and Wendland
1967).

At about 10,050 B.C. Lake Agassiz I formed when the Des
Moines Lobe in the basin retreated. The pollen record is
dominated by Picea (spruce) (60 to 80 percent) with varying'I amounts of trees and shrubs. Herb pollen compose less than 20
percent of the pollen sum. Macrofossils from the area include
needles and seeds of Picea (spruce) and Larix laricina
(larch). As the lake water fell, new habitats became
available with vegetational trends favoring the expansion of
tree vegetation (Shay 1967:243-244). The project lands at
this time would have been the river bed of Glacial River
Warren.

Pre-Boreal and Boreal Climatic Pattern (8,000 to 6,500 B.C.)
Pollen diagrams indicate an abrupt transition from Late

Glacial to Post-Glacial pollen assemblages, indicating an
abrupt change in the circulation patterns of the major air
masses. The collapse of the Late Glacial boreal forest biota
occurred about 8,500 B.C. and was replaced by grassland in
the central and northern Plains and by jack-pine and red pine
forests in northeastern Minnesota and Wisconsin. Some Arctic
air must have flowed south during the winter, but strong sum-
mer westerlies must have prevailed across North America in
the mid-latitudes, extending the drier grassland climate far
eastward. The grassland biota existed in close proximity to
the glacial ice front (Bryson and Wendland 1967).

Glacial Lake Agassiz had a low water stage that ended
U approximately 8,000 B.C., and the water level rose to the

Campbell strandline until about 7,000 B.C. This time period,
8,000 to 6,500 B.C., is characterized by maxima of Pinus
(pine) and deciduous tree pollen. The abrupt decline in the
frequency of Picea (spruce) is accompanied by increases in
Betula (birch), Populus (poplar and aspen), Ulaus (elm),
Prius (pine), and Quercus (oak). Macrofossils of trees and
shrubs include Picea (spruce) and Larix (larch) needles. The
interpretation of these differences in Pinus (pine), Betula
(birch) and Quercus (oak) pollen is that they are producers
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of large amounts of pollen that can be dispersed easily over

a large area. Peak pollen frequencies for Pinus (pine) are
lowest (20 percent) at Pickerel Lake while Betula (birch) and
U1mus (elm) maxima are over 20 percent and Ouercus (oak)
peaks at about 15 percent. Prairie openings expanded rapidly
on lowlands adjacent to Glacial Lake Agassiz at 6,500 B.C.
(Shay 1967:245-246). This rapid change from boreal forest to
grassland could not have been without significant impact on
the Big Game hunters of the region. Exactly what the impacts

were are not known at this time, since few Paleo-Indian sites
have been systematically investigated in the Lake Agassiz
Plains. The Corps land at Lake Traverse would have been the
bed of Glacial River Warren at this time.

-. Atlantic Climatic Pattern (6,500 to 3,100 B.C.)
Rapid wasting of the glacier ice occurred after 6,000

B.C. The forests extended northward as fast as the ice disap-
peared. There is no evidence for a tundra or treeless area
between the ice and forest. The Pacific air that character-

izes the grassland climate expanded northeastward into
central Minnesota and towards the Atlantic Ocean (Bryson and
Wendland 1967:291).

Glacial Lake Agassiz completely drained into Hudson Bay
before 5,350 B.C. Herb pollen frequencies rise during this
period, particularly Gramineae, Artemisia, and Ambrosia.

Quercus (oak) is dominant in the eastern areas in present
pine-hardwood and deciduous forests. Using modern analogs,
this can be interpreted as indicating prairie and oak savan- 5
na. Ambrosia pollen reached its maxima at about 6,000 to
5,000 B.C. suggesting a period of maximum aridity. Species of
Ambrosia and Chenopodium possibly colonized the newly exposed
Glacial Lake Agassiz lakebed. For the project area it is in-
ferred that marsh vegetation developed in areas of impeded
drainage while prairie spread over better drained sites (Shay

1967:247).

It is postulated by some authors that, during the
Atlantic climatic episode, the central and northern Plains
were subjected to drought conditions that had a direct impact
upon the indigenous human and animal populations. The
grasslands probably became dominated by short grasses. Wedel

(1964) postulates a virtual abandonment of the short grass
Plains by human populations, while Reeves (1973) and Frison

(1975) suggest the Plains did support viable human popula-
tiors. Reeves believes that a focal bison hunting economy pre-

vailed, while Frison postulates a reduction in the human pop-

ulation and adaptation to a more diffuse economy.

Sub-Boreal Climatic Pattern (3,100 to 800 B.C.)

During the Sub-Boreal climatic episode, there was prob-
* ably a stronger flow of Arctic air into central Canada that

displaced the climate and biota southward (Bryson and
Wendland 1967:291-292). During the period from approximately

2,000 B.C. to the present, the Lake Agassiz lowland was
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dominated by herbaceous pollen. Ouercus (oak), Betula
(birch), Populus (poplar and aspen) and Pirus (pine) expanded
to their present frequencies along the edges of lakes and
rivers. Grassland environments dominated the lake lowlands
(Shay 1967:247-248; 251) such as the Lake Traverse project
area.

This environment would have been more favorable for
habitation by indigenous hunters and gatherers. Excavations

of buried Archaic components at sites 21NR9 (Canning site)
and 21NR29 indicate bison was frequently hunted by peoples
using the Red River Valley at this time (Michlovic 1983b:4).
These two sites, located on levees adjacent to the Red River,

are about 161 kilometers (100 miles) north of Lake Traverse.
The Corps lands around Lake Traverse at this time were either

inundated, marshlands and/or grasslands. These low lying,
unstable lands would not have been conducive to human

habitation.

Sub-Atlantic Climatic Pattern (800 B.C. to A.D. 270)

The winters during the Sub-Atlantic climatic episode
would have been stormier and wetter, in addition to wetter

and cooler summers. This would have been a partial return to
Late Glacial conditions (Bryson and Wendland 1967:292). The

floristic communities in the project area would have been
similar to those of the region immediately prior to Euro-
American settlement. Beginning at approximately 2,000 B.C.
and continuing to the present, several rivers in the Lake
Agassiz basin underwent changes in their regimes. Filling

episodes began sometime before 750 B.C. in the Red River
Valley (Shay 1967:247-248; 251). In the Lake Traverse area,
the low lying Corps lands were probably still either

inundated, marshland, or grasslands susceptible to extreme
wetness. These lands would not have been conducive to human

habitation.

Neo-Atlantic Climatic Pattern (A.D. 270 to 1190)

Conditions similar to the Atlantic climatic episode
started about A.D. 350 to 400. Summer rains extended farther
into the southwest and corn-farming became practical across
most of the Great Plains. This indicates westerlies were
weaker, with an expansion of the boreal forest both north and

south. A comparison of summer rainfall with strong westerlies
indicates the present-day forest-prairie ecotone between
northwestern Minnesota and southern Wisconsin was drier

during the Neo-Atlantic climatic episode (Bryson and Wendland
1967:294).

Lehmer (1970:118) postulates a correlation between the
climatic change during the Neo-Atlantic which provided a

favorable climate for maize agriculture in the Middle
Missouri region and the first appearance of horticultural
villages in South Dakota at about A.D. 900. There are two
recorded fortified village sites in Roberts County (39R05,

Hartford Beach Village, and 39R042) which, based upon
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ceramics, appear to be affiliated with Great Oasis and the
Initial Middle Missouri variant of the Middle Missouri
Tradition. Excavations at 39R05 (Hartford Beach Village)
indicate ceramic similarities with Great Oasis, which has its
center southeast of Lake Traverse (Anfinson 1979:89). Great
Oasis and Initial Middle Missouri peoples are known to have
grown maize and other cultigens. These village sites are
usually situated to take advantage of natural terrain for
fortification and protection. Low lying Corps lands would not
have been conducive for occupation by these village peoples.

Pacific Climatic Pattern (A.D. 1190 to 1550)
The westerlies increased at about A.D. 1200. The prairie

peninsula extended eastward across Illinois and Indiana.

There was reduced Tropical air flow into the northern Plains,
reducing summer rainfall. Antelope increased in importance,
in relation to bison, in the diet of hunters of western South
and North Dakota. Bison became more important in the diet of
the Mill Creek people of northwestern Iowa. It is postulated

*- that some of the drought stricken Upper Republican and
" Nebraska farming people in Nebraska moved northward into

South Dakota along the Missouri River. Farming in marginal
areas of the western portions of the Plains became impossible
(Bryson and Wendland 1967:296).

Lehmer (1970:121) postulates a correlation between the
more severe (drier) climate of the Pacific I climatic episode
(A.D. 1250 to 1450), which was unfavorable for ,aaize
agriculture, and the retraction of village territories and
abandonment of many villages of the Middle Missouri variant.
He also postulates a correlation between the more favorable

*. climate of the Pacific II climatic episode (A.D. 1450 to
1550) and the extensive occupation of the Missouri River
Valley in South Dakota by village societies. There is little
data for the presence of village societies in the vicinity of
Lake Traverse during this period. The recovery of shell
tempered Sandy Lake pottery ware from site 39RO45/21TR35
suggests nomadic peoples influenced by more easterly Missis-
sippian societies were utilizing the resources in the Lake
Traverse area during this period.

Neo-Boreal Climatic Pattern (A.D. 1550 to 1850)
The Neo-Boreal is oftentimes referred to as "The Little

Ice Age". Summers were cool and autumns cold in the eastern
United States. Glaciers formed as far south as New Mexico in
the Rocky Mountains. There was a general deterioration of
climate in the eastern United States during the Neo-Boreal
climatic episode (Bryson and Wendland 1967:296). After about
1830 a warming trend began which lasted until about 1850. The
climatic data provides substantial evidence for severe and
mild winters in the United States between 1604 and 1870. The
most severe winters were in the decades 1790 to 1799, 1800 to
1809 and 1830 to 1839. Some ethnographic evidence indicates
severe hardships were encountered by indigenous populations
in the Northern Plains at this time. Cultivated crops and
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wild plants did not produce large quantities of food for
winter stores and the severe winter temperatures greatly
reduced animal populations that provided meat resources.

Unstable climatic conditions during the end of the Neo-Boreal
climatic episode reduced populations of fur bearing mammals

that were trapped for the fur trade. Therefore, indigenous
human populations that relied upon the fur trade for goods
and services would have been adversely affected. The decline
of the fur trade began during the mid 19th century. This
decline may be partially attributed to unstable climatic
conditions (Hastenrath 1972:20-39). The Lake Traverse area
was the location of several fur trading posts during this

time. But, by the mid 19th century, the fur bearing mammal
populations had been decimated and the fur trade in the area
declined in economic importance.

- Recent Climatic Pattern (A.D. 1850 to the Present)
During the past 130 years, the climate in the Plains has

- been characterized by the return of strong westerlies. There
has been less precipitation, with the 51 cm (20 inch) annual
precipitation cline shifting from eastern Wyoming and Montana

'1 in 1915 to central North Dakota by 1936 (Wedel 1961:84). The
historic occupation of site 39R044 occurred during this

period (ca. 1904 to 1940).

The preceding interpretations are an attempt to

demonstrate a correlation between past climatic patterns,
biota, and human responses to changing environments. The
literature on past climates and biotic response to climatic
change is voluminous and is only highlighted above.

Fauna

Mammals

Lake Traverse is situated within the tall grass prairie.
Data on the early historic fauna of the project area

furnished by early traveler reports and fur traders indicate

that the tall grass prairie sustained a wide variety of
animals. Table 3 lists mammals that were indigenous to the
project area prior to Euro-American settlement. Several
mammal species, particularly buffalo (Bison bison) and
pronghorn (Antilocapra anericana), black bear (frsus
anericanus), and caribou (Rangifer tarandus) were once

* fairly common in the region but have subsequently been
reduced in numbers within their former range (Hall and Kelson

1959; Ernst and French 1976).

" .Amphibians and Reptiles

* .."Several species of toads, frogs, turtles and snakes
-" -"occur within the project area (Table 4) (Over 1923). There

presently is no archaeological evidence that any of these
species were utilized by prehistoric peoples. However, ethno-

graphic accounts in neighboring areas report the use of

amphibians and reptiles by Plains peoples.
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Table 3

Mammals Indigenous to the Region

Prior to Euro-American Settlement

Name Common Name

Sorex cinereus Masked shrew
Sorex palustris Water shrew
Sorex arcticus Arctic shrew
,icrosorex hoyi Pygmy shrew
Blarina brevicauda Short-tailed shrew
Myotis lucifugus Little brown myotis
Myotis keenii Keen's myotis
Lasionycteris noctivagans Silver-haired bat
Eptesicus fuscus Big brown bat
Lasiurus borealis Red bat
Lasiurus cinereus Hoary bat
Sylvilagus floridanus Eastern cottontail
L.epus tosvnsendii White-tailed jackrabbit
Tamias striatus Eastern chipmunk
Spermophilus richardsonii Richardson's ground squirrel
Spermophilus trideceelineatus 13-lined ground squirrel
Spermophilus franklinii Franklin's ground squirrel

- -,Sciurus niger Fox squirrel
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus Red squirrel
Geomys bursarius Plains pocket gopher
Perognathus flavescens Plains pocket mouse
Castor canadensis Beaver
Reithrodontomys megalotis Western harvest mouse
Peromyscus maniculatus Deer mouse
Peromyscus leucopus White-footed mouse
Onychomys leucogaster Northern grasshopper mouse
Clethrionomys gapperi Gapper's red-backed mouse
Microtus pennsylvanicus Meadow vole
Microtus ochrogaster Prairie vole
Ondatra zibethicus Muskrat
Synaptomys cooperi Southern bog lemming
Zapus hudsonius Meadow jumping mouse
Zapus princeps Western jumping mouse
Erethizon dorsatum Porcupine
Canis latrans Coyote
Canis lupus Gray wolf
Vulpes fulva Red fox
Vulpes velox Swift fox
Urocyon cinereoargenteus Gray fox
Ursus americanus Black bear
Procyon lotor Raccoon
"ustela erminea Ermine
IHustela rixosa Least weasel
Mustela frenata Long-tailed weasel
Mustela vison Mink
Taxidea taxus Badger
"piloqale putorius Eastern spotted skunk
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Name Common Name

Mephitis mephitis Striped skunk

Lutra canadensis River otter

Fells concolor Mountain lion

Lynx canadensis Lynx

Lynx rufus Bobcat

Cervus canadensis Wapiti

Odocoileus hemionus Mule deer

Odocoileus virginianus White-tailed deer

I Antilocapra americana Pronghorn
Bison bison Bison[ Rangifer tarandus Caribou
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Table 4

Amphibians and Reptiles in the Project Area

Name Common Name

Amphi bi ans:
Aabystoea tigrinum Tiger salamander
Necturus maculosus Waterdog

Bufo awericanus American toad
Acris gryllus Cricket frog
Buf cognatus Great Plains toad
Bufo heaionphrys Dakota toad
Bufo wvoodhousel Rocky Mountain toad
Pseudacris nigrita Chorus frog

Rana pipiens Leopard frog

Reptiles:

Chelydra serpentina Snapping turtle
Chrysemys picta Painted turtle
Euueces septentrionalis Prairie skink
Storeria dekayi Brown snake
Storeria occipitomaculata Red-bellied snake
Thanophis radix Plains garter snake
Thawnophis sirtalis Red-sided garter snake
Coluber constrictor Eastern yellow-bellied racer

flaviventris
Heterodon nasicus Western hog-nosed snake
Opheodrys vernalis Smooth green snake
Pituophis aelanoleucus Bull snake
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Fish
Fish could have provided a reliable food source for

prehistoric and historic inhabitants of the region. Table 5

lists the fish families present in the region (Berra 1981).
Fish vertebrae have been recovered from site 21NRll
(Michlovic 1980:161; 1982b:58), which is located along the
Red River approximately 161 kilometers (100 miles) north of
Lake Traverse.

Birds
A large variety of avifauna inhabit the project area. A

large number of these are migratory waterfowl which are
seasonal inhabitants. The project area is within the
Mississippi River Corridor (Bellrose 1968) which starts on
the Manitoba border in central North Dakota and stretches
southeastward to southeast Iowa and northeast Missouri,
bordering on the Mississippi River. From there it extends
eastward to the Illinois River Valley where it turns south,
terminating on the gulf coast of Louisiana. The Mississippi
River Corridor is used by approximately 2,500,000 dabbling
ducks, of which 2,000,000 are mallards, 200,000 are pintails,
125,000 are baldpates, 70,000 are green-winged teals, 50,000
are gadwalls and 20,000 are shovelers (Bellrose 1968).

Lake Traverse is within the Central Flyway (Missouri
River Corridor) used by diving ducks. This flyway is

different from the Central Flyway used by dabbling ducks. The
Central Flyway for diving ducks enters North Dakota farther
east than its dabbling duck counterpart. The flyway extends
south to Kansas City, Missouri, where it then divides three
ways. Abuve Kansas City, this corridor is used by about
175,000 lesser scaups, 50,000 ring-necked ducks, 2,000
redheads, and lesser numbers of canvasbacks. Large numbers of
Canada geese use the Red River of the North as a corridor to
the Big Sioux River or to the Minnesota River at Big Stone
Lake and then proceed to areas further south (Bellrose 1968).
Table 6 lists birds indigenous to the project area prior to
Euro-American settlement. Some are only seasonal inhabitants

(Bull and Farrand 1977). They may have been utilized by the

prehistoric inhabitants of the Lake Traverse area.

Flora

Few early explorer and settler accounts mention the

flora of the region in detail. Table 7 (Stephens 1973) lists
the woody plants found within the project region. Many of the
plants and trees provide substantial quantities of foodstuffs

- that could have been used by the indigenous human
*'"- populations.

*The project area is within the mixed grass prairie biota
community that is the ecotone (Odum 1971:157) between the

-i ". more easterly tall grass prairie and northern deciduous

forest and the more westerly short grass plains. The

Minnesota and Red River of the North drainages have a
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Table 5

Fish Families in the project Area

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Family Common Name

Petromyzoni dae Lampreys
Act penseri das Sturgeons
Lepisosteidae Gars,

Amiidae Bowf ins

Hiodontidae Mooneyes
dSalmonidae Trouts, salmons

Esocidae Pikes

Cyprinidae Minnows, carp

Catostomidas Suckers

Ictaluridae North American catfishes

Percopsidae Troutperch

Gadidae Cods
Cyprinodontidae Killifishes, topminnows

Gasterosteidas Sticklebacks

Cottidae Sculpins

Percichthyidae Percichthyids

Centrarchidae Sunfishes, basses

Perc ida. Perch, darters

Sciaenidae Drums, croakers
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deciduous hardwood forest community. Prior to cultivation,
the Red River of the North and the Minnesota River lowland
were covered almost entirely by grassland vegetation. This is
confirmed by examination of the General Land Office (GLO)
maps and notes. The grasslands are dominated by herbaceous

plants. Herbaceous plants are composed of two main groups,
grasses and forbs, with grasses being dominant.

The grasses are of two or more heights, with tall

grasses attaining heights of 50 to 150 cm (20 to 59 inches),

and short grasses attaining heights of 5 to 40 cm (2 to 16
inches). The mixed grass prairie contains a mixture of both
major grasses. The dominant plants are porcupine grass,

prairie dropseed, little bluestem, side-oats grama, June-
grass, western wheatgrass, plains muhly, panic grass, sedge,
green needlegrass, needle-and-thread grass, sand dropseed,

slender wheatgrass, galleta, and purple three-awn. Forbs
include broomweed, scurf-pea, sunflowers, goldenrods, and

-J ragweed.

A prolonged drought causes the mixed grasses to be

overcome or dominated by short grasses. Excessive

precipitation causes the mixed grasses or short grasses to

become dominated by the tall grasses. These flora changes,
due to changing climatic patterns, are also reflected in the
fauna associations (Shelford 1978:334-340). A large number of
plant species producing a diverse range of food types are

available for exploitation in varying densities at different
seasons throughout the region. Shay (1967) and Watts and

Bright (1968) provide summaries of the vegetational history
of the project region.

The Environment During Field Work
The field work portion of this project was conducted

during the last week of October and the first week of

November, 1982. Sites were recorded in cultivated fields,
grasslands and wooded areas. Grass cover reduced the

visibility of small prehistoric campsites. These small sites,
of low visibility, are most discernible in barren ground,
such as cultivated fields, cattle paths, and rodent backdirt
piles.

I' Summary
The project area provided the indigenous inhabitants

with a variety of plant and animal foods. Many of the food

u resources were available seasonally, and should be reflected
in the utilization of the region by prehistoric

peoples. The region, located in the mixed grass prairie, has
undergone several major post-glacial climatic episodes that
altered the local flora and fauna resources. These past

climatic events undoubtedly influenced the peoples utilizing

these resources.
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Table 6

Birds Indigenous to the Project Area Prior
to Euro-American Settlement

Name Common Name

Podiceps nigricollis Eared Grebe

Charadrius melodus Piping Plover

Sterna forsteri Forster's Tern
Catoptrophorus semipalmatus Willet
Limosa fedoa MarbleL Godwit
Numenius americanus Long-billed Curlew
Ixobrychus exilis Least Bittern
Nycticorax nycticorax Black-crowned Night Heron

Botaurus lentiginosus American Bittern

Larus pipixcan Franklin's Gull
Chlidonias nigra Black Tern
Anas crecca Green-winged Teal

Anas americana American Wigeon
Anas clypeata Northern Shoveler
Oxyura jamaicensis Ruddy Duck
Anas acuta Pintail

Fulica americana American Coot
... Anas discors Blue-winged Teal

Pelecanus erythrorhynchos White Pelican
Podilymbus podiceps Pied-billed Grebe
Phalaropus tricolor Wilson's Phalarope

. Recurvirostra americana American Avocet
-.- Porzana carolina Sora

'- Rallus limicola Virginia Rail

Capella gallinago Common Snipe
Asio flammeus Short-eared Owl

Circus cyaneus Marsh Hawk

Cistothorus platensis Short-billed Marsh Wren
Cistothorus palustris Long-billed Marsh Wren
Xanthocephalus Yanthocephalus Yellow-headed Blackbird
Melospiza georgiana Swamp Sparrow

Agelaius phoeniceus Red-winged Blackbird
Ardea herodias Great Blue Heron
Phalacrocorax auritus Double-crested Cormorant
Anas platyrhynchos Mallard
Aythya americana Redhead
Aythya valisineria Canvasback
Aythya collaris Ring-necked Duck
Aythya affinis Lesser Scaup
Lophodytes cucullatus Hooded Merganser
Branta canadensis Canada Goose
Actitis macularia Spotted Sandpiper
Iridoprocne bicolor Tree Swallow
Stelgidopteryx ruficollis Rough-winged Swallow
Riparia riparia Bank Swallow

Megaceryle alcyon Belted Kingfisher

Bartramza longicauda Upland Sandpiper
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Name Common Name

Charadrius vociferus Killdeer
Tympanuchus cupido Greater Prairie Chicken
Perdix perdix Gray Partridge
Phasianus colchicus Ring-necked Pheasant
Chordeiles minor Common Nighthawk
Athene cunicularia Burrowing Owl
Buteo lagopus Rough-legged Hawk (winter)
Buteo swainsoni Swainson's Hawk

L6 Falco sparverius Sparrow Hawk
Hirundo rustica Barn Swallow
Petrochelidon pyrrhonota Cliff Swallow

Melanerpes erythrocephalus Red-headed Woodpecker
Carduelis tristis American Goldfinch
Sturnella neglecta Western Meadowlark
Lanius excubitor Northern Shrike (winter only)
Lanius ludovicianus Loggerhead Shrike
Tyrannus tyrannus Eastern Kingbird
Sialia salis Eastern Bluebird

Tyrannus verticalis Western Kingbird
Euphagus cyanocephalus Brewer's Blackbird
Chondestes gramuacus Lark Sparrow
Spizella pusilla Field Sparrow
Spizella pallida Clay-colored Sparrow
Ammodramus savannarum Grasshopper Sparrow

Spiza americana Dickcissel
Plectrophenax nivalis Snow Bunting

Passerculus sandsichensis Savannah Sparrow
Calamospiza melanocorys Lark Bunting
Pooecetes gramineus Vesper Sparrow
Calcarius ornatus Chestnut-collared Longspur
Dolichonyx oryzivorus Bobolink
Eremophila alpestris Horned Lark

Zenaida macroura Mourning Dove
• .Columba livia Rock Dove

Procne subis Purple Martin

Chaetura pelagica Chimney Swift
Colaptes auratus Common Flicker
Icterus galbula Northern Oriole
Turdus migratorius American Robin
Dumetella carolinensis Gray Catbird
Junco hyemalis Dark-eyed Junco
Cyanocitta cristata Blue Jay
Sayornis phoebe Eastern Phoebe
Archilochus colubris Ruby-throated Hummingbird

N Troglodytes aedon House Wren
" Toxostoma rufus Brown Thrasher

Boubycilla cedrorum Cedar Waxwing
Molothrus ater Brown-headed Cowbird
Passer domesticus House Sparrow

Spizella passerina Chipping Sparrow
felospiza melodia Song Sparrow
Sturnus vulgaris Starling
Quiscalus quiscula Common Grackle
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Name Common Name

Corvus brachyrhynchos Common Crow
Dendroica petechia Yellow Warbler
Geothlypis trichas Common Yellowthroat
Setophaqa ruticilla American Redstart
Pipilo erythrophthalmus Rufous-sided Towhee
Carduelis flanmea Common Redpoll (winter only)
Passerina amoena Lazuli Bunting
Passerina cyanea Indigo Bunting
Empidonax traillii Willow Flycatcher
Coccyzus erythropthalnus Black-billed Cuckoo
Otus asio Screech Owl
Aegolius acadicus Saw-whet Owl
Accipiter cooperzi Cooper's Hawk

Buteo platypterus Broad-winged Hawk
Buteo jamazcensis Red-tailed Hawk
Cathartes aura Turkey Vulture
Picoides pubescens Downy Woodpecker
Pieoldes villosus Hairy Woodpecker
-Sphyrapicus varius Yellow-bellied Sapsucker
Sitta carolinensis White-breasted Nuthatch
Certhia familiaris Brown Creeper
Parus articapillus Black-capped Chickadee
Vireo olivaceus Red-eyed Vireo

, Vireo gilvus Warbling Vireo
" Empidonax minimus Least Flycatcher

Contopus virens Eastern Wood Pewee
Hfyiarchus crinitus Great Crested Flycatcher
Catharus fuscescens Veery
Seiurus aurocapillus Ovenbird
" niotilta varia Black-and-white Warbler
Asio otus Long-eared Owl
Bubo virginianus Great Horned Owl
Accipiter striatus Sharp-shinned Hawk
Accipiter gentilis Goshawk
Sitta canadensis Red-breasted Nuthatch
Hesperiphona vespertina Evening Grosbeak
Carpodacus purpureus Purple Finch
Loxia curvirostra Red Crossbill

- Loxia leucoptera White-winged Crossbill
Pinicola enucleator Pine Grosbeak

-'. Regulus satrapa Golden-crowned Kinglet
- Bombycilla garrulus Bohemian Waxwing
S- Carduelis pinus Pine Siskin

Pica pica Black-billed Magpie
* Podiceps auritus Horned Grebe

Anas strepera Gadwall
Aumodramus bairdii Baird's Sparrow

*. Grus canadensis Sandhill Crane
Coccyzus anericanus Yellow-billed Cuckoo
Vireo flavifrons Yellow-throated Vireo
1" cterus spurius Orchard Oriole
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Table 7

Woody Plants in the Project Area
(from Stephens 1973 and U.S. Department of Agriculture 1979)

Name Common Name

Salix' anygdaioides Peach-leaved willow
Sali.x exigui Sandbar willow
Populus aiba Silver poplar
Populus deltoides Cottonwood

O uercus vacrocarpa Bur Dak
Ulaus avericana American elm
Ceitis occidentali5 Hackberry
Ribes anerixcarum Black currant
Ribes nissouriernse Wild gooseberry

Rosa suffuita Prairie rose
Prunus avericana Wild plum
Prurnus virginiana Choke cherry41Avorpha fruticosa False indigo
Rhus qiabra Smooth sumac
Tox-icodendron radi cans Poison ivy
Acer negundo Box elder
Par thenocissus vi tacea Woodbine
Vitis riparia Riverbank grape
Tilia asericana Basswood, linden

LOenothera serrulata Evening primrose
Fraxinus penrnsyivanica Green ash
Lonicera tatarica Tartarian honeysuckle
Symphorizcarpos occiden talis Wolfberry
Viburnun leitago Sheepberry, wild raisin

Crataequs chrysocarpa Hawthorn

Psedera quinquefolia Virginia creeper
Ostrya virgmniaria Ironwood
Symphoricarpos albus Snow berry
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CHAPTER 3

Prehistoric and Historic Overviews

Introduction
The Lake Traverse and Red River watersheds are located

within the Plains Indian cultural region defined by Wedel
(1961) as the Northeastern Periphery, but this designation is

misleading, suggesting that this subarea of the Great Plains
was peripheral to important developments occurring on the

rest of the Great Plains. Recently, investigations within
this subarea have indicated that, in addition to having
cultural affiliations with surrounding regions, it was a
locus of its own cultural developments as well. As a result,
it has been suggested that this subarea should now be
referred to as the Northeastern Plains (Anfinson 1982b:67;
Fox 1982) and this designation has been adopted in the
present study. Prehistoric and historic cultural data from
this region will be presented to provide an overview of the
archaeological manifestations of northeastern South Dakota
and southwestern Minnesota (Table 8).

Culturally, the early inhabitants of the Northeastern

Plains (i.e. Paleo-Indian and Archaic peoples) were probably

band-level hunters and gatherers who shifted residence in
response to available food resources and whose sites are

*. characterized by tools indicating specialized activities of
short duration and low visibility. Woodland and later
prehistoric groups probably tended to be somewhat more
sedentary. Areas of greater topographic relief would have
been the most favorable for human occupation. Tool
assemblages often lack temporally diagnostic tools.
Projectile points and pottery (pottery occurs very late,
temporally) provide the most information for assigning
temporal placement of site occupation.

Paleo-Indian Period (10,000 B.C. to 6,000 B.C.)
The Paleo-Indian period, which is poorly represented in

the Northeastern Plains, consists of three complexes. The
earliest is the Llano complex (10,000 B.C. to at least 9,000
B.C.) which is characterized by the fluted Clovis projectile
point which has been found in association with now-extinct
Pleistocene megafauna, such as mammoth. No Clovis sites have

been recorded in the project area, although surface finds of
Clovis points have occurred in eastern South Dakota (Lass
1977:2) and in southern and central Minnesota (Johnson

Vi 1978:5).

The methods employed by the nomadic mammoth hunters in
killing mammoth can only be conjectured. Once a young, old,
or sick animal was separated from the herd, it could have
been dispatched by a group of experienced hunt ; armed with
Clovis-tipped spears. Animals may also have bL- trapped at
water holes, in marshes, in broken terrain, or at slippery

stream crossings and successfully attacked. There is no
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Table 8

Cultural Historical Sequence for the Project Area

B.C. /A. D.
1800 Euro-American settlement
1700 Dakota

Oneota Tradition (A.D. 1200-1700) Mississippian

66 Cambria phase (A.D. 1000-1300)
Initial Middle Missouri variant (A.D. 900-1400)

100 Great Oasis (A.D. 900-1250) Plains Village
1000- - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -

Lake Benton phase (A.D. 800-1300E?)
St. Croix phase (A.D. 300-800) Plains Woodland

A.D. 1 Fox Lake phase (200 B.C.-A.D. 900)

500

r Plains Archaic

5000

Plan

F Paleo-Indian

Fol som

10,000 Llano

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -



indication of the use of poison, pits, fire, or communal
drives in the procurement of mammoth (Wedel 1961:59). The
meat diet of the mammoth hunters was probably supplemented
with nuts, berries and tubers. Due to climatic change and/or
overkill, mammoth became extinct and were replaced by bison
as the main meat source for prehistoric Plains peoples.

The second Paleo-Indian complex is the Folsom complex

(9,000 B.C. to 8,000 B.C.). Definitions of this complex are
based on the temporally diagnostic Folsom and, possibly,
Midland projectile point styles and their association with
now-extinct forms of bison. Surface finds of Folsom points
have occurred in eastern South Dakota (Lass 1977:2) and in

southern and central Minnesota (Johnson 1978:5), but no
Folsom sites have been recorded in the project area.

The third Paleo-Indian complex is the Plano complex
(8,000 B.C. to 6,000 B.C.). This complex is defined by the
presence of temporally diagnostic Eden, Plainview, Alberta,

- Hell Gap, Agate Basin, Scottsbluff, Browns Valley, and
* Angostura projectile point styles and their association with

modern bison (Bison bison). Surface finds of Plano projectile
points are fairly common in the area (Lass 1980b:22). An
Alberta point was recovered from the Ries site (39DE7)(Fig.
11) in northwestern Deuel County, South Dakota (Haug and

Sterner 1978).

The Browns Valley Man site (21TR5)(Jenks 1934, 1935,
1937) (Fig. 11), located at Browns Valley, Minnesota, has been
assigned to the Plano complex. It has been dated to about
6,000 B.C. The site yielded Browns Valley points, found in
association with a male skeleton buried in a pit dug into a
gravel bar that formed during the Tintah beach stage of Lake
Agassiz. The pit fill contained little humus and the earth
covering the pit appeared to be undisturbed, suggesting the
burial occurred after the outlet channel that drained Lake
Agassiz to the south during the Tintah stage ceased to be
active but before much soil accumulated on the gravel bar
(Johnson 1962b: 160).

A second very old human skeleton (210T3) (Fig. 11) has
been recovered northeast of Browns Valley near Pelican Rapids

" -in Otter Tail County, Minnesota. The remains are those of a
teenaged girl named "Minnesota Man" (Jenks 1932, 1933, 1935,

1937). The skeleton was found almost three meters (10 feet)
below ground surface, within the horizontal laminated layers
of silt deposited in now-extinct Glacial Lake Pelican. An elk
antler tool and a marine shell pendant were also recovered
with the skeleton. Controversy surrounds the age of Minnesota
Man. Geology and the extreme depth at which the remains were
recovered suggest an early age. Attempts at radiocarbon
dating the remains have been inconclusive (Wilford 1955:130).
An Archaic period date was obtained from a carbon sample
that was smaller than the minimum amount required for
accuracy and which was originally contaminated by shellac
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Dakota
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Minnesota

3.-r 76
9

tE?. 10
South Dakota

1. Biesterfeldt (32RM1) 9. Lindholm (21.BS3)
2. Minnesota Man site (210T3) Lou Miller (21BS4)
3. Peterson Lake (21GR4) 10. Schoen #2 (21BS1)
4. Pelican Lake (21P02) Schoen #1 (21BS2)
5. Wilson Mounds (21TR2) 11. Ries (39DE7)
6. Browns Valley 12. 21YM35

Man site (21TR5) 13. Big Slough (21MU1)
7. De Spiegler (39R023) Great Oasis (21MU2)
8. Hartford Beach

Village (39R05)

Figure 11. Regional map showing the locations of sites
discussed in the text.
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(Johnson 1962b:160). Based on geology and the extreme depth
of the remains, a Paleo-Indian age is accepted for Minnesota
Man in the present study.

Bison was the main source of meat for Folsom and Piano
peoples, although other species, such as deer, elk, and prong-
horn antelope may also have been important. In a recent exam-
ination of Paleo-Indian bison procurement practices Nicholson
(1982) concludes that the strategies employed consisted of
the stalking, ambushing, or small-scale surrounding of bison
by small hunting groups. Communal mass-killing of bison
accomplished by stampeding a bison herd over a cliff or into
a natural entrapment, such as a deep-sided ravine, where the
bison were then killed, probably did not develop until the
Archaic period. Fire may have been employed in the drives,
although its importance is the subject of much controversy.
The meat diet of the Paleo-Indian bison hunters was
supplemented with wild plant foods, such as nuts, berries and
tubers.

Plains Archaic Period (6,000 B.C. to 500 B.C.)
During the end of the late Paleo-Indian period a great

variety of projectile point styles appear. The Archaic period
is broadly characterized by stemmed and side-notched points
and by the appearance of ground and pecked stone tools.
Archaic peoples continued to follow a nomadic way of life,
traveling seasonally to utilize different food resources in
various localities (Johnson 1978:9).The subsistence pattern
became more diffuse, reflecting a greater exploitation of
local environments.

* It is generally accepted that the major emphasis was
*.? still on the procurement of bison, although smaller game

animals, fish, and wild plant foods increased in dietary
importance from the Paleo-Indian period, but this view has
recently been challenged. Analysis of cultural material from
site 21YM35 (Fig. 11), located south of Granite Falls,
Minnesota, suggests that no broad or sweeping generalizations
concerning subsistence patterns are appropriate for the
Prairie-Lakes region, which includes the present project
area, during the Plains Archaic (Dobbs 1979:65). Dobbs (1979:
67) cautions against interpreting prehistoric diet simply in
terms of meat consumption. The nutritional needs and economic
decisions of the population need to be considered. Since
sites within the Prairie-Lakes region are generally located
in close proximity to a variety of environmental zones
(e.g., upland prairie, slope forest, floodplain forest,
marsh, slough, streams, small upland lakes, lake margins), a
focal bison hunting economy is not evidenced. Rather, a

- diffuse economic system involving use of a broad variety of
" " resources probably occurred within the Prairie-Lakes region

during the Plains Archaic (Dobbs 1979:71-74).

Scattered surface finds of Archaic period projectile
points have been reported from sites, such as the
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" .. aforementioned Ries site (39DE7) (Haug and Sterner 19781),
throughout southwestern Minnesota and northeastern South
Dakota. The Pelican Lake site (21P02)(Fig. 11) is an Archaic
burial site situated on a glacially formed gravel knoll
adjacent to the northeast corner of Pelican Lake. The remains
of six skeletons and a few associated artifacts were
recovered from four shallow burial pits dug into the gravel
subsoil. Each pit was lined with red ochre. The artifacts are
suggestive of an Eastern Archaic site association (Johnson
1962a). The Peterson Lake site (21GR4) (Fig. 11), situated
near the west edge of Peterson Lake, contained a single
primary burial in a pit dug into gravel and covered with
boulders. Based on the burial mode and associated artifacts,
this site has been assigned to the Archaic with a possible
Red Ochre cultural affiliation (Goetzinger and Johnson 1967).

Stone circles are common archaeological phenomena on the
northern Great Plains. "Their range extends from just west of
the Rocky Mountains to western Minnesota and northwest Iowa,
south into Nebraska and north into Saskatchewan and Alberta"1(Hovde 1982:33). A number of these stone circles have been
assigned to the Archaic period on the basis of projectile
point styles and radiocarbon dates (Quigg 1979, 1981:54-60;
Mulloy 1954:63; Brasser 1982:314-318; Frison 1978:51; Larson
1981). These stone circles have been interpreted as having
been constructed in conjunction with circular lodges or tipis
(Frison 1978:51; Kehoe 1958; Mulloy 1960:1-3), although some
may be the remains of corral structures and other forms of
animal traps (Malouf 1960:3-5; Moomaw 1960:5-9). Several
stone circle sites recorded in the region (Lass 1980a) may3 have Archaic affiliations.

Woodland Period (500 B.C. to A.D. 1000)
The Woodland period in southwestern Minnesota is

characterized by the appearance of pottery, burial mounds,
and possibly limited horticulture. It is during this time
that the atlatl was being replaced by the bow-and-arrow
(Reeves 1970). The basic subsistence-settlement pattern of
the Woodland groups of southwestern Minnesota probably
developed in the Late Archaic and persisted apparently
unchanged throughout the Woodland period (Anfinson 1982a:54,
67-68, 1982b:75). Warm season habitation sites of this period
are located on islands or peninsulas in shallow lakes, while
winter sites are probably located in wooded river valleys
(Anfinson 1982a:53, 67; Shane 1982:48). Bison was probably
the primary food resource, although recent analyses (Anfinson
1982a; Shane 1982) indicate fish, small mammals and plants
may have been more important subsistence resources than
previously believed.

The earliest Woodland complex within the project region
is the Fox Lake phase (200 B.C. to A.D. 900). Projectile
point styles are generally stemmed and side-notched
varieties. Fox Lake ceramics consist of incised, trailed, and
vertical or horizontal cordmarked, bossed or punctated
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conoidal-shaped pottery vessels having thick walls (Wilford
1955:133; Hudak 1978; Anfinson 1979:73-79). The ceramics may
have been influenced by developments in Illinois (Hudak
1974:24, 1978). The burial pattern is not known.

The Fox Lake phase is partially contemporaneous with the
" " Lake Benton phase (A.D. 800 to A.D. 1300[?])(Anfinson

1982b:75). Although ceramic changes are, at present, the only
recognized distinguishing criteria between the Fox Lake and
Lake Benton phases, the introduction of burial mounds may
also be a possible distinguishing characteristic (Anfinson
1982b:75). Lake Benton phase ceramics are characterized by
thinner-walled vessels exhibiting cordwrapped stick impressed
exterior decoration. Trailed decorations disappear and the
use of bosses and punctates decreases. Vessel shape is more
globular with rounded shoulders and conoidal bases (Anfinson
1979:109-110, 1982b:75). Burial mounds may have initially
occurred during this phase or shortly before. As a result,
many of the mound groups in southwestern Minnesota may be
associated with the Lake Benton phase. Projectile points are
generally side-notched and corner-notched triangular
varieties. No data concerning habitation structures are
available. It is not known when the Lake Benton phase ended.
At the Big Slough site (21MU1)(Fig. 11), Lake Benton, Great
Oasis and Oneota ceramics are intermixed in the upper levels

-". of the site (Anfinson 1982a, 1982b:75). This suggests several
P possibilities: (1) Lake Benton phase peoples may have
coexisted with the horticultural groups or (2) they may have
been transformed into the horticultural groups (e.g., Great
Oasis, Oneota) that are recognized in the region.

The St. Croix phase (A.D. 300 to A.D. 800) is
transitional between Middle and Late Woodland. This phase,
located north of Fox Lake and Lake Benton phase sites,
"stretches from the northwestern corner of Wisconsin across
eastern and central Minnesota into the Red River Valley"
(Gibbon and Caine 1980:61). Lake Traverse is situated within
its geographical boundaries. St. Croix ceramics consist of
moderately flared vessels with cordmarked bodies and
subconoidal bases. Decoration, confined to the rim, consists
of dentate stamped, comb stamped, or cordwrapped stick
impressed bands. Projectile points associated with this phase
are finely-made isosceles triangular points or small side-
notched points. Most St. Croix sites are situated on small
streams near lake outlets. "Many of these locations are
adjacent to lakes which are known today for their excellent
wild-rice harvests, fishing, and waterfowl hunting" (Gibbon

V9 and Caine 1980:61). This suggests that St. Croix peoples
employed a broad-based subsistence strategy that consisted of
hunting, fishing, and gathering including possible wild rice
harvesting. The De Spiegler site (39R023) (Fig. 11), located
in Roberts County, South Dakota, has a St. Croix component
dated at A.D. 600 (Anfinson 1979:169; Caine 1974:60-61;
Gibbon and Caine 1980:62).
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The Onamia ceramic type is a late Middle Woodland or
early Late Woodland manifestation from central Minnesota

that occasionally appears in southwestern Minnesota where it
is associated with the Lake Benton phase (Anfinson 1979:149).
In addition, it is closely related to St. Croix ceramics.
Onamia ware consists of cordwrapped stick impressed and
dentate stamped vessels with rounded shoulders and conoidal
bases. Projectile points are primarily side-notched
varieties, but some unnotched, triangular forms occur also.

During the Woodland period there was widespread
construction of linear and circular mounds containing flexed
and disarticulated primary and secondary bundle burials in
pits. Utilitarian and ornamental grave goods made

predominantly of bone and shell are associated with the
burials. This mound complex, defined as the Arvilla complex
(Wilford 1941:243-246, 1955:137-138; Johnson 1973), is dated

from A.D. 600 to A.D. 900 (Johnson 1973:66). Geographically,
this complex encompasses an area "extending west from the St.
Croix River to the Red River and then north along the Red
River" (Johnson 1973:66). This area includes portions of
northeastern South Dakota, eastern North Dakota, and
Manitoba. Several burial mound sites within the Lake Traverse
area have been assigned to the Arvilla complex: De Spiegler

(39RO23)(Wilford 1955:137) and Wilson (21TR2)(Johnson 1973:42-
, 43)(Fig. 11).

*0 Plains Village Period (A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1350)

L One of the earliest Plains Village complexes is the
Great Oasis phase (A.D. 900 to A.D. 1250). It was originally
defined by Wilford (1945, 1955) on the basis of

investigations conducted at the Great Oasis site (21MU2) (Fig.
11), Murray County, southwestern Minnesota, but it is more
common in South Dakota, Iowa, and Nebraska than in Minnesota
(Anfinson 1982b:76). It is centered in northwestern Iowa.

Although Great Oasis developed out of a Woodland base
(Anderson 1975:34; Anfinson 1979:88), it has been suggested
that this complex is related to the Initial Middle Missouri
(Johnson 1969; Henning and Henning 1978).

*. r Great Oasis house structures are rectangular in outline.
Projectile points are unnotched or side-notched triangular
varieties. Great Oasis pottery in Minnesota is characterized

by high rim, globular vessels with trailed or plain, smoothed
rims (Wilford 1945:35-36). In Minnesota, subsistence-

settlement patterns are similar to those of the preceding and
contemporaneous Woodland phases (Anfinson 1979:87, 1982b:76).
Although there is no direct evidence for Great Oasis
agriculture in Minnesota, bison scapula hoes recovered from
non-Minnesota sites are suggestive of a mixed agricultural/
hunting-gathering subsistence economy.

-. The Cambria phase (A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1300) is con-

temporaneous with Great Oasis. Generally, Cambria sites are
found on high terraces of the upper Minnesota River (Johnson
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1961:54). They are characterized by bell-shaped storage pits,

unnotched and side-notched triangular points, snub-nosed
thumbnail scrapers, sandstone abraders, ceramic gaming
pieces, scapula hoes, clay elbow pipes, and quantities of
bone, shell and corn refuse (Wilford 1945:32-34; Anfinson
1979:51). Cambria pottery vessels are predominantly grit

* tempered jars with rounded bodies and well-defined shoulders
that have been decorated with incised or trailed designs.

Decoration is restricted to upper portions of the vessels
*(Wilford 1945:36-38; Knudson 1967; Shay 1966). Cambria burial

mounds, which are characteristically flat-topped, have
yielded multiple primary burials with associated grave goods.
Woodland, Mississippian, and Initial Middle Missouri
influences are suggested (Wilford 1945, 1955; Knudson 1967;
Johnson 1961). Several Cambria sites are located near the
project area in Big Stone County, Minnesota: Lindholm
(21BS3), Lou Miller (21BS4), Schoen #2 (21BS1), and Schoen #1

. (21BS2)(Fig. 11).

Subsistence was based on maize agriculture, hunting, and

gathering. Watrall (1974) has suggested that Cambria peoples
initially possessed an intermediate subsistence pattern
having segments (e.g, maize horticulture and bison hunting)

on which increased dependence could be placed, if necessary.
Later, due to ecological and cultural factors, the Cambria
intermediate type subsistence pattern shifted to a focal
subsistence type dependent on bison hunting.

The Initial Middle Missouri variant (A.D. 900 to A.D.
1400) was one of the first village cultures to appear in
South Dakota. Initial Middle Missouri village sites occur
most frequently in the southeastern two-thirds of South
Dakota along the Big Sioux River, James River, and Missouri
River valleys. Villages consist of rectangular houses with
lengths typically more than one and one-half times their

. widths. House sizes vary, with the most common being
approximately 12 by 6 meters (35 by 25 feet). House floors
are found one meter or greater below present ground
surfaces and raised benches are sometimes found at one or
both ends of the floor. Interior firepits are shallow basins
located near the entrance. Cache pits occur frequently in the
house floors. Entrances are located at the south end of the
houses and consist of narrow, roofed chambers extending two

to three meters or more beyond the end of the houses (Lehmer
1971).

- Village sizes vary with 20 to 30 houses being most
common. Most houses are arranged side by side in more or less
regular rows. Some villages have a central open space, and

. -fortifications may or may not be present. Fortified Initial
" . Middle Missouri villages utilized natural topographic

features, such as bluffs, for protection on two or three
sides and a simple ditch across the other sides. Additional

* -protection was provided by a palisade erected along the inner
edge of the fortification ditches (Lehmer 1971).
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Burial customs are not known for the Initial Middle
Missouri variant. It is possible that inhumations were made
some distance from the villages. The mass burial of about 500
individuals within the fortification ditch at the Crow Creek
site (39BF11)(Zimmerman et al. 1981) appears to be a unique
case. It is possible, however, that other Middle Missouri
variant sites with fortification ditches may also contain
mass burials as a result of attack.

The pottery from sites assigned to the Middle Missouri
Tradition have coarse, granular, rather porous paste heavily
tempered with crushed granite. Nearly all of the vessels are
jars. Cord-roughened bodies occur in the Initial Middle

Missouri sites. The majority of vessels of the Middle
Missouri Tradition have either flared or S-rims. Handles are
extremely rare. Projectile points are small, light,
triangular in outline and are either unnotched or side-E inotched forms. A wide variety of chipped and ground stone
tools occur. Bone tools and ornaments are common (Lehmer

1971).

Hartford Beach Village (39R05)(Fig. 11) is a fortified
village situated on the bluffs overlooking Big Stone Lake.
Although no earthlodge depressions have been discerned and
very little cultural material has been recovered from the
site, it has been assigned to the Initial Middle Missouri
(Sigstad and Sigstad 1973a:226-229; Haug 1981). This desig-
nation is confirmed by two radiocarbon dates, A.D. 1120 (WIS-

1368) and A.D. 1300 (WIS-1370)(Haug 1983).

Mississippian Period (A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1700)
By about A.D. 1350, early Plains Village groups

disappeared from Minnesota and eastern South Dakota. They may

have been displaced by Oneota peoples of the Mississippian
period. The Oneota Tradition is represented in the project
area by the Blue Earth phase (A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1600). Most
of the sites assigned to this phase are semi-sedentary
villages situated on the floodplains of small tributary

rivers (Anfinson 1979:39). Although no house structures have
been defined, numerous cache pits have been discerned.
Subsistence was based on maize agriculture and a broad-based

* hunting-gathering economy. The phase is characterized by
shell tempered ceramic vessels and unnotched triangular
points (Wilford 1941:235, 1945:33,35). Primary and secondary
burials have been found in cemeteries near major Blue Earth
villages (Anfinson 1979:39).

Proto-Historic Period (A.D. 1600 to A.D. 1750)
The Proto-historic period may be represented in the Lake

Traverse area at site 39R045/21TR35 which yielded Sandy Lake
ceramics. These ceramics, dated from A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1750,
extend from the Late Woodland into the early historic period

and are associated with the Wanikan Culture (Birk 1977:31).

They may represent proto-historic Dakota peoples (Ossenberg
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1974: 3 Michovic 1982a,b, 1983a,b; Anfinson 1979:176,
1982b:81). Within its southern range, Sandy Lake ceramics are

*. characterized by shell or grit tempered, globular, somewhat
* squat vessels exhibiting vertical cordmarked or smooth

exteriors. Decoration, when present, consists of lip
* notching, interior lip notching, or interior punctates

(Cooper and Johnson 1964). A number of sites containing Sandy
.. Lake ceramics have recently been recorded along the Red River

in Norman County, Minnesota (Michlovic 1982abc, 1983ab;
" reakey 1981). The distribution of Sandy Lake ceramics

extends from the Wisconsin tributaries of the St. Croix River
across central Minnesota to the Red River Valley and into
Manitoba and Ontario.

The ancestral Cheyenne probably dwelt in or near the
project area during the Proto-historic period. According to
oral tradition (Weist 1977:9-17; Grinnell 1972, vol. 1:4;
Wood 1971:51), these people, an Algonquian-speaking group,
originally lived along the shores of large lakes within the
woodlands between the Great Lakes and Hudson Bay. They
eventually migrated to present-day Minnesota where, by about
1650, they were already living in the upper Mississippi
region. By 1675, they moved to the upper Minnesota River

area, near the Yellow Medicine River where they buil* a
-. fortified earth lodge village, practiced horticulture, and

*- hunted buffalo. A 1688 map made by Jean-Baptiste Louis
Franquelin, based on information supplied by the Dakota,
indicates the Cheyenne were still living near the Yellow
Medicine River but, shortly afterward, they built another

fortified earth lodge village between Big Stone Lake and Lake
Traverse.

Franquelin made another map about 1700 indicating that
the Cheyenne had left the Minnesota River Valley and were
living on the Sheyenne River in present-day North Dakota.
They occupied this village until about 1770 or 1790. Although
this village is commonly believed to be the Biesterfeldt site
(2RM1)(Fig. 11), a fortified earth lodge village, its
cultural identification has been questioned (Wood 1955,

*- 1971). Based on artifact analyses, Wood (1971:59-60, 69-70)
has suggested that the Biesterfeldt site is part of the Post-
Contact Coalescent of the Plains Village pattern, closely
related to villages on the Missouri River. During their stay
on the Sheyenne River horticulture continued to be important,

.- but the Cheyenne also became heavily dependent on bison. They
eventually abandoned the Sheyenne River area, possibly forced
out by the Chippewa and/or Dakota.

The Cheyenne moved to the Missouri River and eventually
onto the High Plains. It has been pointed out that the
movements of the Cheyenne to the Missouri and beyond probably
did not occur as a tribal body. Rather, the movements were

those of individual camps or villages (Wood 1971:70; Grinnell
, 1972:14-15, 21-22). "Settlements on the Minnesota River and

on the Missouri may thus have been contemporaneous with the
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village or villages on the Sheyenne River" (Wood 1971:70).

The following historical overview briefly summarizes
historical events in the Lake Traverse area. The individual
site reports relate the historical information known about

each specific historic site, with reference to the site's
relationship to the overview.

The Dakota
The Dakota or Sioux Tribe is divided into three cultural

and dialectic subdivisions: (1) the Eastern or Santee

hdivision with the Dakota dialect, (2) the Middle or Wichiyela
division with the Nakota dialect, and (3) the Western or

*Teton division with the Lakota dialect. Prior to white
contact, the Dakota were Woodland Indians occupying the

L; southern two-thirds of present-day Minnesota and adjacent

areas of the surrounding states. At that time they were
divided into seven bands or "council fires": (1) Mdewakanton,

(2) Wahpekute, (3) Wahpeton, (4) Sisseton, (Eastern or Santee
division), (5) Yankton, (6) Yanktonai, (Middle or Wichiyela
division), and (7) Teton, (Western division).

The Dakota were first mentioned by French explorers and
- missionaries in about 1640. The first documented, direct

white contact with the Dakota occurred in the spring of 1660
* when two French explorers, Pierre Esprit Radisson and Medard

Chouart, Sieur des Groseilliers, met a group of Santee Sioux
F0 and 17 additional Indian nations at a rendezvous in north-

western Wisconsin or eastern Minnesota. At this time, some
Dakota groups had already left the woodlands and were living
on the prairie (Radisson 1943:217-220). Father Louis Hennepin
journeyed to the upper Mississippi area in 1680 where he was
captured by Santee Sioux and taken to their village on Mille
Lacs Lake. During his stay with the Santee he learned of the
Tinthciha (Teton) Dakota, people of the prairie (Hennepin

1938:91-92).

These incidents suggest that prior to 1660 some of the
FDakota, probably the Teton band, had made or were in the

process of making the transition from a woodlands to a Plains
group. On Franquelin's 1697 map, Dakota villages are located

Ii on eastern and western tributaries of the Mississippi River

between the mouth of the Minnesota River and the Crow Wing
River, on Mille Lacs Lake, and along the Minnesota River as
far west as Big Stone Lake (Wedel 1974:163-164). In addition,

U as the result of contact with the Dakota in the 1680's and
1690's Le Sueur was aware of Dakota groups roaming the plains
and prairies between the Missouri and upper Mississippi
rivers (Wedel 1974:165).

The Teton band moved south and westward, briefly
occupying the Lake Traverse area before moving into the
Missouri River Valley. This band was followed by the Yankton
and Yanktonai bands. Eventually, the Santee bands moved
southward, abandoning the northern lake area. The Sissetons
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and Wahpetons moved to the Minnesota River Valley and
-" adjoining plains. The Wahpekutes moved onto the prairies

south of the Minnesota River. The Mdewakantons settled around
the mouth of the Minnesota River, eventually occupying the
lcwer Minnesota River and the area along the Mississippi
River from its junction with the Minnesota to the mouth of
the Upper Iowa River.

It has been suggested that the Santee Dakota were forced
out of their old homelands by the Chippewa (Robinson 1904;
Hickerson 1962, 1965, 1970, 1974). As interpreted by
Hickerson (1962, 1965, 1970, 1974), Chippewa-Dakota relations
prior to 1736 were basically peaceful. The Chippewa, acting
as middlemen, controlled the fur trade in central Minnesota
and western Wisconsin and supplied the Santee Dakota with
French merchandise in exchange for furs and hunting
privileges in Dakota territory. Supposedly, when the French
trade frontier expanded to the Santee Dakota territory, the
Chippewa no longer had access to game areas and trade fur. As
a result, warfare erupted in 1736 as the Chippewa attempted
to expand into new areas and eventually forced the Dakota to
abandon the woodlands of central Minnesota. Holzkamm (1983),
.n countering Hickerson's interpretations, has pointed out
that Chippewa-Dakota relations from 1679 to the early
nineteenth century were generally hostile. Thus, Chippewa
middleman relations with the Dakota would have been severely
restricted. In fact, the Santee Dakota were able to maintain
access to Europear trade goods throughout this period without
exclusive reliance on Chippewa middlemen. Sources used by the

- Dakota to furnish them with trade goods included European
trading posts, unlicensed traders without established trading
posts, and non-Chippewa Indian middlemen (Holzkamm 1983:228).

Anderson (1980), in addition to accepting Hickerson's
interpretations, has suggested that Dakota population
movements were also affected by the European fur trade.
Plains bison hunting was emphasized during periods of fur
trade decline, while woodland resources were exploited during
periods of fur trade prosperity resulting in conflict with
the Chippewa (Anderson 1980:18-19, 28-30). These views are
disputed by Holzkamm (1983) who sees Santee Dakota population
movements "as a means of utilizing involvement in the
European fur trade to participate in the Plains equestrian
bison hunting economy" (Holzkamm 1983:225). Involvement in

," the fur trade allowed the Santee Dakota to exchange trade
*" goods for horses, an important element of the bison hunting
UW economy, with the more western Dakota groups. As a result,

increased orientation toward the Plains, especially among the
Sissetons and Wahpetons, was due to increased participation
in the fur trade. "In short, a supply of horses made Plains
bison hunting a desirable subsistence pursuit for the Eastern
Dakota; however, horses could best be obtained through
participation in the Dakota trade fairs with a supply of
trade goods. Thus, the Eastern Dakota found that an
equestrian bison hunting economy on the Plains necessitated
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participation in the European fur trade as well" (Holzkamm

1983:231).

Interaction in the fur trade had markedly altered the
material culture of the Santee Dakota by the beginning o4 the
nineteenth century. Bone and stone tools and weapons had been
largely replaced by those of steel. Although many household
utensils were still made of wood and bark, brass kettles had
replaced the use of pottery. In addition, European cloth and

trade blankets had begun to replace the use of skins. Despite
an increasing dependence on materials of European
manufacture, the religion and social organization of the

Santee Dakota were largely unchanged at the beginning of the

nineteenth century (Meyer 1967:20).

In the 1830's, the fur trade underwent a drastic change

in the Plains that directly affected the Santee Dakota.
Emphasis shifted from a reliance on beaver and small mammal
furs to a reliance on bison robes. This change destroyed the
Santee monopoly over European trade goods and undermined the
economic basis for the Dakota trade fairs because it was

easier and more economical to transport bison robes by
steamboat on the Missouri River than to haul them overland
and ship them through the Great Lakes. In addition, greater
emphasis on bison robes probably resulted in a decline of the
bison population in the prairie fringe of the Plains (White
1978:330-331). In 1800, bison ranged as far as southeastern

f @Minnesota and eastern Iowa, but by the mid-1830's they were

gone from most of Minnesota (Hickerson 1962:16; Woolworth and
Woolworth 1980:80). These factors probably eventually induced
some Santee Dakota groups to take an interest in horticulture

(Holzkamm 1983:231).

Close relationships existed between the Sisseton and
Wahpeton bands of Santee Dakota. As mentioned previously, the

Sisseton and Wahpeton occupied the Minnesota River Valley
above Shakopee, having major villages at Big Stone Lake and
Lake Traverse by 1800. The Sisseton and Wahpeton, along with
the other Santee bands, followed a seasonal cycle of
subsistence activities. Although they were nomadic hunters

much of the year, some Sisseton and Wahpeton groups had

permanent villages consisting of bark houses. These villages
were occupied during part of the spring and summer when corn
was planted or harvested. The raising of corn was observed at
or recorded for Lake Traverse, including an island in the
lake, in the early nineteenth century (Pond 1908:342-343:
Riggs 1918:535-536). Subsistence activities during the rest
of the year consisted of hunting mammals and waterfowl,
fishing, and gathering a variety of berries, roots, and

tubers. In the course of these activities, a variety of
habitats were exploited: lakes, streams, prairies, and

deciduous forests.

Although the bison had moved westward, abandoning most

of Minnesota by the mid-1830's, the Sisseton and Wahpeton
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from the lakes Big Stone and Traverse area, due to their
possession of horses, were able to pursue the bison onto the

Plains. The majority of the Santee, though, were forced to
shift their emphasis from bison to deer meat and hides. The
hunting of deer within the prairie-forest border of Minnesota
brought the Santee into conflict with the Chippewa.

By the late eighteenth century, the Chippewa occupied

the coniferous forest of northern Minnesota and northwestern
Wisconsin, and the Santee occupied prairie regions on the
Minnesota and upper Mississippi rivers. Due to continuing

Dakota-Chippewa hostilities, Hickerson (1962, 1965, 1970) has
. suggested that the prairie-forest ecotone functioned as a
* buffer zone between the two groups from about 1780 to 1850.

"The buffer zone comprised territory on the frontiers between

tribes which, except for communal drives, was normally
unoccupied. Such lands could not be entered in safety except
by war parties or large hunting parties prepared at a

moment's notice for war" (Hickerson 1965:43).

In addition, the charac4 ,r and shape of the buffer zone

extending diagonally (southeast to northwest) from the
Chippewa River in west-central Wisconsin to the Red River
Valley in western Minnesota, was influenced by the
distribution of deer within the prairie-forest border
(Hickerson 1965). In general, deer prefer open forests with a
great variety of browse, shunning mature coniferous or broad-
leaf forests, boggy areas, and grassy areas without tree
cover. "In Minnesota the buffer zone coincides generally with
the transition zone between biotic provinces and the areas of
highest deer populations" (Watrall 1968:83).

Deer were an important element of the subsistence
strategies of the Dakota and Chippewa. Maintenance of the
buffer zone (i.e, warfare) acted as a deterrent to heavy
hunting within the zone by Dakota and Chippewa. As a result,
the supply of deer within it remained high, suggesting that
the buffer zone was purposefully maintained as a reservoir

% for deer. "The effect of warfare, then, was the regulation
and preservation of a supply of deer in and near the buffer
zone for the use of Indians hunting in bands, often at great
risk of their lives" (Hickerson 1965:62).

During the French and Indian War (1756-1763), the Santee

Dakota sided with the French. Having lost the war, France
ceded her possessions east of the Mississippi to England and

lo those to the west, including the Lake Traverse region, to
Spain. As a result, the Santee Dakota had extensive contact
with a different European power, England. During the American
Revolution, the Santee were allied with the British and

participated in the conflict along the central Mississippi
Valley. In 1783, the United States acquired all territory
east of the Mississippi. In 1800, Spain ceded the territory
of Louisiana to France. Although the United States acquired j
this territory from France as a result of the Louisiana
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Purchase of 1803, the Santee continued to be influenced by

the British and French traders who carried on their
operations much as they had prior to that time. It was
several years before the United States began to establish its
sovereignty over the territory encompassing the Lake Traverse

area. During the War of 1812, the Santee Dakota were once
again allied with the British and helped the British capture
Mackinac. "The outcome of the War of 1812 had not induced the

Indians automatically to shift their allegiance from England

to the United States. Many of the fur traders, especially

those in the employ of the American Fur Company, were British
in sympathies,..." (Meyer 1967:36).

From colonial times there was a steady and increasing

pressure by whites on Indian-claimed lands. The cession of
some Santee Dakota lands as the result of the treaties of

1830 and 1837 did not directly affect the Dakota at Lake
Traverse, but the Treaty of Traverse des Sioux in 1851 had a

profound effect on Sisseton and Wahpeton Dakota. This treaty
provided for the cession of all Upper Sioux (Sisseton and

Wahpeton) lands in present-day Minnesota and a small portionA in present-day South Dakota and authorized the payment of
annuities to them. An important article, establishing a

". r reservation extending 16 kilometers (10 miles) on each side
of the upper Minnesota River from Lake Traverse to the Yellow
Medicine River, was later stricken out by the U.S. Senate,

but the Upper Sioux were temporarily assigned to this

" % reservation. A similar treaty, the Treaty of Mendota, was

signed by the Lower Sioux (Mdewakanton and Wahpekute). Their
reservation extended along both banks of the Minnesota from

the Yellow Medicine River to the Little Rock River near New

Ulm, Minnesota (Meyer 1967:78-89). In effect, these treaties
reduced the Santee Dakota to eventual, complete dependence on

the government.

The Sisseton and Wahpeton considered the land assigned

to them acceptable as a reservation since it included their

old village sites (Carley 1976:3). Waneta, a Yanktonai chief,
had a village located on the northwest shore of Lake
Traverse. Burning Earth, a Sisseton chief, had a village at

the south end of the lake near the Little Minnesota River. At
least two villages were situated on the east side of Lake

Traverse, one near the center and one near the northeast end
(Riggs 1839, in Woolworth 1981:131-132).

U Standing Buffalo, a Sisseton chief, had a village
reportedly located where Sam Brown's log house now stands in
present-day Sam Brown Memorial Park on the western edge of

Browns Valley, Minnesota (Allanson 1958:6). Although Standing
Buffalo refused to join Little Crow in the Dakota Uprising of
1862 (Meyer 1967:118), he lost his crops, land, and village
when the government confiscated all Dakota lands in Minnesota

* as a result of the outbreak. He fled with his village onto
the plains of Dakota Territory, eventually moving to Canada

where he was killed by a party o4 Crow in 1866 (Robinson
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*. 1904:347).

mSweet Corn, a Sisseton chief who supposedly earned his

name after developing a particularly sweet and succulent
variety of corn (Anonymous 1966, Sec 3:7), had a village,

. that included a large garden area, on the northwest shore of
- Lake Traverse, north of Jim Creek near the present-day

Kaufman Resort (Muellenbach 1958:35-37). A dugout, located on
* a hilltop west of the village, was used as a lookout post for

detecting approaching Chippewa warriors. A ditch connecting
the dugout to the village allowed sentries to descend the

*i hillside undetected to warn the village of approaching enemy
" warriors (Kieserling 1970:22). During the Sisseton and
. Wahpeton claims trials Sweet Corn was accused of
-- participating in the siege of Fort Abercrombie during the
*Dakota Uprising (Carley 1976:56). Sweet Corn died in 1888 and

his grave, marked by a monument, is situated on a hillside

overlooking the Kaufman Resort (Kieserling 1970:229).

Believing that individual ownership of land was
absolutely essential for "civilizing" the Santee Dakota,

*_ a proposal was advanced to allot an 80 acre tract to each
. family head or other adult. It was assumed that they would

eventually qualify for fee patents to the allotments and
* become citizens. Since only the portion of the reservation
* "south of the Minnesota River was required in this scheme, the
-, Santee were forced to sign a treaty in 1858 ceding that

portion of the reservation north of the Minnesota River and
east of Lake Traverse, nearly a million acres, for a price to
be set by the U.S. Senate. Finally, in 1860, after a two year
delay, the Santee were authorized a payment of 30 cents an
acre for the relinquished land, but due to the usual traders'
claims, they actually received little money (Meyer 1967:103-

" 104)

The various treaties engendered in the Santee
disillusionment, declining respect, and bitterness toward the
government. Several factors combined to culminate in the

- Dakota Uprising of 1862, resulting in much bloodshed along
the Minnesota River Valley (Carley 1976:5; Meyer 1967:111-
115). The failure of the military to capture and punish
Inkpaduta and his small band of Wahpekute for the murders of
over 30 people in 1857 in the Lake Okoboji area of Iowa and
the government's subsequent attempt to hold the Santee

*. responsible for Inkpaduta's capture lessened the Dakota's
esteem for the whites. In addition, the Santee were aware
that many young men had left Minnesota, weakening the state's

*defenses, to fight in the Civil War. A crop failure in 1861
resulted in near-starvation during the 1861-62 winter. The
Santee were feeling increased pressure from white settlements
near and even on the reservation. The most important

. immediate cause of the uprising was probably the delay in the

*I arrival of the annuity goods and cash (Carley 1976:5).

Although most of the Sissetons and Wahpetons did not
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participate in the uprising, they fled from the advancing
military force commanded by General Henry H. Sibley and
spread out over the plains of Dakota Territory. After

following a nomadic life for several years, the majority
gradually gathered on the Coteau des Prairies, just west of

the Lake Traverse-Big Stone Lake area, near Fort Wadsworth

which was established in 1864. Since the Sisseton and
Wahpeton had generally remained loyal to the U.S. Government
during the uprising, a treaty signed in 1867 established a
triangular-shaped reservation between Lake Traverse and Fort
Wadsworth for these Dakota bands. The Sisseton Reservation,

*. b also known as the Lake Traverse Reservation, encompassing
918,770.58 acres, had its apex at Lake Kampeska, near present-

day Watertown, South Dakota, and its base along, but not
parallel to, the present North Dakota-South Dakota border.
The west shore of Lake Traverse formed a portion of thereservation's eastern boundary (Meyer 1967:198-199, 216).

By the 1880's, white settlers were pressuring the
government to open the reservation to settlement. The
Sisseton Reservation had been intact for 20 years when the
Dawes Act became law in 1887. This act authorized the

allotment of any reservation when the Indians were deemed
ready to take on the responsibilities of citizenship. "Since

% the Sissetons were by this time largely self-supporting and
were living under a fairly complex system of reservation

government, it was natural for their reservation to be chosen
as one of the first to undergo the experiment" (Meyer

1967:216).

Terms were reached whereby each member of the SissetonI and Wahpeton bands was to receive an allotment of 160 acres
and the balance of the reservation was to be purchased by the
United States Government at $2.50 per acre and opened for

settlement. After the allotment was completed in 1889, the

remaining 573,872.26 acres were opened for settlement at 12
P.M., April 15, 1892. Allotment and the opening of the
reservation resulted in an immediate decline in farming by

the Indians and a corresponding rise in the leasing of land
to whites. Cash payments for ceded lands were usually ill-

r Fadvisedly used. Eventually, the majority of the Indian

population was once again reduced to a state of poverty

hr (Meyer 1967:216-219).

Euro-American Period (Post-1640): Fur Trade
jThe earliest Euro-Americans to contact the Indians of

the Lake Traverse area were the fur traders. Initially, these
were the French. One aim of the fur trade was the occupation

of "the newly discovered continent in order to exploit its
human and natural resources at a new level of technological

development in such fashion as to increase the wealth of
Europe" (Holder 1955:3). Although it was not an equal

- - partnership, each group held the upper hand at one time or
another. Success required the cooperation of both parties.
The Indians provided labor for the production and
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transportation of furs, principally beaver and muskrat. In
return, the traders mainly supplied products of the metal and
textile industries (i.e., axes, guns, kettles, beads, cotton
and woolen cloth, etc.). During initial penetration of a
region, the traders depended on the cultural contributions of
the resident native populations. Indian modes of
transportation, housing, clothing, and subsistence were
adapted to the traders' needs. Generally peaceful relations
prevailed since aggression would have deprived the Indians of
trade goods and the traders of furs and provisions (Holder

1955:3; Ray 1974:xi).

Initially, the Dakota bands did not have direct access
to European goods. They depended on Indian middlemen, such as

*the Ottawa, Huron, Fox, and Chippewa (Innis 1956:54). At this
time, the 1660's, the fur trade of the upper Mississippi
Valley was firmly controlled by the Indians. "Tribes as
middlemen resented attempts to destroy their monopoly

- . position" (Innis 1956:16). These middlemen controlled the
* . price of beaver and the flow of European goods to the Indians

of the interior. "Indian middlemen were able to exercise
greater bargaining power over more remote tribes with the use
of European weapons. Consequently, they were extremely
jealous of any attempt of the French or the Dutch to trade
guns with these remote tribes" (Innis 1956:21). The
monopolies were broken as the traders were able to supply
guns to the more remote tribes, such as the Dakota.

With the establishment of fur trading posts, beginning
in the 1680's, by the French in the upper Mississippi Valley
and the advent of the coureurs de bois (traveling traders),
the Dakota had direct access to European goods. As mentioned
previously, the involvement of the Sisseton and Wahpeton in
the fur trade allowed them to participate in the Plains
equestrian bison hunting economy. They participated in the
Dakota trade fairs on the James River, supplying trade goods
to the more western Dakota bands in exchange for horses

. (Holzkamm 1983).

As mentioned previously, interaction in the fur trade
markedly altered the material culture of the Santee Dakota.

. They adopted articles of European manufacture that were

improvements on native-made ones or that were more efficient
* for doing things they had always done (Gilman 1974:4; Innis

1956:17-20). In addition, since increasing emphasis was
placed on the beaver, European articles were in demand which

'i made it possible to spend more time in obtaining beaver pelts
- .(Innis 1956:20). Native-made stone, bone, and wooden tools
- and weapons were replaced with items such as fire steels,

-. *metal tools, steel traps, and guns. Pottery and basketware
- - were replaced by brass and iron utensils. Cotton and woolen
*7 cloth, glass beads, and vermillion paint, as well as other

decorative materials, were also in demand. The changes that
occurred were adaptations, by the Santee Dakota and other
American Indian groups, of elements of Euro-American culture
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rather than a destruction or abandonment of their own
cultures (Gilman 1974:4).

During the French period the boundary between the colony
of Louisiana and Canada was never determined (Gilman 1974:8),
and this was later to cause problems between the British and

the United States. France officially controlled the fur trade
in southern Canada and present-day Minnesota until the end of
the French and Indian War in 1763 when her holdings were
divided between Spain and England. Although Louisiana legally
became a Spanish colony in 1762, the French kept effective

ho control of it until 1769 (Gilman 1974:8).

Gradually, the trade of the Lake Traverse area came~under the control of the British. In 1783, the Treaty of

Paris ended the American Revolution and the North West

Company was also formed. The North West Company controlled
the country beyond Lake Superior by the late 1780's. In the

1790's, independent traders, such as Robert Dickson, working
out of Prairie du Chien and finding themselves shut out from

the trade of this region, began to turn their attention
toward unexplored areas, such as the headwaters of the
Minnesota, Des Moines, and Big Sioux rivers within Spanish
territory. These traders had access to a steady supply of
cheap, duty-free English goods (Gilman 1974:10-11).

The Lake Traverse area was well-stocked with beaver,

C. otter, marten, and muskrat, making it a very desirable fur
* trading location. Robert Dickson established the first fur

trading post on Lake Traverse in the early 1790's (Lavender
1964:35) or about 1800 (Nute 1930:379). This post was

*1 situated on the east side of the lake. The post served as his
home. It was opposite the favorite campsite of his brother-in-

law, Red Thunder, a Yanktonai chief (Tohill 1925:333). He
married To-to-win, the sister of Red Thunder, in 1797. This
post became Dickson's trading headquarters. From this

location he carried on a substantial business with Santee,
Yankton, Yanktonai, and Teton Dakota. By 1812, the fur trade
with the Dakota and Chippewa in Minnesota, except for the

northern part of the present state, was controlled by Robert
Dickson and his associates (Tohill 1925:334).

Sensing that profits would be threatened by Americans

pushing up the Missouri River, the firm known as Robert
Dickson and Company was organized in 1805. In addition to
Dickson, this organization included Allen Wilmot, Murdoch
Cameron, James Aird, Jacob Franks, and possibly, Joseph
Rolette. Trading posts were established with the purpose of
securing control of the trade of the best hunting grounds in
the Northwest (Tohill 1928:23-25; Gilman 1974:11). "Their
trading posts occupied a belt of territory extending from the

eastern shore of Lake Michigan westward to the Missouri, with
. j the Fox, Wisconsin, Mississippi, Minnesota, and James rivers

running through its midst, a thread of communication and a
bond of union" (Tohill 1928:25). The enterprise failed due,
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. primarily, to the heavy burden of old debts and was absorbed
by the Michilimackinac Company in 1807 (Tohill 1928:26;
Gilman 1974:12).

The Michilimackinac Company was formed in December,
1806. At that time, a document was signed that was designed
to reduce competition between the new firm and the North West
Company. Boundary lines were established separating the trade
territories of the companies. As part of this boundary, the
North West Company was not to extend its territory farther
south than the confluence of the Sheyenne and Red rivers. In
addition, it was not to attempt trade with the Dakota. The
Michilimackinac Company was not allowed to establish posts on

the Red River. Each company also agreed not to interfere with
the trade of the other (Tohill 1928:32; Gilman 1974:12).

The future of the Michilimackinac Company was decided by

forces beyond its control. Although the provisions of Jay's
Treaty of 1796 granted Americans and Canadians the right to
trade within each other's territory, relations between the
United States and Britain worsened after the purchase of the
Louisiana Territory in 1803 by the United States. In 1805,
General James Wilkinson, governor of upper Louisiana,

4.' "proclaimed the territory west of the Mississippi closed to
foreign traders" (Gilman 1974:13). In addition, only
merchandise manufactured in the United States could be
carried into the territory and all agents and interpreters
had to swear allegiance to the United States. This
proclamation was a reaction to a fear that British traders
would incite the Indians against the Americans. It was
believed that the United States could control the Indians by
controlling the trade. Although the proclamation was not

strictly enforced, due to the absence of a military force on
the upper Mississippi, it was successful in disrupting
British trade in the region. In addition, as a result of the
Non-intercourse Act of 1810, supplies could not be brought
legally into the United States. Consequently, the British
traders, including Dickson, resorted to smuggling (Tohill
1925:334, 1928:34-35; Gilman 1974:12-13).

In order to circumvent the United States' embargo on
Canadian goods the Michilimackinac Company merged with the
American Fur Company, which was founded in 1808 by John Jacob
Astor, under the name of the South West Company (Tohill
1928:37; Gilman 1974:13). The sphere of operations of the new
company extended from the Great Lakes westward but excluded
the territory beyond the upper Missouri. The partnership did
not last. An act passed in 1816 barred all foreigners from
the American Indian trade but American trading firms were
later allowed to employ French Canadian voyageurs. The
exclusion of Canadian traders undoubtedly discouraged the
Canadian partners of the South West Company. Also, the
resources of the Canadian partners were strained by low
prices and high costs due to the Napoleonic Wars in Europe
and increased competition with the Hudson's Bay Company. As a
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result, the Canadians sold their half of the partnership to

Astor in 1817 and the South West Company became the American
Fur Company (Lavender 1967:33-35).

Conditions in the fur trade (e.g., embargoes, tariffs,
Wilkinson's proclamation) contributed to the outbreak of the
War of 1812. The British traders foresaw doom if the United
States retained control of the Northwest, as reflected in the
decrease in Indian hunting grounds and the advance of
settlers. "There is little solid evidence that the fur trade
as a way of life for Indian people could not have continued,
with some modifications, if it had been possible to guarantee
them possession of the land and its resources" (Gilman

1974:13).

Many of the causes of hostility between the Americans on
one hand and the British traders and Indians on the other
were due to the differing American and English land policies.
It was expected by the Americans that all Indian lands would
ultimately be opened for settlement. Consequently, the fur
trade, which was of interest to only a small number of

I4 people, was only a temporary stage in opening the country for
settlement. The Americans were generally ignorant of Indian
languages, customs and beliefs, and they assumed a superior

attitude toward the Indians (Tohill 1928:45-46).

The British desired to maintain the Indian hunting
grounds as a source of furs for foreign markets. The Indians

concurred with this policy since it allowed them to keep

their ancestral homes and to engage in their accustomed
pursuits. According to this policy, there were no extensive

contacts between the Indians and the whites. Except for a few
small British garrisons, only the traders and their engages
would enter Indian territory. In addition, the British (and
before them, the French) traders fostered friendly relations
between themselves and the Indians by intermarrying with the
Indians with whom they traded. As a consequence of living
among the Indians, the British traders gained a familiarity
with Indian customs and languages which the Americans lacked.
Under such circumstances, the British were successful in

Ssecuring the loyalty of the Indians (Tohill 1928:45-46;

Parker 1951:114).

While the Americans hoped to keep the Indians neutral,
the British solicited the loyalty of the Indians in the event
of war with the United States by supplying the Indians with

guns, ammunition, and presents (Tohill 1928:47). When war
between Great Britain and the United States broke out in
1812, the Indians of the Northwest sided with the British.
Dickson was very instrumental in keeping most of the Indians
of the Northwest firm in their alliance with the British. An
Indian force, consisting of Dakota and several other tribes,
was commanded by Dickson during the capture of Fort Mackinac
(Michilimackinac). Prominent Dakota from the Lake Traverse

area who participated in this battle included the
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aforementioned Red Thunder and his son Waneta, Dickson's
nephew (Parker 1951:126). Dickson commanded the Indians in
several other battles during the war. Due to his war
activities, Dickson's trade was destroyed (Tohill 1925:339).

The Treaty of Ghent, signed in late 1814, ended the war.
Land was not restored to the Indians and the boundaries were
left as they had been previous to the war. In addition, a law
passed in 1816 prohibited the British and other foreigners
from carrying on trade within American territory, although
exceptions were later allowed (Gilman 1974:15; Tohill
19?29:183-184). The British, however, were reluctant to accept
this prohibition and found a way around the law. They
employed an American, obtained a license in his name, and had
the goods invoiced to him. Then, the British trader
accompanied the American as an interpreter until they were
beyond the Indian agencies. At this point, the trader paid
the American, assumed control of the property and carried on
business as usual (Holcombe 1908:54). The facility for
enforcing the law came with the building of Fort Snelling in
1819 at the junction of the Mississippi and Minnesota rivers
(Kieserling 1970:113). "It was not until 1823 that the

British fur company agents left the area of Lakes Traverse
and Big Stone and withdrew northward to Canada" (Parker
1951:147).

In addition to Dickson's trading post, several trading
companies had posts located at Lake Traverse. Joseph
Renville, the son of a Dakota mother and a French father, was
prominent in the fur trade of the area. After a brief sojourn
in Canada following the War of 1812, in which he joined
Dickson against the Americans, Renville traded at the source
of the Red River (Lake Traverse) for the Hudson's Bay Company
until 1822 when he left its employ. The Hudson's Bay Company
abandoned the post, which was probably located near
Dickson's, in 1823. Since this post was located on American
soil, he was compelled to become an American citizen and
obtain a trader's license in order to continue trading in the

* 'area. Consequently, he organized the Columbia Fur Company in
1822 (Ackermann 1931:232-235; Nute 1941:282-283). He was
joined in this endeavor by several other veterans of the
Canadian trade, including Kenneth McKenzie and William

* -Laidlaw. "As the laws of the United States forbade foreigners
to engage in the fur trade within its boundaries on their own
account, the organization was legalized by bringing in
certain citizens of the United States, among them Daniel

rw Lamont, and placing it under their name. The legal title of
the firm was Tilton and Company,..." (Chittenden 1954:323),
but it was always known as the Columbia Fur Company.

Its principal establishment, built in 1823 and known as
Fort Washington, was situated on the southeast shore of Lake
Traverse (Nute 1930:379). The post, which was surrounded by a

stockade, was about 200 yards from the lake shore and was

about 100 feet square. From this location it engaged in
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trade over a vast tract extending as far west as the Missouri
River (Ackermann 1931:236). Stephen Long's expedition was
entertained at this post by agents Laidlaw and Hess in 1823
(Kane et al. 1978:169-173).

Since the Columbia Fur Company was perceived as a threat

by the American Fur Company which was endeavoring to
monopolize the Northwest trade, the American Fur Company
bought out its competition in 1827 and took over operation of
the post until it was abandoned in about 1838. In 1834 Henry
H. Sibley took charge of the company's department in the
upper Mississippi area known as the Sioux Outfit. Renville
met with Sibley and Joseph Rolette in 183tj and agreed to-47 manage the post at Lake Traverse, although by this time
Renville had shifted his operations to the Lac qui Parle
area. Joseph R. Brown, a prominent Minnesota trader and
pioneer, was sent to the post to prevent losses in the trade
but the post continued to lose money and was finally

abandoned in 1838 (Ackermann 1931:236-237).

Prior to the union of the Northwest and Hudson's BayA companies in 1821, the Northwest Company established a post
on or near Lake Traverse in 1820. Duncan Graham was in charge
of the post during its brief history. He had previously
traded in the area under the employ of the Hudson's Bay

Company (Nute 1941:282-283; Parker 1951:186-188).

I C@ Records of Lake Traverse fur trading posts in operation

after 1845 are obscure, if they did business at all. This is
not to say fur trading in the area came to a halt. Edward D.
Neill (1882:987) describes the fur trade of this region in

the 1660's as "immense". In 1870, more than 200,000 pelts,
mostly muskrat, were bought and sold in the vicini+y of
Browns Valley (Barrett 1881:13). In the 1870's, however, the
fur trade slackened. The influx of settlers crowded the
already diminished population of fur bearing animals, and
styles in Europe began to put less emphasis on fur.

rIt is clear from the foregoing discussion that several

trading posts were present on the east side of Lake Traverse,
'. but considerable confusion exists as to their number and

t - locations (Figs. 12-14). Dickson's post has several reported

locations. According to Nute (1930:379), it was situated
about five miles north of present-day Browns Valley,

., Minnesota on lot 4 (Fig. 13) (C,W,SE) in section 2, T125N,

R49W. Tohill (1925:333) concurs, stating that it was opposite
the favorite campsite, below the mouth of Jim Creek, of his

brother-in-law, Red Thunder. It is further stated that the
post was about 200 yards from the lake shore and was about

100 feet square (Tohill 1928:14-15). According to Allanson
(1958) and the Minnesota Archaeological Site Files, this
location is actually the site of Fort Washington, the
Columbia Fur Company's post. They place Dickson's post on a
hill in the northeast corner of section 28 and the southwest
corner of section 22, T126N, R48N (Fig. 14). Based on
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. available information, none of the trading posts have been
assigned site numbers and none are located within the present
project's survey boundaries.

Selkirk Colony

Thomas Douglas (1771-1820), the fifth Earl of Selkirk,
wanted to establish a colony in present-day Canada for Scotch
an- Irish peasantry who were suffering severe hardships in
their homelands. After an unsuccessful attempt to interest
the British government in the project, he turned his
attention to the Hudson's Bay Company and became its
principal stockholder (Pritchett 1924:404). In 1811, the
Hudson's Bay Company granted Selkirk a district to be known

:as Assiniboia, about 274,540 square kilometers (116,000
square miles) including the entire valley of the Red River of
the North, for establishment of an agricultural colony
(Listenfelt 1913:243-244; Robinson 1966:63).

This was not an altogether altruistic move on the part
of the Hudson's Bay Company. The company recognized that an

agricultural community, producing food supplies, could
relieve them of the great expense of importing food from

Britain. Moreover, it would encourage retiring traders to
settle in the area and spend their money with the company
rather than to return to England. Hopefully, it would also
become a convenient labor pool for the company (Robinson
1966:63). The first group of colonists arrived in the summer

I. of 1812.

Although the portion of Selkirk's grant, including the

Lake Traverse area, located south of the 49th parallel is
presently part of the United States, Selkirk had reason to
believe that it was British territory. Technically, the upper
Red River Valley, including Lake Traverse, was never part of
the territory of Louisiana as defined by La Salle, the French
explorer, and purchased by the United States in 1803.
Louisiana Territory consisted only of the lands drained by
the Mississippi River and its tributaries. The Red River of

the North is not part of the Mississippi drainage system.
Rather, it is within the Hudson Bay drainage basin. Based on

* its charter of 1670, the Hudson's Bay Company had ownership

of the land drained by the rivers flowing into Hudson Bay
(Tohill 1925:340-341, 1929:195-197; Listenfelt 1913:236).
Therefore, strictly speaking, Lake Traverse and the rest of
the Red River Valley were actually within British territory.
It was not until the convention of October 20, 1818,
establishing the 49th parallel as the boundary between the
United States and Canada as far west as the Rocky Mountains,
that the Lake Traverse area officially became part of the

United States (Tohill 1925:341).

Since the boundary was thought to be the height of land
between lakes Traverse and Big Stone prior to the convention

of 1818, Selkirk proceeded with his plans for his colony with
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this boundary in mind. He was joined in his efforts by Robert
Dickson in about 1816. Selkirk wanted Dickson to engage in
fur trade within the limits of Selkirk's grant on the Red
River. Goods were to be purchased from the Hudson's Bay
Company and furs were to be sold to the company. The goods
were hauled up the Red River Valley "on carts built for the
purpose, the forerunners of the St. Paul-Pembina carts of
later days" (Tohill 1925:341).

Since the colony that Selkirk founded was located near

the confluence of the Assiniboine and Red rivers in present-
day Manitoba, the Lake Traverse area was, in general, only
indirectly involved in the activities of the colony. In 1820,

three Mackinaw boats carrying supplies for the colony
traveled from Prairie du Chien via the Mississippi, the
Minnesota, and Big Stone Lake. Then the boats were dragged

and floated across the marshy divide to Lake Traverse and the
journey continued to the colony via the Red River. This is
the only instance on record of heavy articles having been
transported the entire distance from Prairie du Chien to the
Red River settlements by boat (Barrett 1881:6; Gilman et al.

1979:4). In addition, several herds of cattle destined for

the colony passed through the Lake Traverse area (Tohill
1929:192-193; Gilman et al. 1979:2, 4).

Due to the harsh climate, floods, drought, and plagues
of grasshoppers, a southward-bound migration of colonists
from the Red River Settlement commenced in 1821, climaxed in
1826, and continued into the 1830's and 1840's. These
discouraged settlers often stopped at the Lake Traverse fur
post on their way to the gentler climate of the Mississippi
Valley (Gilman et al. 1979:6-7). Despite this southward

migration, the population of the settlement actually had
grown, agriculture had become well-established, and Selkirk's
Red River Settlement became the nucleus of present-day
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Explorations

An American military and scientific expedition commanded

by Major Stephen H. Long of the Topographical Engineers in
1823 (Kane et al. 1978) was the first official American
venture into the valley of the Red River of the North. This

expedition, traveling up the Minnesota River and down the Red
River of the North to Fort Douglas in Canada, had as its

objectives the investigation of the character and customs of
the Indians and the description of the country along its
route. In addition, the determination of the 49th parallel

(the international boundary designated by the convention of
* 1818) on the Red River was another objective since it was

believed that a part of the Red River settlements (Selkirk

Colony) and the Hudson's Bay Company post at Pembina (now in
North Dakota) were south of the border (Kane et al. 1978:15-
16).
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The expedition party included William H. Keating,

mineralogist and geologist; Thomas Say, naturalist and
antiquary; Samuel Seymour, landscape artist; and James E.
Calhoun, Long's assistant. They were joined by Giacomo C.
Beltrami, a self-imposed Italian exile, who traveled with the

expedition from Fort St. Anthony (Fort Snelling) to Pembina.
Guides and interpreters during various stages of the journey
included Joseph St. Peter Le Sellier, Augustin Rocque, Joseph
Renville, and Charles Gasparde Brousse. At one point the

party consisted of 32 men, its maximum size.

The expedition visited the Columbia Fur Company's major

post, Fort Washington, on the eastern shore of Lake Traverse
in late July. A Dakota encampment was near the fort. During

their brief sojourn at the fort they were invited to a feast
by Waneta, the aforementioned well-known Yanktonai chief.
Seymour drew separate sketches of Waneta and the fort with
its natural surroundings. Long also learned that a band of

Yanktonai consisting of more than 100 lodges was engaged in a
bison hunt near the route his expedition had yet to travel.
Before leaving the post, Long purchased provisions and
engaged six carts for the journey to Pembina (Kane et al.
1978:169-173).

The expedition ascended the bluffs and continued its

journey on the east side of Lake Traverse. Occasionally,
bison trails and bison bones were noted. Before leaving the
Lake Traverse area some bison were sighted near the Mustinka
River and several were killed (Kane et al. 1978:173-174, 312-
313).

FJoseph N. Nicollet (1786-1843), a French scientist,
geographer and cartographer, came to the Big Stone Lake-Lake
Traverse area on scientific explorations in 1838 and 1839

[ (Bray and Bray 1976). He was accompanied on these expeditions

by John C. Fremont who later gained fame exploring the Rocky
Mountains in 1842 and 1843. The purpose of the expeditions,
which were under the auspices of the Bureau of Topographical
Engineers, was the collection of data for a map of United
States territory between the upper Mississippi and Missouri
rivers and the Canadian border. This included the previously
unmapped Coteau des Prairies. This information was necessary
for planning the future exploration and settlement of the

region and the rest of the West. Nicollet's resulting map,
"Hydrographical Basin of the Upper Mississippi River",

published in 1843 by the United States government was so
accurate that it was used as the basis for succeeding maps
until the advent of modern surveys.

During his journeys Nicollet recorded ethnographic
information on Dakota culture. "In addition he recorded a
large number of words and phrases in the Dakota language and
prepared a grammatical description of Dakota, as well as

several vocabularies" (DeMallie 1976:250). A Sisseton
village, whose chief was Burning Earth (mentioned
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previously), was noted by Nicollet on the southeast side of
Lake Traverse. He also indicated Waneta's Yanktonai village
was on the west side of the lake (DeMallie 1976:254, 256).
Both village sites are outside the present project's

. boundaries. Nicollet met Waneta on several occasions during
the course of his travels in the Dakotas and Minnesota.
Nicollet saw the land over which he traveled "as the Indian

saw it, and he was the last of his kind who was able to
communicate such an experience to us" (Bray and Bray
1976:41).

Historic Trails and Transportation

The development of the network of trails commonly
referred to as Red River trails and their accompanying form
of transportation, the Red River cart, was the result of the
fur trade. The Earl of Selkirk was one of the first to
envision a transportation and commercial link through which
furs and supplies would flow between his colony and American
settlements. Prior to its absorption by the American Fur
Company in 1827, the Columbia Fur Company developed well-
marked trails between the Mississippi and the Red rivers. The

,. original Red River trails followed Indian paths along the
rivers. Exactly when they developed into cart trails is
difficult to ascertain (Gilman et al. 1979:1, 5, 43).

The carts used on these trails were made entirely of
wood and the screeching of their wheels could be heard for
miles. A number of changes in the design of the two-wheeled

carts occurred over the years, although the basic design
remained unchanged. The Red River cart, with its five-foot
diameter wheels, was designed for a wide variety of travel
conditions. It was easy to traverse bogs, buoyant at river
crossings, strong on rocky terrain, and difficult to
overturn. Depending on the terrain to be traversed, either an

* ox or a horse (usually an Indian pony) was harnessed to the
cart. Later, mules were also used. An ox was stronger and
better adapted to crossing marshes than a horse, although a
horse was better on rocky or steep terrain (Gilman et al.
1979:15-16).

"The decade of tle 1850s saw transportation and commerce
over the Red River trails come into their own" (Gilman et al.
1979:14). The trains of carts and the trails over which they
traveled brought furs, skins, pemmican, dried bison meat,

*] moccasins, and skin garments from the Red River country to
, St. Paul. On the return north the carts carried staple
' groceries, tobacco, liquor, dry goods, clothing, tools,

hardware, guns, ammunition, farm implements, and window

gla's. In addition, beginning in 1821 and peaking in 1826, a
souhern migration of dissatisfied settlers from Selkirk's
Red River Settlement followed the trails to the Mississippi

'" Valley (Gilman et al. 1979:6-7, 14).

The earliest Red River trail across Minnesota was the
rinnesota Valley Trail which generally paralleled the Bois de
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Sioux and Minnesota rivers from present-day Breckenridge,

. -Minnesota to St. Paul and Mendota, Minnesota. The trail had
several branches. "The western route followed the Bois de
Sioux to the shores of Mud Lake (then called Buffalo Lake),
crossed the sluggish Mustinka, and continued along a high
ridge paralleling Lake Traverse,..." (Gilman et al.
1979:44)(Fig. 15). The cart trains sometimes picked up furs
from the post at Lake Traverse and transported them to
Mendota. The trail split at the southern end of Lake

Traverse, one route on the northeast side of Big Stone Lake
and one on the southwest side. The Minnesota Valley route was

,. the principal Red River Trail throughout the 1840's and the
early 1850's when it was supplanted by two shorter northerly
routes, the Middle and Woods trails. In addition, most of the
Minnesota Valley trails became government roads during the
1850's (Gilman et al. 1979:43-46).

Fort Wadsworth, located west of the south end of Lake
Traverse (Fig. 16), was built in 1864 (Swanberg 1961:48). The

Wadsworth Trail, a military trail, was established from St.
Cloud on the Mississippi River to the fort in order to
furnish the soldiers with supplies and equipment. Traders and

settlers used the trail as well. The supplies to be taken
over the Wadsworth Trail were brought up the Mississippi
River by boat, unloaded at St. Cloud and taken by teams of
horses, mules, and oxen through Sauk Centre, Gager's Station,
Frisky's Grove, Graceville, and Browns Valley (where the
Minnesota Valley Trail was crossed) on the way to the fort. A

memorial marker located at the west end of Minnesota Highway
28 in Browns Valley is dedicated to the former trail. At

the location of the marker, the ruts made in the trail are1. still visible going up over the hill into South Dakota.

In 1918 the Sioux Historic Trail was registered in the
records of the Minnesota Highway Commission. It extends from
St. Paul and Fort Snelling up the Minnesota River Valley to
lakes Big Stone and Traverse, and down the Red River Valley
to Pembina, North Dakota. The trail has a length of 720
kilometers (450 miles) from the Capitol of Minnesota to the

northwest corner of the state (Upham 1923:1).

A trail, sometimes known as the Assiniboine Trail,

extended between present-day Browns Valley and the Sheyenne
River. The Dakota used this trail to travel between their
hunting grounds and trading posts in Minnesota. A military

-. expedition commanded by Henry H. Sibley camped at the
location of Browns Valley for about a week and followed this

trail in the summer of 1863 in pursuit of Dakota involved in
the previous year's uprising (Wright 1927:35).

In 1865, a stage line was established from Fort
Wadsworth, through Browns Valley, to Redwood Falls. The stage
road that brought most of the early settlers into Browns
Valley entered the valley from the top of the hill through

present-day Valley View Cemetery (southeast corner of section
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34, T125N, R49W)(Muellenbach 1958:19). The stage line was
discontinued when a railroad through Browns Valley was
completed in 1880 (Neill 1882:967).

In 1880, two railroads were built in the Lake Traverse
'" area. The St. Cloud and Lake Traverse Railway Company built a

line from Morris Junction to Browns Valley. This railroad
passed into the possession of the Great Northern Railway in
1907 (Kieserling 1970:116). The present Chicago, Milwaukee,
St. Paul, and Pacific Railroad line was also built in 1880.
Several villages in Traverse County were platted along its
route. Wheaton, the county seat, was one of them (Muellenbach
1958:11). In 1913 another line, the Fairmont and Vublen

. Railroad, was built through Rosholt, South Dakota, located
north of Lake Traverse. It was sold to the Soo Line in 1914
(Swanberg 1961:108).

Between 1905 and 1920, farmers were looking for an
easier way to get their grain to market, and Lake Traverse
became an important commercial artery. In 1906, the Lindquist
brothers built an elevator at Diamond (Fig. 16). This was the

% first of five elevators on the lake. The elevator was
completely destroyed in 1916 by an explosion caused by a
leak1

, gas engine. During the rebuilding, it caught fire
again. It was rebuilt and continued in operation until 1924
when business ebbed (Kieserling 1970:120-121).

Shortly after the Diamond elevator was originally built
the Lindquists persuaded the Great Northern Railway to build
an elevator at the south end of Lake Traverse and run a mile-
long spur to it from Browns Valley. This elevator, built
around 1908, was known as the Brown Valley Landing. In 1909,
the Linquists built an elevator at Dakomin, across the lake
from Diamond (Fig. 18)(Kieserling 1970:121-122).

The Lindquists operated two boats on Lake Traverse. The
"Diamond", for which the elevator was named, only carried
passengers. The "Traverse", a Mississippi River stern-wheeler
tug boat powered by an enormous upright gasoline engine,
carried passengers, hauled freight and pushed barges (Johnson
1982:35-37). In addition, the Lindquists constructed very
large barges, such as the Diamond Line, with beveled bins in
each barge that could hold a carload of grain (6500 bushels),
depending on the depth of the lake (Anonymous 1966, Sec.
2:3). The push method of moving these barges by heavy ropes
and capstans was used (Johnson 1982:35).

Since a lot of grain was moved at night during the
summer months, four lighthouses were constructed along Lake
Traverse by the government. They were simply kerosene lights
with five gallon tanks set upon small steel towers on stone
piles. In the winter, when the lake was frozen, large logging
sleds were pulled down the lake by horses (Johnson 1982:35).

Crops were poor in 1910 and by 1912 the Lindquists were
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in deep financial trouble. It was at this time that the Ely-
Salyards Company of Duluth took over the business. In 1912,

'. grain production was so high that an elevator was built at
Jensen's Island (Fig. 17). In that year the Jensen elevator
handled over one and one-half million bushels of grain, which
was about half of what the wh-le Diamond Line handled.
Jensen's elevator once handled more grain than any South
Dakota elevator, an average of 450,000 bushels per season.
The Jim Creek elevator was built in 1913 by Ely-Salyards
(Kieserling 1970:122).

The wheat business the elevators handled reach quite
gigantic proportions before they folded. Continuing poor
crops, the expansion of the railroad (Kieserling 1970:121),
and a government drainage proposition which lowered the lake
so sharply that more than a carload of grain could not be
h~ndled without getting stuck, all contributed to the demise
of this once thriving grain trade. The elevators were torn
down in the mid 1920's and the materials were used on
buildings elsewhere. Cement foundations remain at the
elevator sites (Kieserling 1970:121-122).

Euro-American Settlement

The Minnesota Territory, of which Lake Traverse was a1 part, was organized in 1849. When Minnesota was admitted to
the Union as a state in 1858, iron monuments were erected at
the heads of lakes Traverse and Big Stone. The line between
them was designated as the boundary between Minnesota and
Dakota (Barrett 1881:14). In 1861, the Dakota Territory,
which included the west shore of Lake Traverse, was
organized. South Dakota was admitted as a state in 1889.

In 1870, there were only 13 Euro-Americans within
Traverse County, Minnesota (Anonymous 1938:7). The government

surveys of 1870 officially opened the region, including the
east shore of Lake Traverse, to settlement commencing in 1871-
1872 (Neill 1882:987). Much of Traverse County was settled
between 1878 and 1888. On the west side of Lake Traverse, the
Sisseton-Wahpeton Reservation was officially opened to

homesteaders at noon on April 15, 1892. Lake Traverse was a

- great asset to the early settlers since game and fish were
available in great abundance and easily obtained. This
provided much food for families that had settled within a
short distance of the lake (Swanberg 1961:70). (See Table 9
for the names and dates of arrival of early settlers in the
area).

During the 1880's most of the immigrants came from
Germany, Scandinavia, Great Britain, and Ireland, but by the
later 1890's, most immigrants came from eastern, southern,
and central Europe (Luebke 1977:407; Holmquist 1981:3). "The
most important single cause that impelled people to leave

Europe was economic" (Luebke 1977:408). Since landowners were
highly respected in Europe, the prospect of owning land on
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Table 9

Date of Arrival of Early Settlers in Browns Valley Area

(from Marie K-:ieserling 1970)

Name Date of Arrival
Major Joseph R. Brown 1 83 5
Tom Bailey Family 1867
George B. Scheifley 1871
Joe Bangle 1876
W. J. Smith 18E77
Walter Steers 1877
Dr. E. R. Marshall 1877
Dan Tenney 1877
E. S. Beck 1877
Peter O'Neill............1878
Cornelius Geurts 1878
Herman Lubbers 1878
C. W. Becker 1878
Geo. M. McLane 1879
James Maroney 1879
Anton Burnell 1879
J. D. Brewster 1879
Marvin Dale 18379
A . Cowles 1880
W. J. Potts..............1880
H. W. Barrett 1880
E. H. Bowman 1880
J. 0. Barrett 1880
S. Y. Gordon 18830
A. W. Mitton 1880
Halvor Johnson 1880
James Layden 18830
Joe Eastmen 1880
J. T. Schain 1880
Chas. Meade..............1880[Vitch Oliver 1880

*.<~Joe Foren 1880
Ben Reisdorf 1880
Jas. Crear 1880

LAndrew Benson 1880
H. W. Dezotell 1880

*S. W. Frasier 1880
A. S. Crossfield 1880
Burt Train 1681

* Henry Roach..............1881
* *Matt Dunser 1881
* Wtm. Webster 1882

John Kieserling 1882
Alexander Paul 1886
Dr. Theo. Harcum 1888
N. 0. Nelson 1188
G. N. Bowyer 1888
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Fthe American Great Plains as a result of the Homestead Act of
, ." 1662 and the opening of reservation lands, was overpowering

for many European peasants. In order to qualify for a free 65
thectare (160 acre) farm under the Homestead Act, a
homesteader had to live on his claim for at least five years
and cultivate it. In addition, he had to be a citizen or he
had to have taken out his first papers for naturalization
(Luebke 1977:409).

Most European immigrants arrived on the Great Plains as
family units. Relatives and neighbors usually followed later.
However, formal colonization was carried out by ethno-
religious societies and the railroads which had ten mile wide
strips of alternating sections of land for sale on both sides
of their right-of-way. Sometimes, large colonies of
immigrants came as the result of highly organized programs.
Although less organized in their efforts, the various
churches were also important in the settlement of the Great
Plains. As a result of these colonization efforts, the
various ethnic groups were able to retain their own religion,
language, and culture (Luebke 1977:407, 410-411).

Most of the early homesteaders in the Lake Traverse area
were Old-Stock Americans, Germans, and Swedes (Holmquist

1981). "The Old-Stock Americans were members of white
European families whose ancestors had resided in North
America for a number of generations before they made the trek
to Minnesota" (Rice 1981:55). Rubinstein (1981:121-122)
suggests that many of the homesteaders, no matter what their
nationality or ethnic background may have been, were only-
concerned with gaining title to a farm of their own. The only

. prerequisites were that the farmland had to be rich and full
rail service had to be available.

Briggs (1930:79-80) has suggested that the extension of
railroads throughout most of the northern Plains was
important in starting and maintaining the flow of settlers

" into the area. The land boom would not have been possible
without good transportation facilities. The appearance of
railroads resulted in lower transportation costs for
necessities brought into the region and also made it
profitable to send surplus crops to market. In addition,
railroads made it possible to ship in building materials at a
lower cost than was otherwise possible. The railroads also
attracted settlers by distributing pamphlets and publishing
advertisements that described the country and listed its
advantages.

Historians disagree as to whether settlements drew
railroads or vice versa. It is probable that neither view
should be used as a hard and fast rule. Both situations
probably occurred. In terms of the present project, the
appearance of the railroad led to the decline in the
importance of Browns Valley and the demise of several small
towns on and near Lake Traverse.
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Major Joseph R. Brown purchased a log house at Fort
Wadsworth in 1866. After the logs were numbered, the house
was dismantled and hauled by ox team to the present site of
Browns Valley where it was rebuilt. The log house, serving
over the years as a home, trading post, stage line station,
tavern, inn, and newspaper, became the nucleus of a town. In867, a post office was established and Samuel J. Brown

served as the first postmaster. At that time the post office
was known as Lake Traverse, but when Joseph Brown died in
1870 the name was changed to Browns Valley in honor of Brown.
The townsite, surveyed and platted in 1878, is situated about
1.6 kilometers (1 mile) southeast of Lake Traverse in section
33 of Folsom Township (Allanson 1958:6-7)(Fig. 18). A
railroad spur reached the town in late 1880. Browns ValleyFbecame the first county seat of Traverse County in 1881
(Barrett 1881:18, 20). It lost the county seat to Wheaton
(the present county seat) in 1889 when the railroad was built
through Wheaton.

Diamond, named after a boat that operated on Lake
Traverse, was located in the NE1/4, SE1/4 of section 32 in45 Harmon Township on the west side of the lake (Figs. 18 and
19). It was founded by the Lindquist brothers around the turn
of the century when they built their first elevator there
(Anonymous 1966, Sec. 2:3). In its prime, Diamond boasted two
general stores, the elevator, the St. Hilaire Lumberyard, a

tn - blacksmith shop, a post office, a telephone exchange, and
four or five houses. Water from an artesian well was piped
throughout the little town. When the Soo Line was built 16
kilometers (10 miles) north of Diamond, most of the buildings
were sold and moved, although several families lived at the
former townsite during the Depression (Johnson 1982:34-38).

Dakomin was located in Windsor Township on lot 5,
section 11, across the lake from Diamond (Fig. 18). (The
name, Dakomin, was derived by uniting portions of "Dakota"
and "Minnesota"). This small hamlet sprang up when the
Lindquist brothers installed a line of boats on the lake and
the Great Northern Railroad built a spur from Browns Valley
to the head of Lake Traverse in 1908. The village consisted
of an elevator, a general store, a post office, a blacksmith

L shop, and a few houses. The settlement died when the boat
v line was discontinued in 1917 and the railroad bypassed the

area (Muellenbach 1958:15; Kieserling 1970:120-121).

Travare, located 1.6 kilometers (1 mile) west of Browns
Valley on a trianguilar piece of land between the Sisseton-
Wahpeton Reservation and the South Dakota-Minnesota state
line, was situated on a hill overlooking lakes Traverse and
Big Stone (Figs. 18 and 20). The town existed about 10 years,
from 1883 to 1893, and served briefly as the county seat of
Roberts County. There were seven buildings: the Dakota Sun (a
newspaper), the Travare House (a hotel), the Munro and Cable
Drug Store, the Fred Dittes, Jr. Grocery, the Bernie Marian
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Grocery, the W. Philbert Law Office, and a post office
(Anonymous 1966, Sec. 2:3). Travare, viewing itself as the
gateway to the West, made Browns Valley uneasy since all
along the Red River it was generally the towns on the west

side of the river that fared best (e.g., Fargo, Grand Forks,
Wahpeton, etc.).

For a time there was considerable rivalry as to which
town would be the first to build a flour mill. When Travare
selected a site in the ravine of the Little Minnesota River,
Browns Valley folk kidded them by saying, "Travare has a dam
by a mill site, but they don't have a mill by a damn site".
Travare succeeded, however, in selling bonds and erecting a
mill that was run by the Dittes brothers (Muellenbach

1958:14). The mill did a large business and had the highest
quality flour. It supplied the Ryan Hotel in St. Paul (then
the leading hotel in the Northwest) and even exported to

Europe. The mill burned down in 1892. The loss of the mill
and the loss of the county seat to Wilmot were blows that the

..-°.young town could not withstand (Morris 1934:17-19).

Maudada, platted in 1881, was located in the SW1/4 of

section 6 in Walls Township, 1.6 kilometers (1 mile) south of
the Mustinka River on the east shore of Lake Traverse (Fig.

21). Its name was formed by combining the first names of Maud
Earsley and Ada Washburn, daughters of its two promoters.

Maudada was designated a county seat at the hotly contested
Traverse County election in the fall of 1881, winning it by

16 votes. One term of court was held there and several

sessions of the county commissioners, but the election was
annulled by the courts and the county seat was returned to
Browns Valley. The 12 legal voters of the village had cast no

fewer than 30 ballots.

Enticed by Maudada's attractive location and the

prospect of a railroad, a number of business ventures were
started: two stores, a 45 barrel flour mill, a hotel, a

blacksmith shop, a livery stable and a newspaper, as well as
a number of residences. The town died when it was bypassed by

the railroad. The buildings were torn down or moved. Nothing
remains but the depressions left by collapsed cellars to mark

the site of the town (Kieserling 1970:173-174).

None of the above towns are located on Lorps lands at

the Lake Traverse - Bois de Sioux Project. They are men-
WI?4 tioned because they each played an important part, even

though for only a short period of time. in the Euro-American
settlement of the Lake Traverse area.
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CHAPTER 4

Field and Laboratory Methods

Introduction
Initial work began in October, 1982, with a search of

pertinent archaeological site information. The site inventory
files for the states of South Dakota (Vermillion) and
Minnesota (Ft. Snelling) were examined. The archaeological
pedestrian reconnaissance began the last week in October.

LLiterature and Records Search Methodology
-. The project historian conducted a literature search for

published and unpublished reports and documents relative to
r the history of the Lake Traverse region. Research of

historical documents for the project area included a search
of unpublished manuscript materials. The following is a
summary of materials examined at various institutions.

Historical Preservation Office Files

(1) Historic site files in the Minnesota State
Historical Preservation Office, St. Paul were searched for
Traverse County. Other historic and archaeological sites
located near the project area in Traverse County were also
noted.

(2) Historic site files in the South Dakota State
Historical Preservation Office, Vermillion were searched for
Roberts County. Other historic and prehistoric sites located
near the project area in Roberts County were also noted.

County Registers of Deeds

Land ownership records were searched for project lands
at the Roberts and Traverse county courthouses. Early county
atlases were examined to help determine the previous owners

of the properties within the project area.

Libraries

- Libraries used in conducting the literature and records
searches include: the South Dakota Historical Society

*" (Pierre); the Minnesota Historical Society (St. Paul); the
" Minnesota Historical Society Research Center (St. Paul); the

Minnesota Historical Society (Ft. Snelling); the I.D. Weeks
Library on the campus of the University of South Dakota
(Vermillion): and the Watson Library on the campus of the
University of Kansas (Lawrence).

Other

Local newspapers, including the Sisseton Courier
(Sisseton) and the Valley News (Browns Valley), were examined
for pertinent historical information. U.S. General Land
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Office survey maps were available at the Secretary of State's
Office in St. Paul for Minnesota, and at the Office of School

and Public Lands in Pierre for South Dakota. Local historians
and residents contributed information on historic sites
within the project area. Local informants include Marie and
O'Donald Simonson, Henry Alsaker, and Fred Trende of Rosholt,
South Dakota; Mrs. Harold Gibson of Beardsley, Minnesota and
Virginia Bigelow of Browns Valley, Minnesota. The Land Index
for the Sisseton-Wahpeton Reservation, Titles and Records
Section, Abirdeen Office of the Bureau of Indian Affairs were
checked for records pertaining to site 39R044.

The Archaeological Reconnaissance Methodology
The Principal Investigator examined reports concerning

previous archaeological investigations in and near the
project area. An archaeological field crew was selected. Crew
members were Kenneth Brown and Marie Brown. Dennis Beissel
was the geomorphologist for the project. The archaeology
field crew and geomorphologist drove to the project area
during the last week of October, 1982.

Lands held in fee title by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers in the Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux project total
616 hectare (1,521.9 acres). The fee title lands have six
broad types of vegetation: (1) 18 hectares (42 acres, 3
percent) are in agriculture; (2) 180 hectares (443 acres, 29
percent) are in grassland; (3) 173 hectares (425 acres, 28
percent) are in wetlands; (4) 40 hectares (98 acres, 6.5
percent) are in forest; (5) 201 hectares (496.4 acres, 33
percent) are under water; and (6) four hectares (7.5 acres,
0.5 percent) are in recreation and residential use (Fig.
22)(Scope of Work). The field survey methods differed for
some of the different vegetation types depending upon ground
surface visibility. The ground surface visibility scale used
for Corps lands at Lake Traverse is shown in Table 10.

Agricultural Lands

The lands in agriculture (e.g., wildlife food plots, 18
hectares) were all examined for evidence of cultural remains
(Table 11). Shovel tests were not dug on cultivated lands
because of good to excellent ground surface visibility. Most
of the cultivated lands were small, approximately one hectare
(2 acres) wildlife food plots, but one area, located east of
the White Rock Dam, covered an area of approximately 16
hectares (40 acres). One prehistoric site, 21TR36, was found
located entirely within this large cultivated field. A
portion of a histoic site, 39R044, was found in several small
wildlife food plots at the west end of Reservation Dam.
However, most of the historic site is in grassland and

*. forest. A third site, 39RO45/21TR35, was found by examination
of a large cultivated field adjacent to Corps lands. The
Corps lands were densely covered by grass and forest
vegetation. The site, which has a prehistoric occupation, is
located south of the Browns Valley Dike. No artifacts were
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Table 10

Ground Surface Visibility Scale

1. Excellent: 80 to 100 percent of ground surface (soil) is
clear of vegetation cover, e.g., a plowed field or beach.

2. Good: 50 to 80 percent of ground surface (soil) is clear
of vegetation cover, e.g., cultivated field in crops or
forested areas with little or no grass cover.

.-. Fair: 25 to 50 percent of ground surface (soil) is clear
of vegetation cover, e.g., forested areas with some grass
cover and sparsely covered grasslands.

4. Poor: 0 to 25 percent ground surface (soil) is clear of
vegetation cover, e.g., uncultivated grasslands or a talus
slope covered with brush and trees.

8.
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% observed on the surface of the portion of the site which
extends onto Corps lands.

Grasslands

Approximately 78 percent of the grasslands were examined
(140 hectares) for evidence of cultural remains (Table 11).
Approximately 40 hectares (98 acres) were not examined
because they consisted of the steep slopes of White Rock Dam,
Reservation Dam and the Browns Valley Dike. These three
earthen structures are all in grasslands. They are

-.' L constructed of soils that have been greatly disturbed and
hauled to their present locations (Figs. 3-8). The White Rock
Dam covers approximately 28.5 hectare (70 acres), the portion
of the Reservation Dam within Corps lands covers
approximately seven and one-half hectares (18 acres) and the
Browns Valley Dike covers approximately four hectares (10
acres).

Ground surface visibility in the grasslands was
generally poor. The surveying technique employed consisted of
spacing the crew members 15 to 20 meters apart and traversing
the grasslands along transects. Shovel tests were dug at 15
to 20 meter intervals. Shovel tests consisted of digging
circular holes to a depth of approximately 30 cm. Soils were
sifted through quarter-inch hardware cloth. Initially, shovel
test forms were filled out. However, after digging 44 shovel

Stests, the redundancy in the negative results of the shovel
1tests in addition to the homogeneous nature of the soils

(lack of stratigraphy) did not seem to warrant the time
consuming effort of filling out a level form for each shovel
test. Therefore, shovel test level forms were filled out for
only the first 44 shovel tests, located in the vicinity of
the Browns Valley Dike (Fig. 8) (Appendix C). Level forms were
filled out for subsequent shovel tests only if the pits

yielded cultural remains and/or discernible stratigraphy.
Besides shovel tests, the back-dirt of rodent burrows and
cattle paths were carefully examined for evidence of cultural
remains. A portion of site 39R044 was observed in grassland
vegetation at the west end of the Reservation Dam.

L Wetlands

None of the wetlands (173 hectares) were examined for
cultural remains (Table 11). The wetlands consist of marsh
vegetation, with standing water and soggy ground. The
standing water and marsh vegetation prohibited examination of
the ground surface and soggy ground was not conducive to
pedestrian examination and shovel tests.

Forests

V Approximately 50 percent (20 hectares) of the forested

lands were examined for cultural remains (Table 11). The re-
maining forested lands were not examined because of the
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Table 11

Corps Land Status, Vegetation Cover, Areas Surveyed

Hectare X of Ground Hectare %
Corps-Land Status Area Total Visibility Area Surveyed

1. Agriculture 18 3 Excellent 18 100

2Grasslands 160 29 Poor 10 78

3. Wetlands 173 28 Poor 0 0

4. Forests 40 6.5 Fair 20 50

5. Inundated 201 33 Poor 0 0

6. Recreation and 4 0.5 Fair 2 50
Residential

Totals 616 100 160

L1 Acres 1521.9 444
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presence of shallow water and soggy ground, which were not
conducive to pedestrian examination. The ground visibility in
the forested lands was generally fair, with much of the
forested areas being along steep river or lake shoreline
banks. These steep banks were oftentimes eroded, exposing

surface and subsurface soils. Where erosion was present, the
banks were cut-back with a shovel to expose possible buried
remains. Where vegetation cover, usually consisting of grass,

was greater than 25 percent, shovel tests were dug. Shovel
tests consisted of circular pits dug to a depth of
approximately 30 cm. Soils were sifted through quarter-inch
hardware cloth. A portion of site 39R044 was observed in a
partially forested area at the west end of the Reservation

F Dam.
Inundated Lands

None of the inundated lands (201 hectares) were examined

for cultural remains (Table 11). The water prohibited
examination of the ground surface and was not conducive to

pedestrian examination.

Recreational and Residential Lands

Approximately 50 percent (two hectares) of the recrea-
tional and residential lands were examined for cultural re-
mains (Table 11). The other portions of these lands did not
permit or were not conducive to pedestrian examination and

shovel testing because they consist of roadways (concrete and
gravel), buildings (house, garage, restrooms) and landscaped

terrain (yards surrounding house, garages, and restrooms).
The areas examined within recreational and residential lands

had grass as the predominant vegetation. Shovel tests were
not dug on any of these lands because, except for the
residence on the bluff top east of White Rock Dam, the lands
consisted of the fill used in construction of the dams

' themselves. The roadside park near the western end of the
Reservation Dam is built on fill earth used to construct the
dam and is not part of the natural terrain. All soils at this
park are disturbed, having been hauled to this location from
an undetermined source. Likewise, the park near the east end
of White Rock Dam is built upon fill earth, which is part ofL. the dam. These soils are also all disturbed, having been
hauled to this location from an undetermined source.

In summary (Table 11), approximately 18 hectares were
.+ examined that were under cultivation, 140 hectares were

examined in the grasslands, 20 hectares were examined in the

forests, and two hectares were examined in recreation and
residential areas. None of the wetlands and inundated lands
were examined. A total of approximately 180 hectares (444

acres, 29 percent) of the total 616 hectares (1,521.9 acres)
of land held in fee title by the Corps of Engineers were
examined for cultural remains. Field techniques varied for
each type of vegetation. Shovel testing was conducted in
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grasslands and forested lands, but no shovel testing was
undertaken in agricultural lands and recreational and
residential areas. Three archaeological sites were found. One
site was recorded near each of the three water control
structures (i.e. White Rock Dam, 21TR36; Reservation Dam,
39RO44; Browns Valley Dike, 39RO45/21TR35).

It is interesting to note that a recent study of
the effectiveness of four commonly used sampling techniques
(shovel testing, one meter square excavation pits, coring,
and clamshell digger) indicates the coring technique used in
conjunction with microdebitage recovery methods was by far
the most effective me-hod for locating both surface and
buried archaeological sites. The usefulness of this technique
is enhanced in environments that have had little or no
aeolian disturbance. Hand augering to collect cores, in
conjunction with microdebitage recovery techniques, works
best only where a stable environment of aggradation and post-
aggradation can be assumed. Poorly drained wetlands are best
(Nickolson 1983).

" Microdebitage recovery methods include the saving of
soil samples from the field cores and returning them to the
laboratory for processing. The soils are water screened

microdebitage. A recent study shows lithic manufacture
produces large amounts of microdebitage as a by-product and
this material can be expected to permeate the soil matrix of
a site occupation (Fladmark 1982).

Of the four commonly used sampling techniques it was
found that shovel testing conducted on a known archaeological
site did not yield any evidence of human occupation
(Nicholson 1983:277). It should be noted that soils from the
shovel tests were not sifted through quarter-inch hardware
cloth. However, even the excavation of 1 x 1 meter pits,
where soils were sifted through quarter-inch hardware cloth,
was not a very effective technique for finding sites where
cultural remains were thinly dispersed (Nicholson 1983:278).
In the present Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux project, none of
the shovel tests yielded evidence of cultural remains, even
though soils were sifted through quarter-inch hardware cloth.
This compares favorably with the findings of the Nicholson

*--. (1983) study, since shovel tests on the known site south of
the Browns Valley Dike (39RO45/21TR35) did not yield any
evidence of cultural remains while the excavation of a 1 x 1
meter pit dug to a depth of 37 cm did yield minimal cultural
remains (one fla:e and small flecks of charcoal). The effec-
tiveness of sampling techniques is directly related to the
density of cultural remains.

" * A 1 x I meter test pit was dug at each site recorded
*_ during the survey. This was done in order to determine the

nature, depth, and potential significance of the sites. The
units were excavated in arbitrary 10 cm levels. All soil was
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sifted through quarter-inch hardware cloth.

Procedures followed during the field reconnaissance
included plotting all site locations on 7.5 minute U.S.G.S.
quadrangle maps. All sites were recorded on the appropriate
South Dakota and/or Minnesota site inventory forms and were
photographed.

Laboratory Methods
Artifacts were transported to The University of South

Dakota Archaeology Laboratory in Vermillion, South Dakota.
L Laboratory work was begun during the first week in January,

1983, and completed during the last week of January, 1983.
Artifacts were washed and catalogued. Site numbers were- printed on all artifacts. Analysis included detailed
examination of all artifacts to determine probable function,
temporal placement, and cultural affiliation. Faunal remains

-were identified to the lowest possible taxon.

Prehistoric Chipped Stone Artifacts

1 - The first human inhabitants of Minnesota and South
Dakota had a well developed technology to modify stone into
usable implements for all aspects of subsistence and
survival. Reducing an initial mass of rock (lithic) material
to the finished product requires many stages of manufacture,
each of which produces waste. Knowledge of the techniques

0 utilized by different cultures in making stone implements is
of great importance in the study of past cultures. Certain
cultures used specialized techniques in manufacturing some of
their stone implements which is helpful in determining the
cultural association and temporal placement of the artifacts.
Modification of stones by the application of force, known as
flint-knapping, is one of the earliest industrial arts of
humans.

Differences observed between stone implement modifica-
tion, or chipping, are sometimes related to the type of raw
material utilized. The shape and use of the artifact is
determined by the quality of the raw material and the skill
of the individual flintknapper. Flint, chert, chalcedony,
volcanic glass (obsidian), quartzites, and silicified
sediments were widely used by the indigenous peoples of
Minnesota and South Dakota for making stone implements. All
have the necessary homogeneity, cryptocrystalline,

U macrocrystalline and highly siliceous properties that allow
for controlled flintknapping. The raw material must be free
of flaws, such as cracks and inclusions, or it will break
unpredictably. One test of homogeneity is to strike the
piece of raw material with a hammerstone, if it produces a
ringing sound, it denotes homogeneity, if it emits a dull

7_ thud, it is not homogeneous.

Many lithic raw materials can be improved for modifica-
tion by thermal alteration or heat treating (Crabtree and
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Butler 1964; Hester 1972, 1973; Hester and Collins 1974;
Purdy and Brooks 1971; Purdy 1974; Shippee 1963). Heat treat-
ing is performed by burying the raw material in sand or soil
and slowly heating it to temperatures between 204 and 371 de-
grees Celsius (400 and 700 degrees Fahrenheit). The material

is then slowly cooled. Heat treating relieves stresses in the
stone and allows more control in flaking. Heat treating often
causes color changes in the raw material; for instance,
yellow sometimes changes to red. Heating a rock with a high

. moisture content too rapidly can cause fractures and the
removal of small, round flake-like "pot lids".

Lithic Resource Utilization
Five types of lithic resources were identified within

the collection of flakes and shatter recovered from the
project area. The following is a brief description of the
lithic types utilized by the prehistoric inhabitants of the

region.

Tongue River Silicified Sediment

Tongue River silicified sediment occurs as a primary
source in northwest South Dakota. Gravel deposits along the
Grand River also contain this material and, since the Grand
River flowed east to the James River prior to the last
glaciation, the material occurs further east in glacial
deposits and stream gravels. It occurs in stream gravel along

- the Little Sioux River in northwest Iowa (Porter 1962;

Anderson 1978; Ahler 1977).

Tongue River silicified sediment varies in grain size
from extremely fine to medium or coarse sand. Color varies
from a light olive brown (2.5Y 5/4) to light yellowish brown

(2.5Y 6/4) to weak red (1OR 4/4) and dark reddish brown
(2.5YR 3/4). Results from experiments in heat treating
indicate the material turns a reddish color. Large pieces of
Tongue River silicified sediment contain root and stem holes
of all sizes. The material is extremely tough and resists
weathering (Porter 1962: Anderson 1978; Ahler 1977).

Knife River Flint

Knife River Flint is a distinctive dark brown rock. The

geologic source of this flint has been questioned in recent
years. Knife River Flint was quarried from sources in the
Knife River Valley in Dunn and Mercer counties, North Dakota.
The material contains some irregular light and dark beds and
lenses. It sometimes is mottled. It occurs as large boulders,
small cobbles, and tabular chunks. Color varies from very

dark brown (IOYR 2/2) to thin, translucent flakes of lighter
brown (IOYR 3/3, 1OYR 5/3). Weathering results in a light
gray or white (IOYR 7/2) patina (Clayton, Bickley, and Stone

1970i Ahler 1977).
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Quartzite

Quartzites recovered from the area are characterized by
great heterogeneity in grain size and color. Color is usually
light gray, blue-gray, or pink. The stone occurs in the
glaciated regions of South Dakota and Minnesota.

Chert

Cherts recovered from the region are medium grained to
microcrystalline in texture. Color varies from bright red to
white and yellow. Colors are oftentimes banded. Chert
boulders and cobbles occur within the glaciated regions of
South Dakota and Minnesota.

Quartz

Quartz occurs in the glaciated regions of South Dakota
and Minnesota. It is usually white to opaque in color.

Artifact Typology

Introduction
The following typology contains information pertinent to

cultural and historical significance. Artifact types are
defined relative to their known cultural and historical asso-
ciations.

FLAKES
Definition: Any piece of chert, flint or raw material that
has been removed from a larger mass by the application of
force and that has at least one of several distinguishing
characteristics present: (1) a striking platform remnant; (2)
compression rings; (3) a bulb of force; and (4) a hinge
fracture. Flakes that are less than 3 cm in length along the
axis of force are sometimes referred to as chips. Chips are
often removed by a pressure flaking technique.
Potential errors: Flakes are usually easily recognized.
Cultural-historical position: Flakes are associated with all
prehistoric complexes in South Dakota and Minnesota.
Research value: The presence of a large number of flakes at a

. site would indicate the location of extensive stone tool
manufacturing.

CHUNKS/SHATTER
Definition: Any piece of chert, flint or raw material that is
cubical or irregularly shaped and lacks any well-defined
pattern of negative or positive bulbs of force, striking plat-
forms, or systematic alignment of cleavage scars on the
various faces (Binford and Quimby 1963).
Potential errors: Chunks/shatter may be confused with cores.
Cultural-historical position: Chunks/shatter are associated
with all prehistoric complexes in South Dakota and Minnesota.
Research value: The presence of a large number of chunks/shat-
ter would indicate the testing of raw materials that may be
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associated with extensive stone tool manufacturing.

The implements described above can be further modified.
Since flintknapping modified the blank from which the tool
originated, it is often difficult or impossible to determine
the type of blank from which a tool was manufactured. This is
especially true of implements modified (retouched) on both
faces, such as preforms, projectile points, knives, and
drills. The following implement types may be marginally
retouched or invasively retouched. Invasive retouch is the by-
product of flake removal originating from the lateral edges
of a blank and extending more than halfway across the dorsal
and/or ventral faces of the blank. When modification occurs
on both faces of a blank, it is referred to as a biface or
bifacial retouch. Marginal modification is the by-product of

,- flake removal originating from the lateral edges of a blank
and extending less than halfway across the dorsal and/or
ventral faces of the blank.

RETOUCHED FLAKES
Definition: A flake that has either a combination of marginal
and/or invasive modification along one or more of its lateral
edges or ends.
Potential errors: Retouched flakes may be confused with
flakes that have been damaged by recent activities at the
site, such as modern agricultural practices.
Cultural-historical position: Retouched flakes are associated
with all prehistoric cultural complexes in South Dakota and
Minnesota.
Research value: The presence of a large number of retouched
flakes may indicate the maximum use of available raw
materials.

BIFACE
Definition: A flake, chunk/shatter, or other piece of stone
that has marginal and/or invasive modification on both faces
to produce a symmetrically-shaped artifact. Well-defined
working edges or areas of utilization may or may not be
present.
Potential errors: Bifaces may be confused with knives and
projectile points.
Cultural-historical position: Bifaces are associated with all
prehistoric cultural complexes in South Dakota and Minnesota.

--.. Research value: Bifaces may represent a variety of cutting
and scraping tasks.

KNIFE
Diefinition: A biface that has marginal and/or invasive
retouch on both faces. There is a well-defined working edge
and/or areas of utilization. Knives occur in a variety of

.. geometric forms, the most common being rectangular and sub-

. triangular. They are usually biconvex in cross-section with
". two lateral cutting edges. Broken projectile points were
*often recycled and used as knives.

Potential errors: Triangular, notched knives are often
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confused with projectile points. One method to distinguish
* .~ between hafted knives and projectile points is to determine

the sharpness of the tip and the edge characteristics of the
blade. Projectile points, in order to be successfully
employed in procurement activities, must have a sharp point
or tip. Knives generally have blunted tips. Projectile points
are most commonly biconvex in cross-section while knives are
more varied with alternating resharpening along the lateral
edges forming a trapezoidal cross-section.

Cultural-historical position: Knives are associated with all
prehistoric cultural complexes in South Dakota and Minnesota.
Particular knife forms have specific names and some have a re-
stricted temporal occurrence.

Research value: Knives are indicative of cutting tasks.

END SCRAPER
Definition: A flake that has been marginally or invasively
retouched on one face to produce a regularly shaped straight-
to-convex working edge on one end that is usually transverse
to the axis of force.
Potential errors: End scrapers may be confused with retouched
flakes.
Cultural-historical position: End scrapers are associated
with all prehistoric cultural complexes in South Dakota.
Large, plano-convex scrapers with invasive retouch on one
face are usually associated with earlier cultural complexes,

before 1,000 B.C., while smaller, marginally retouched scrap-
ers tend to be associated with later cultural complexes
dating after 1,000 B.C.
Research value: End scrapers are probably specialized main-

tenance tools used in hide preparation and working of wood

and bone.

PROJECTILE POINT
Definition: A flake or unidentifiable modified blank that has
marginal and/or invasive modification on one or both faces.
The form is triangular to lanceolate in shape with a well-
defined working edge, sharp tip or point, and a hafting

element. Retouch is produced by percussion and pressure
flaking techniques. The hafting element may consist of side

notches, corner notches, stems and/or basal notches, flutes,
*and unnotched, ground bases. Projectile points are usually bi-
Uconvex in cross section and have a wide variation in morphol-

ogy and size.
Potential errors: Projectile points may be confused with
knives.

Cultural-historical position: Projectile points are believed
to be associated with all prehistoric cultural complexes in

South Dakota and Minnesota.
Research value: The varieties of projectile points are good
temporal and cultural indicators of a site's occupation.

- ,. HAMMERSTONE

Definition: Any fist-size, or smaller, cobble that has
discernible battering on one or more edges. These were used
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in manufacturing other stone tools and performing general
maintenance tasks. Shapes vary considerably, with most being
oblong to spherical.
Potential errors: These may be mistaken for river cobbles or
glacial till.
Cultural-historical position: Hammerstones were used in all
prehistoric cultural complexes in South Dakota and Minnesota.
Research value: Hammerstones at a site suggest the manufac-
turing of other stone and bone tools. They may also have been
used in the butchering of animals, smashing bone for the

- - extraction of marrow.

GROOVED MAUL
Definition: Any ground and pecked tool with wide blunt ends
and a groove near either the center or one end to facilitate
hafting. Mauls are usually oblong to spheroid in form, and
may be fully grooved or three-quarter grooved. Battering is
usually present on both ends. The most common raw materials
are granite, quartzite and diorite.
Potential errors: Mauls are usually readily recognizable.
Cultural-historical position: It is believed that the
earliest occurrence of grooved mauls on the eastern Plains is
approximately 3,000 B.C.
Research value: Mauls indicate heavy pounding and hammering

- - activities.

Prehistoric Pottery

POTTERY
Definition: Any piece of prehistoric clay material that was
formed into the shape of a pot or vessel and that was sub-
jected to high temperatures to "fire" the clay into an aplas-
tic form. Pots were used to cook and store food and other
materials.
Potential errors: Pottery is easily recognized.
Cultural-historical position: Pottery is most frequently as-
sociated with Woodland and later cultural complexes (A.D. 1
to 1850). The decoration and vessel forms are good temporal
and cultural indicators.
Research value: The presence of pottery indicates a relative-
ly late occupation of a site and the presence of food storage
and preparation. The pottery recovered during the present
project is assigned to Sandy Lake ware. Sandy Lake ware con-

-- sists of both a smoothed and corded ceramic series. Ceramic
sherds recovered from site 39RO45/21TR35 have exterior cord-
marking. Sandy Lake ware is characterized by shell and grit
tempered vessels. Shell tempered vessels occur more frequent-
ly in the southern range of the Sandy Lake ware distribution,
suggesting a greater Mississippian influence. Vessel forms
are globular, with rims generally straight, incurved or out-
flaring. Sandy Lake ware has been dated from ca. A.D. 1,000
to 1750 (Anfinson 1979:175-176). Concerning historic Indian
pottery, the manufacture of pottery vessels was greatly dimin-
ished and eliminated during early access to Euro-American
trade goods. Because metal pots were so much more durable,
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they were an item oftentimes first acquired by indigenous
peoples prior to actual Euro-American contact. Therefore, in
the northern Plains the manufacture of indigenous pottery
wares was supplanted by metal pots when the Indians of the
region became involved in the fur trade.

Faunal Remains

FAUNAL REMAINS (vertebrates)
Definition: The skeletal remains of any vertebrate animal
(i.e., mammal, bird, fish, reptile, amphibian).
Potential errors: Faunal remains are easily recognized.
Specific identification of animal remains may be difficult.
Cultural-historical position: Animal bones can occur in any
prehistoric or historic site in South Dakota or Minnesota.
Research value: Faunal remains can be good, past-climatic
indicators, as well as helpful in determining subsistence and
butchering patterns. In the present study a wide variety of
vertebrate faunal remains were recovered and identified. Most
of the faunal species identified can be attributed to
historic occupation of the region, i.e., Bos and chicken.
Rodent remains may be attributed to natural occurrences while
fish, Bison bison, and Canis sp. remains may be attributed to
either the prehistoric or historic use of the region.

Historic Artifacts

V. PORCELAIN
Definition: An artificial mixture containing kaolin, ground
flint, and feldspar that is baked at an extremely high
temperature. The addition of powdered glass or bone ash
allows a lower temperature for vitrification. It is a steel-
hard, vitreous, non-porous, translucent ware.
Potential errors: It is usually easily recognized.
Cultural-historical position: Porcelain, although first
produced in 8th century China, was not manufactured in any
great quantity in the United States until after 1900. It was
not made in Europe until the 18th century.
Research value: Since porcelain was never easy to make and
has always been expensive, its presence in a site may
indicate the high status and/or wealth of the occupants.

WHITEWARE
" Definition: A series of refined earthenwares manufactured

from a white-burning clay fired at a high temperature to
produce an opaque body with a clear, colorless glaze. It
includes white earthenware and ironstone. They range from non-
vitreous to vitrified, from more-or-less porous to non-
porous. White earthenware occurs in a variety of vessel forms
and is decorated using a wide range of methods and motifs
(e.g., transfer-print, decal, molded, hand-painted, etc.).
Ironstone tends to be undecorated (Lofstrom et al. 1982;
Price 1981).
Potential errors: Whiteware is easily recognized.
Cultural-historical position: While a colonial pottery is
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i' believed to have utilized white-burning clay in the 1680's,
whiteware was not commonly produced until 1825 onward.
Research value: Whitewares were usually printed or impressed

""" with a maker's mark after the Civil War. Identification of
these marks (e.g., Gates and Ormerod 1982; Godden 1964; Kovel
and Kovel 1953) can help determine the time of site occupa-
tion and commerce patterns. Whenever possible, maker's marks
are used for dating historic ceramics in the present study.
It has been suggested that decorative techniques and motifs
may be useful in dating historic sites of the circa 1810 to
1870 period (Lofstrom et al. 1982; Price 1981), but since the
project area was not actively settled until the 1870's this
dating technique has not been employed in the present study.

STONEWARE
Definition: A ware manufactured from a more or less white,
fine-grained clay fired at about 2200 degrees Fahrenheit. It

is steel-hard and non-porous. The exterior is often salt-
glazed. The interiors are frequently covered with a dark-
brown coating known as Albany slip. It is typically decorated
with cobalt aluminate, a dark-blue pigment. Stoneware is

usually in the form of crocks and jugs.
Potential errors: It is usually easily recognized.
Cultural-historical position: Stoneware was manufactured in
the 18th century, but was mass produced in the mid-19th
century. It suffered a decline in manufacture after 1875, but
is still being produced.
Research value: Stoneware often bears a maker's mark.
Identification of the mark can help determine the time of
site occupation and commerce patterns.

BRICK
Definition: A material manufactured from surface clays. It is

relatively soft and porous. It is usually rectangular in
shape, with a width of four inches.
Potential errors: Brick is usually easily rz-cognized.
Cultural-historical position: Bricks were manufactured during
Euro-American settlement and are currently manufactured in
large quantities for building material.
Research value: Bricks suggest the former presence of a house
and/or chimney of a structure. They may also represent
remains of foundations of structures.

BOTTLE GLASS
Definition: Any piece of curvilinear glass that appears to
have been from a glass container.
Potential errors: Bottle glass is usually easily recognized,

although fragments of a drinking glass may be confused with
it.
Cultural-historical position: The height of mold seams on
bottle necks are indicative of the time of manufacture (Adams
1971; Santeford 1981). Identifiable maker's marks are also
useful for dating bottles (e.g., Toulouse 1971). Complete
bottles with content labels pressed into the glass are also
datable (e.g., Baldwin 1973).
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Research value: Glass bottles are sometimes good temporal in-
dicators, but it is important to remember that the dates
based on the height of mold seams are not necessarily precise
when applied to the dating of historic sites. They are only
meant to give general time references. Older style molds were
not immediately discarded with the introduction of new ones.
As much as 10 to 15 years may have occurred between the

introduction of new molds and processes and their general
acceptance. In addition, bottles are reusable, thereby, ex-
tending their period of usefulness. Identification of bottle
contents is sometimes possible.

WINDOW GLASS
Definition: Any piece of uniformly flat glass.
Potential errors: Window glass is easily recognized.
Cultural-historical position: Window glass is usually asso-

ciated with Euro-American occupations.
Research value: Window glass is indicative of the former
presence of some form of building.

METAL

Definition: Any piece of metallic material.
Potential errors: Metal is easily recognized.
Cultural-historical position: Most metal is of historic, Euro-
American origin. Some metal, particularly copper, may be of
prehistoric origin.
Research value: Metal fragments can oftentimes be identified
as to their tool types and function. They are indicative of
historic and/or proto-historic occupations of a site.

L

L
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CHAPTER 5
Site Descriptions

The following are the site descriptions and associated
artifacts recorded during this project. A site is defined as
the locus of past human activities that can be delineated by
the presence of cultural features (houses, storage pits,
hearths, ditches, etc.) and/or cultural artifacts (tools and
debris). The sites are assigned numbers according to the

' Smithsonian Institution trinomial numbering system. The first
two digits refer to the states (21 is for Minnesota and 39 is
for South Dakota), the second two digits designate counties

• .(RO for Roberts County and TR for Traverse County) and the
.- third set of digits refer to the sequential site numbers re-

corded for each county.

4

J-.
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39R044
Karsbrek Site

Legal Location Section Township Range
W1/2 SWI/4 SW1/4 NW1/4 23 127N 48W

UTM E683100 N5069900
Map Quad Rosholt
Type of Remains historic artifacts
Elevation 299 meters (980 feet)
Vegetation grass, trees, cultivated

Estimated Size 5 hectares
Surface Visibility 0 to 100 percent
Topography terrace or beach of Mud Lake
Distance to Nearest Water 100 meters
Soil Association GyA, Glyndon silt loam, 0 to 3

percent slopes
Cultural Affiliation Euro-American, ca. 1904-1940

Description
The site is located on flat ground near the Reservation

Dam and roadside park between Lake Traverse and Mud Lake
(Figs. 7, 23-25). The surface soils are primarily Glyndon

silt boams that were formed in lacustrine silt. Accordi,,g to

the S.1l Conservation Service these soils have a high lime
content (Miller, Koopman, and Glover 1977). The site consists
of a mound of earth approximately 10 meters in diameter and a
very thin surface scatter of historic artifacts.

The site area was originally part of the Lake Traverse
Reservation (Sisseton and Wahpeton Reservation) that was

created by an act of Congress on February 19, 1867, and pro-
claimed in May, 1867 (Kappler 1904:953-55). The General Allot-

ment Act of February 8, 1887 divided the reservation lands

.1 into individually owned land allotments of 64.8 hectare (160
acres) for each individual of the tribe, including women
(Kappler 1904:430). For the Lake Traverse Reservation in
particular, the Agreement of December 12, 1889 (Ratified by

' 4 Congress on March 3, 1891) established allotments for the
Sisseton and Wahpeton. A Proclamation, by President Benjamin

Harrison on April 11, 1892 opened the reservation to Euro-

American settlement to begin at noon, on April 15, 1892.

The land, on which site 39R044 is located, was
originally allotted (Allotment Number 91200) to Ide de Win
Sweetcorn on June 19, 1889. She died when she was eight years
old. The date of her death is not known but the land went
through probate and her father, Arthur Sweetcorn, inherited
the land on April 21, 1904. On the same date he was permitted
to sell the land and transfer the deed to non-trust status.
He sold the land in 1904 to Ole Karsbrek (Land Index for

Sisseton Reservation, Titles and Records Section, Aberdeen
S Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs). The records and literature

search did not yield any information pertaining to whether
Ide de Win Sweetcorn was a relative of Chief Sweetcorn. There
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were no buildings on the property (which is now Corps lands)
prior to the purchase of the land by Ole Karsbrek.

O'Donald Simonson, a neighbor (personal communication)
estimates that Karsbrek built his house and barn at the farm-
stead shortly after 1904 since the buildings are known to
have been built by Karsbrek and not by previous owners (i.e.,
Arthur Sweetcorn). Examination of the 1910 and 1930 Harmon
Township Atlas maps (Figs. 24-25) show Ole Karsbrek as the
owner of the property, but no buildings are designated on the
maps. This suggests the residence was built and subsequently

L" destroyed sometime between 1910 and 1930. The records search
did not yield specific information regarding the construction
of the buildings. According to Simonson and Mrs. Harold
Gibson (personal communication), a former renter, there was
nothing architecturally significant about the buildings. In
the late teens or early 1920's Karsbrek began renting the
farmstead. His renters were, in chronological order, Julius
Colt, (1922) Leonard Carl, Conrad Herman, and Carl Bock, who
was the last man to live on the place.

In the early 1930's the U.S. War Department took over
this piece of land with the intention of building a dam,
though final condemnation did not occur until 1944. Simonson
said "eminent domain" was reason enough at that time to
condemn lands. Whether the buildings were moved or burned
could not be remembered by several neighbors. Also, after the
farmstead was removed, the contractor who built the dam
camped on the lot between where the buildings used to be and
the dam (O'Donald Simonson, personal communication). Figure
26 is a sketch map showing the relative locations of the
contractor's camp and the buildings based upon information
provided by Simonson.

Originally, because of the quality of denseness of the
soil, it was intended to use this piece of land for a borrow
area. The lot would have ended up being a lake and the earth
strippings would have been used to build the dam. Strippings
from the borrow area on the south edge of the lot were
stockpiled a little farther north inside the lot, but the War
Department found the same type of soil along where they were
building the dam so these soils were used (it was 1934 and
very dry, so this was possible) and the strippings from Lot 2
were left on Lot 2. As it happened, some of these strippings
were placed where the farm house once stood (Simonson,

Upersonal communication).

A mound of earth, approximately 10 meters in diameter,
marks the approximate location of a house. A 1 x 1 meter pit
was manually excavated near the center of the earthen mound
(Fig. 27). The southwest corner of the test pit was located
39 meters east and 65 meters north of the northeast corner of
a small bridge at the intersection of a north-south gravel
road (which passes west of the site) and Highway 17 (Fig.
27). The test pit was excavated in arbitrary 10 cm levels to
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F-igure 26. Sketch map of site 39R044 showing the relative
locations of the farmhouse, barn and contractor's
camp.
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a depth of 40 cm. An oakfield rare was taken at the bottom of
the 40 cm pit. The core was made to a depth of 60 cm below
the bottom of the pit. Evidence of cultural remains,
consisting of charcoal, bone fragments, and obstructions
(i.e., large rocks) were encountered the whole depth of the
core. No stratigraphy was discerned (Fig. 28b). A large
quantity of large stones, historic artifacts and animal bones
were recovered from the test pit.

Because a dense concentration of cultural material was
recovered from the test pit, and extends to a depth of at
least one meter, the information provided by Simonson
(personal communication) about soil strippings being placed
over the house may be exaggerated. The placement of the
artifacts and rocks within the test pit suggests minimal
overburden. The large rocks were not placed in any orderly
pattern indicating a foundation, but occurred haphazardly
within the deposit. Therefore, a stone foundation was not
delineated. It is doubtful that soil strippings would have
such a dense concentration of rocks and artifacts. Natural
geomorphic processes would not have assimilated these
cultural remains in the context in which they occurred. There-
fore, the authors believe very little soil strippings were
placed over the house remains. Rather, the mound of earth may
represent an attempt by Ole Karsbrek to build a residence on
an artificially constructed earthen mound to reduce the like-
lihood of flooding on this low lying, flat land adjacent to

Lake Traverse.

The test pit was placed in the center of the mound be-
cause several rocks, believed to be possible remnants of a
foundation, were visible beneath the grasscover (Fig. 29).
The test pit was excavated to a depth of 40 cm because large
rocks were encountered that would have required the expansion
of the 1 x 1 meter pit to at least a 2 x 2 meter excavation.
This would have required a substantially greater amount of
monies and time to excavate. Results of the use of an
oakfield core indicate cultural remains are continuous and

extend to a depth of at least one meter. The historic
artifacts all appear to date no earlier than 1900. The
variety of historic artifacts suggests a habitation structure
once existed at this location. The dishes, glass and metal
artifacts indicate household utilitarian items. The faunal
remains suggest the inhabitants utilized locally available
resources for food, including fish, deer and jackrabbit.
Cattle and chickens were probably raised and eaten at the
farm site. With the exception of one small piece of melted

in, glass and some small flecks of charcoal, there is no other
evidence that the house may have burned. Except far a thin

I., surface scatter of historic pottery, no evidence of any out-
buildings was discerned.
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Figure 28. Soil profiles of the three sites& (a) site 39R044;
(b) site 39R045/21TR35; and (c) site 21TR36.
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Figure 29. a. Photograph of' site 39R044, looking east.
b. Photograph of test pit at site 39RO44.
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HISTORIC ARTIFACTS

Provenience and
Artifact Type Quantity Material Type Remarks
Surface:
Brick 1 frag. clay
Crock 1 neck stoneware gray surfaces

1 base stoneware dark brown
interior

3 body stoneware 1 salt-glazed
sherds exterior, 2

gray surfaces
Tableware 3 rims whiteware plain

1 handle whiteware molded
11 body whiteware 9 plain,

sherds 2 molded
Bottle Glass 2 frags. 1 clear -

1 amethyst
Canning Jar Lid 1 frag. milk glass -

Liner 1 complete milk glass -

Canning Jar Lid 1 frag. zinc -

Coal 1 coal -
Nail 1 metal -
U-Bolt w/attached 1 iron -

Ring
Strap Metal 1 iron -

Test Pit:

Utilitarian Ware 1 frag. whiteware plain
Tableware 5 rims 4 whiteware 2 gilt, 2

plain
1 porcelain gilt

base plain3 body whiteware plain
sherds

Bottle Glass 2 necks 1 light blue, 1 crown top,
1 clear post-1903

3 bases 2 clear, -
1 yellow

11 frags. 5 dark blue, 2 embossed
3 light blue, -
1 amber,
2 clear 1 red painted

exterior
Decorative Glass 1 frag. clear very thin
Window Glass 34 frags. 19 light green,-

15 light blue
Melted Glass 1 clear
Button 2 1 shell 2 center holes

1 aluminum 4 center holes
Footwear 3 frags. 1 leather -

2 rubber
Cement 1 cement -

Coal 14 coal
Canning Jar Lid 2 complete milk glass -
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Li ner
Canning Jar Lid 2 zinc -

- Cosmetic Jar Cap I aluminum with incised
female profile

Shotgun shell 1 12 gauge hi-power,
"Federal"

Tin Can 2 steel 1 rectangular,
1 round

Lock Plate 1 metal for a door
Alarm Clock 1 metal wind-up type,

internal parts
Handle 1 round wire -

Wire 3 metal -

Wire Nail 6 complete 1: 20d, or 30d -

2: 9d, 3: 12d 1 finishing
Washer 3 frags. metal -

Misc. Metal 15 frags. 12 iron, -

3 zinc

FAUNAL REMAINS

Proveni ence
Taxon Element No. Side Condition Remarks
Surface:
Lepus sp. tibia 1 left distal
(Jackrabbit)
Deer-size rib 1 - medial shaft -
Bos/Bison mandible 1 left horizontal ramus -

size lumbar vertebra 1 axial left lateral -
rib 1 - medial shaft -
2nd phalanx 1 left nearly complete -

Unidentified bone 3 - fragments -

Test Pit:
Ictalurus sp. cleithrum 2 1 left complete -

(catfish) 1 right fragment -

opercle 2 right complete -
pectoral spine 1 left proximal -

Unidentified dentary 1 left complete -

Fish articular 1 right complete -
• . preopercle 1 right complete -

opercle 3 2 left, complete -

1 right
basipterygium I right complete -

bone 6 - fragments -

Bird ulna 1 left fragment

(chi ken-si ze)
Rodent tibia 1 left complete -

Ondatra calcaneum 1 left complete -

zzbethicus
(muskrat)

Canid-size lumbar vertebra 1 axial left lateral -

Deer-size vertebra 1 axial centrum frag. -

bone 1 - fragment -



Unidentified bone 6 - fragments 2
burned,

sawed

Freshwater shell 1 - fragment -

Mussel

Recommendations
Site 39R044 is a historic site consisting of a destroyed

farmstead that dates sometime between 1904 and 1940. From
information provided by local residents, and a deeds search

. i.at the Roberts County Courthouse, the site was used as a
farmstead. Minimal test excavations indicate remains of the
house (i.e., cement, stones, lock plate, nails, brick) and

associated artifacts (glass, whiteware, procelain, faunal
remains) are present. Cultural remains extend to a depth of
at least one meter. The historic site does not have any
significant persons associated with it. The site may warrant:further testing in order to determine the nature of the
structures that were formerly present and its significance.
However, the house location, being surrounded by trees and

occurring within a raised mound, is not presently in any
danger from flooding or agricultural (food plots) activities.
Unless future land alterations are planned for this locality,
the site will be preserved in its present condition.
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'39RO45/21TR35

Legal Location Section Township Range
NEt/4 SEI/4 SW1/4 29 125N 49W
$I/2 NE1/4 SW1/4 29

SE1/4 29
NE1/4 NE1/4 32
W1/2 NE1/4 31

-.. E1/2 NE1/4 31

EI/2 30

UTM E667600 N5052000
Map Quad Browns Valley
Type of Remains flakes, ceramics, points,

bone, mauls
Elevation 296 to 299 meters (970 to 980

feet)
Vegetation grass, trees, cultivated
Estimated Size 90 hectares
Surface Visibility 0 to 100 percent
Soil Association Pm, Playmoor silty clay loam,

0 to 2 percent slopes; La,
LaDelle silt loam, 0 to 2
percent slopes

Topography terrace, lakebed
Distance to Nearest Water 0 meters
Cultural Affiliation prehistoric, Late Woodland

Description
Site 39RO45/21TR35 is approximately 0.8 kilometer (one-

half mile) northwest of the northwest corporate boundary of
Browns Valley, Minnesota (Figs. 8, 13, 30). The site is
adjacent to a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers flood control
structure at the head of Lake Traverse. A plowed field
contains scattered cobbles of granite, limestone, and some
unidentified igneous rocks. The rocks were most likely
derived from the till uplands and deposited during formation
of the Little Minnesota River alluvial fan.

Pedestrian reconnaissance on Corps lands and adjacent
private lands indicate most of the site is located on private-
ly owned lands. The site consists of a thin surface scatter
of prehistoric artifacts that includes projectile points,
pottery, flakes, grooved mauls, hammerstones, bone, etc. The
farmer who has farmed the adjacent land informed the field
team that he has collected numerous grooved mauls from the
site, which extends south of Highway 10. An arbitrary
collection of surface artifacts was made on portions of the
site. The site, which occurs on higher terrain, is bounded on
the north by lower lying wetlands.

A 1 x 1 meter test pit was manually excavated on Corps
lands at the northern edge of the site. The southwest corner
of the test pit was placed four meters north of a brass Corps
boundary survey marker (Figs. 31 and 33). This test pit
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Figure 32. Artifacts from the sites: (a) Projectile point
S-45, 39R045/21TR35; (b) Projectile point base
S-46, 39R045/21TR35; (c) Endscraper S-49, 39RO45/'
21TR35; (d) Endscraper fragment S-48; 39R045/21TR35;

~. (e) Knife S-47, 39R045/21TR35; anid (f) Projectile
point base S-1, 21TR36. Tools shown actual size.
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Figure 33. a. Photograph of site 39R045/21TR35,
looking north.
b. Photograph of test pit at 39R045/21TR35.
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location was chosen because of the relatively higher ground
at this area and its closeness to an area (on private land)
from which pottery sherds were collected. Also, the

fact that shovel tests on Corps of Engineers lands adjacent
to areas where artifacts were recovered from the surface did

not yield any evidence of cultural remains, was another
determining factor in selecting the placement of the test
pit. The test pit was excavated to a depth of 37 cm (Fig.
28a). A flake and pieces of charcoal were recovered from a
depth of 28 cm. The plowzone extends to a depth of 27 cm. An

oakfield core was taken at the bottom of the test pit to a
depth of 60 cm. No evidence of cultural remains and/or
stratigraphy was discerned. The minimal test excavation
confirms the presence of subsurface cultural remains. The
site's location near the edge of Lake Traverse (pre-dam) and

the presence of clayey sand deposits at the bottom of the

test pit and within the soil core indicate these are lake
deposits and that it is unlikely that deeply buried cultural
deposits are present at this location.

The temporally diagnostic artifacts from the site

include pottery and projectile points. The projectile points

are medium size side-notched and corner-notched forms (Figs.
32a,b) indicative of Late Woodland cultural complexes. The
ceramic assemblage includes one rim sherd, one neck sherd,

and 42 body sherds. The assemblage is very homogeneous. All
of the sherds are shell tempered with cordmarked exeriors
(some have eroded and exfoliated exteriors). The rim sherd

-- 7 has a stick-impressed lip. The ceramic assemblage is unlike
any reported in the immediate project region. The shell
tempering indicates a Mississippian influence, while the

cordmarking suggests an earlier Late Woodland influence.
Similar ceramics were recovered from site 39BK7 in Brookings
County, South Dakota tHannus 1981).

Examination of the literature and Sandy Lake ware sherds

collected by Michlovic at Moorehead State University suggests

an affiliation with Sandy Lake ware, which has both a
smoothed and a vertically cordmarked series. Sandy Lake ware
has a chronological position of A.D. 1000 to 1750 and a

geographic distribution in northern Minnesota and southern
Ontario and Manitoba. A large number of sites along the Red
River Valley in Norman County, Minnesota, which is located

approximately 161 kilometers (100 miles) north of site
39RO45/21TR35, have components with Sandy Lake ware present.

The southern sites have high percentages of shell tempered
pottery while more northerly sites have a high percentage of
grit tempered pottery. Decoration, when present, is limited

to lip notching or decorations (Anfinson 1979:175-182). There
is little doubt that the inhabitants of the site were

influenced by more easterly Mississippian complexes. More
specific cultural/temporal placement is not possible with the
present data.

The faunal remains recovered from the site indicate
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bison and deer were procured by the site's inhabitants. The
recovery of domestic cat and Bos are attributed to historic
occupation of the area. The recovery of a variety of stone

tools, pottery sherds and faunal remains suggests the site
was used for a variety of generalized tasks (i.e., hunting,
butchering, scraping, lithic tool manufacture, pottery
manufacture, cooking, etc.). The very thin surface scatter of
artifacts in the cultivated field (100 percent visibility)

suggests temporary use of the site as opposed to a permanent
.Z village. The center of the site is located approximately 0.8

" kilometers (one-half mile) northwest of the Sam Brown
memorial Park in Browns Valley, Minnesota. The southeast edge

of the site is only about 0.4 kilometers (one-fourth mile)
.* northwest of the park, which is reported to have been the

location of Standing Buffalo's Village (Allanson 1958:6).
Due of the lack of specific locational information regarding
Standing Buffalo's Village, portions of the present site,
39RO45/21TR35, may have been a part of his village. However,

the northern portion of the site, where the ceramics were
collected, is attributed to an earlier prehistoric

occupation on the basis of the ceramic styles present (Sandy
Lake ware).

C PREHISTORIC ARTIFACTS

Provenience
Artifact Type Quantity Material Type Remarks

. Surface:
Pottery 1 rim sherd shell temper cordmarked

ex t er i or
stick impressed
lip

1 neck frag. shell temper cordmarked

42 body shell temper 33 cordmarked,
sherds 9 eroded

Projectile 2 frags. chert 1 blade element

Points corner-notched,
1 base: side-
notched

Knife 1 frag. Tongue River
silicified

sediment (TRSS)

Biface 2 frags. 1 TRSS, I chert -

Endscrapers 1 complete chert -

1 frag. TRSS -

Grooved Maul 1 frag. granite -

, Hammerstone 1 granite

Uv Flakes 28 chert, 4 TRSS -

1 Knife River Flint,

I quartz,
I cuartzite

S 3hatter 7 chert
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Test Pit:

S iRetouched Flake 1 chert

Charcoal 0.0 g.

FAUNAL REMAINS

Provenience

and Taxon Element No. Side Condition Remarks

Surface:
Fells axis vertebra 1 axial complete -

donesticus lumbar vertebra 1 axial nearly complete -
(cat) femur 1 right complete -

pelvis 1 left acetabulum -

Canzs sp. upper canine 1 - fragment -

upper M1 1 right posterior -

Deer-size rib 2 - shafts -

ulna 1 left proximal -

bone 3 - fragments
cf. Bos taurus humerus 1 right disto-medial sawed

(cow)

Bison bison 2nd phalanx I left complete

cf. Bison horn core 1 - fragment

bison upper P4 1 right complete -

upper molar 1 - fragment -

Bison-size mandible 1 left ascending ramus -

vertebra 2 axial fragments

scapula 7 5 left 3 distal,
1 blade frag.,
1 posterior

2 ? fragments
humerus 3 2 left disto-lateral -

1 ? proximal unfused
epiphy-
sis

frag.
trapezoid- 1 left medial

magnum
metacarpal 1 left proximo-

anterior

tibia 3 2 left 1 proximo-
anterior shaft -

1 medial shaft -
1 right proximo-

posterior shaft -

astragalus 1 left lateral -

proximal 2 1 right complete -

sesamoid 1 ?
distal sesamoid 1 left complete

bone 24 - fragments
Unidentified bone 8 - fragments

burned

Freshwater shell 20 - fragments

Mussels
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Test Pit:
Rodent humerus 1 left fragment -

Freshwater shell 3 - fragments -

Mussel

Recommendations
Site 39RO45/21TR35 contains a Late Woodland occupation

dating after A.D. 1000. The extent of the site indicates
either a large village or repeated seasonal occupation of the
area over a long period of time. A literature search

* indicates the south end of Lake Traverse was a favorite
camping ground of the historic Dakota. The area was particu-
larly favored for winter villages (Allanson 1958:6). Early
Euro-American accounts place Standing Buffalo's Village near
this site location. However, the ceramics recovered from the

* . site, assigned to Sandy Lake ware, indicate the northern
portion of the site (on Corps lands) was occupied by earlier,
Late Woodland peoples. On the basis of present information
the site is considered potentially significant.

The test excavation ascertained the presence of subsur-
face cultural remains. Therefore, there is a possibility
cultural features, such as hearths, storage pits, and post
molds indicative of shelters, may also be present. However,
the site location is not suitable for the presence of deeply

S-.. buried cultural components based upon the geomorphic history
of processes operative at the site. It is recommended that

* portions of the site located on Corps lands be protected from
any future land alterations in order to preserve its
integrity. The site is presently not in any danger and
further avoidance of the site should maintain its integrity.

-- - If future land alterations are planned, it is recommended
that a systematic testing program be implemented to determine
the site's significance and eligibility for nomination to the
National Register.
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21TR36

Legal Location Section Township Range
SW1/4 SWI/4 27 128N 47W

UTM E688700 N5081500
Map Quad Wheaton West
Type of Remains flakes, projectile point fragment
Elevation 297 to 300 meters (975 to 985 feet)
Vegetation cultivated (beans)
Estimated Size 12 hectares
Surface Visibility 50 percent
Topography slope and terrace/beach
Distance to Nearest Water 200 meters
Cultural Affiliation prehistoric (unknown affiliation)

Description
Site 21TR36 is adjacent to the White Rock Dam that

controls water flow of the Bois de Sioux River (Figs. 3, 34,
4. 35). Surface soils are primarily Antler-Colvin silt loams

that were formed in glacial lake sediment overlying till
(Miller, Koopman, and Glover 1977). The many stones and
boulders on the surface were lag deposits from the bed load
of Glacial River Warren or are remnants of glacial till where
the finer sediment was washed away during the late stages of
discharge through the River Warren channel (Matsch, Rutford,
and Tipton 1972).

L. The site consists of a very thin lithic scatter. The
total site area is under cultivation. A 1 x 1 meter test pit
was manually excavated. The southwest corner of the test pit
was 233 meters east and 95 meters north from the northeast
corner of the bridge over the water control structure at
White Rock Dam (Figs. 36 and 37). The test pit location was
chosen because this was where the projectile point fragmentr was recovered from the surface. Although the entire site area
was carefully examined, with surface visibility being
approximately 50 percent, only one projectile point fragment,
seven flakes, three pieces of shatter, and five animal bone
fragments were recovered. The artifact density is only
approximately one item per 7,588 square meters. There were no
concentrations of artifacts on the surface to use as a better

* - location for placing a test pit. The projectile point
fragment (Fig. 32f) is not large enough to assign to a
particular style and/or cultural affiliation. The faunal
remains may be attributed to either prehistoric or historic
use of the site area. The test pit was excavated to a depth
of 30 cm. The plow zone extends 20 cm deep (Fig. 28c). The
plowzone consists of a clayey silt while the subsurface soil
consists of clayey sand. A large quantity of glacial till,
consisting of gravel, occurs over the entire site area. The
glacial till, which was deposited by the bed load of Glacial
River Warren, indicates the site area would not have buried
cultural components. Due to the geologic history and
geomorphic processes at this site location, it was determined
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Figure 37. a. Photograph of site 21TR36, looking north.
b. Photograph of test pit at site 21TR36.
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that a deep test pit was not required, since cultural remains
- would have to be on or near the surface of the ground. No
- artifacts were recovered from the test pit.

PREHISTORIC ARTIFACTS

Provenience and
Artifact Type Quantitv Material Type Remarks
Surface:
Projectile Point 1 frag. chert base
Flakes 7 chert

Shatter 3 chert

FAUNAL REMAINS

Provenience
and Taxon Element No. Side Condition Remarks
Surface:
Bison/Bos-size humerus I left disto-anterior -

shaft
Unidentified bone 4 - fragments
Freshwater shell 1 - fragment

Mussel

Recommendations
Site 21TR36 consists of a very thin surface scatter of

lithics and bone fragments. No culturally/temporally
diagnostic artifacts were recovered. The presence of glacial
till over the entire surface of the site and its geologic

- location, in addition to results of the test excavation,
"-- indicate the possibility for buried cultural components

* and/or remains is very slight. The prehistoric cultural
component has definitely been greatly disturbed by
cultivation activities. It is recommended that the site is
not potentially significant and does not warrant further
investigation. The site is presently being used as a food
plot for wildlife and, because of past cultivation activities
and erosion, is not in any danger of being further destroyed.
If future land alterations other than cultivation are planned
for the site area, it is recommended that no further investi-
gations are warranted.
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CHAPTER 6
Settlement Patterns

-- and
Phase II Testing and Phase III Preservation/Mitigation

Introduction
An examination of sites with respect to soil associa-

tions, as defined by the Soil Conservation Service, is an
informative method for developing predictive models for site

locations. Unfortunately, Traverse County has not been
completely mapped by the Soil Conservation Service. In
contrast, the soils of Roberts County have been mapped. There
are 40 recorded archaeological sites, including those sites

,R found during this study, in Traverse County. The 40 sites are
0 represented by 27 sites with mounds, two burial sites, one

circular ditch site, eight lithic scatters, one village, and
one undetermined site (21TR34) (Table 12).

The Browns Valley Man site (21TR5) is the only site that
has been nominated to the National Register. It is not on the

National Register because it has subsequently been destroyed
by operations at the gravel quarry. Most all of the sites
recorded in Traverse County (particularly the mounds) are
located on high bluff and ridge tops with prominent views of

Lake Traverse and/or stream valleys. There has not been a
systematic survey conducted for Traverse County that would
provide a less biased sample of site locations. Therefore,

the present data do not lend themselves to the development of

a meaningful settlement pattern study for sites in Traverse

County, other than the fact that mounds are located on
prominent ridge and bluff tops near Lake Traverse and/or

stream valleys.

There are 44 recorded sites, including those sites found

during this study, in Roberts County. The 44 sites are repre-
sented by 15 with mounds, eight lithic scatters, two
fortified villages, five log cabins and/or fur trading posts,

four petroglyphs, one stone circle, one stone alignment,

three farmsteads, three burials (other than mounds), one
stone cairn, and one undetermined site. Table 13 shows the
sites and their soil associations for Roberts County. Most of

-L the sites occur on bluff or ridge tops overlooking lakes Big
L Stone and Traverse.

The present study recorded three new sites (39R044,
21TR36, and 39RO45/21TR35) that represent Late Woodland and

historic occupations. The reasons for this seemingly low
occurrence of sites are due to the locations of the survey

areas. The lands surveyed during the present project included
three areas, all of which are located on low-lying lands or
very steep slopes adjacent to Corps dams and dikes that were

constructed during the past half century. Because of the
construction of these water control structures, areas
immediately adjacent to the dams and dikes were stripped,
destroying any evidence of cultural remains. Also,
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Table 12

Traverse County Sites and Site Types

*Site Site Type-and Name

* -21TRI Round Mound
21TR2 Wilson Mounds
21TR3 K-Mounds
21TR4 Fire Mound
21TR5 Browns Valley Man (burial site)

21TR6 Shady Dell Mounds
.ITR9 Strader Burial
2I1TRIO 5 mounds
21TR11 Bunker Hill Mounds
211TR 12 1 mound
2 1TR I3 1 mound
21TR14 Circular ditch
21TR15 I mound
21TR16 3 mounds
21TR17 5 mounds
21TRI( 3 mounds
21TR19 1 mound
21TR20 1 mound
21TR211 1 mound
21TR'22 1 mound
21TR23 1 mound
21TR24 1 mound
2 1 TR25 1 mound
21TR26 1 mound
21TR27 Smith Mounds
21TR28 Mustinka River Mounds
21TR29 2 mounds
2 1T R30 Strader Village
- ITRZ3 1 mound (same as 21TR9)
21TR32 3 mounds, ditch
21TR33 1 mound
21TR34 ?
21TR35 lithic scatter
21TR36 lithic scatter

Dome Pipeline Report
Sites 1 to 6, all lithic scatters
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Table 13

Roberts County Sites, Types, Names and Soil Associations

Site SiteType,_Name Soil Type

39R01 Dougherty Mounds ?

39R02 Griner Mounds HvA
39R03 Buchannan Mounds HvB
39R04 Hartford Beach Mound HvB

39R05 Hartford Beach Village HvB (fortified)
39RO6 Hiawatha Beach Mounds HvB
39R07 Hunter's Mound HvB

39R08 Linden Beach Mound HvA

39R09 Mound ?

-" 39R010 Dougherty Mounds HvA
39R011 Medberry Mound HcA
39R012 Moorehead Mound PeA

39R013 Lithic scatter HvB
39R014 Log Cabin SsF
39R015 Lithic scatter ?

39R016 Lithic scatter ?
39R017 ? ?
39R018 Burial

39R019 Lithic scatter ?
39R020 Lithic scatter ?

39R021 Log Cabin, Fur Post FeB
39R022 Lithic scatter HcB
39R023 DeSpiegler Burial ReB

39R024 Fur Post ?
39R025 Petroglyph ?
39RO26 Sisseton Mound PeB
39R027 Burial HvB

39R028 Farmstead SsF
39R029 Mound HvB
39R030 Lightening Track, Cairn HsB

39R031 Petroglyph
39R032 Petroglyph
39R033 Petroglyph ?L 39R034 Trapper's Cabin FeB

39R035 Farmstead, Rudolph Moody FeB
39R0-7 Gabriel Renville Mound FeB

39R038 Trading Post FvE
39R039 Lithic scatter HvB
39R040 Stone Circle RsE
.9R041 Stone Alignment RsE

39R042 Village, fortified FuE

.9RO301 Kallstrom Mound
39R044 Farmstead, Karsbrek GyA
39R045 Lithic scatter La, Pm
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examination of the General Land Office (GLO) survey maps (ca.
1870, 1909) and Roberts and Traverse counties' atlases (ca.
1902, 1910) (Figs. 23, 24, 25, 30, 34, 35) indicate a large

portion of Corps lands were originally inundated and/or were
wetlands prior to construction of the water control
structures. Examination of the soil survey of Roberts County
(Miller, Koopman, and Glover 1977) confirms the (Table 14)

susceptibility of Corps lands to frequent flooding and high
water tables that make these areas very unsuitable for human
habitation. The grasslands and woodlands on Corps property

are in these areas of high susceptibility to inundation. The
geomorphic history of these low lying lands makes them the
least likely to have been utilized as habitation sites.
Therefore, the low frequency of cultural resources occurring

on Corps lands is not unusual. The more suitable areas around

Lake Traverse and Mud Lake for human habitation are situated
on better drained soils that are not as susceptible to a high
water table and inundation. The following are brief
descriptions of the 13 soil types that have known

archaeological sites located on them in Roberts County and

five additional soil types that occur on Corps lands but
which do not have archaeological sites associated with them
(from Miller, Koopman, and Glover 1977).

Ac, Antler-Colvin silt loams, 0 to 2 percent slopes
The Antler-Colvin soil complex occurs on flat areas with

many shallow depressions. Antler soils are on the slight
rises and Colvin soils are in the shallow depressions. In

places numerous stones are on the surface. About 50 percent
of this complex is Antler soils and 30 percent is Colvin

- soils. These soils are wet during much of the spring and
- .. summer. Native vegetation is grass.

AvA, Antler and Hamerly loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes
The Antler and Hamerly soils are on slightly higher

ground, but the water table is within one meter (four feet)
of the surface during most of the growing season. Native veg-

etation is grass.

Bo, Borup silt loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes

Borup silt loam is in flats, swales and shallow depres-
sions. Soils are susceptible to wetness because of a high
water table. Native vegetation is grass.

Co, Colvin silt loam, saline, 0 to 2 percent slopes
Colvin silt loam occurs in closed depressions on low

flatlands. Stones and boulders oftentimes occur on the
surface. The water table is high during the spring and summer
causing wetness. Native vegetation is grass.

Mr, Marsh, 0 to 1 percent slopes
Marsh is a land type (as opposed to a soil type) that is

in level, closed depressions that are wet throughout the
spring and summer and in some years are inundated much of the

time.
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Pa, Parnell silty clay loam, 0 to 1 percent slopes
Parnell silty clay loam occurs in closed depressions

that oftentimes have a thin layer of mucky, partly decomposed
organic matter on the surface. These soils are commonly
inundated in the spring.

FeB Fordville-Renshaw loams. 3 to 6 percent slopes
The Fordville-Renshaw loams are on stream terraces and

uplands. About 70 percent of this complex is Fordville soils
and 25 percent is Renshaw soils. These soils are droughty,
with low water capacity. Runoff is medium. The native vegeta-
tion consists of mid and short grasses.

FuE, Forman-Buse loams, 15 to 25 percent slopes
Forman-Buse loams are soils on hilly uplands. The Forman

soils are on sides of ridges and knolls, and the Buse soils
are on the tops and upper portions of ridge slopes. A few
stones commonly occur on the surface. Many small potholes dot
the landscape. About 45 percent of this complex are Forman
soils, and 25 percent are Buse soils. The native vegetation

is grass.

FvE, Forman-Buse stony complex, 9 to 40 percent slopes
This complex of rolling to steep soils is on uplands.

The stony parts of this complex are in the higher parts of
the landscape. The stones are spaced about 2.5 to 5 feet
apart on the surface. About 55 percent of this complex is
Forman loam and 20 percent is Buse stony loam. Runoff is
medium to rapid. Native vegetation is grass.

GyA, Glyndon silt loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes
The Glyndon series consists of deep, moderately well-

drained and poorly drained, nearly level soils. These soils
formed in lacustrine silt and very fine sand. Native vegeta-
tion consists of tall prairie grasses.

* HcA, HcB, Hammerly-Vallers foams,

0 to 2, 2 to 4 percent slopes
The soils of this complex are mostly in areas around de-

pressions and sloughs on uplands. Some areas border bottom

lands. A few stones are on the surface in some areas. About
65 percent of this complex are Hammerly soils and 20 percent
are Vallers soils. This complex has a high lime content and
is very wet in the spring.

HsB, Heimdal-Sisseton loams, 2 to 6 percent slopes
This complex consists of gently undulating soils on up-

lands. The Heimdal soils are on the sides of knolls and the
Sisseton soils are on knolls and ridge tops. A few stones
occur on the surface. About 55 percent of this complex are
Heimdal soils and 20 percent are Sisseton soils.

HvA, HvB, Heimdal-Svea loam, 0 to 2, 2 to 6 percent slopes
This complex consists of gently undulating soils on up-
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lands. The Heimdal soils are on slight rises and the Svea
soils are in swales. About 75 percent of this complex are
Heimdal soils and 15 percent are Svea soils. Runoff is slow
with temporary wetness in the Svea soils.

La, LaDelle silt loam
The LaDelle series consists of deep, moderately well-

drained, nearly level, silty soils on bottom lands and low
terraces. These soils formed in alluvium. The native vegeta-

* tion is tall prairie grass.

PeA, PeB, Peever clay loam, 0 to 2, 2 to 6 percent slopes
The Peever series consists of deep, well-drained, nearly

" level to sloping, loamy soils on uplands. These soils formed
in glacial till. Permeability is slow, runoff is slow or
medium. The native vegetation consists of tall and mid
prairie grasses.

Pm, Playmoor silty clay loam
The Playmoor series consists of deep, poorly drained,

nearly level, calcareous, silty soils that contain salt at or
near the surface. These soils formed in alluvium and are on
bottom lands. Permeability is moderately slow and runoff is

41 slow. The seasonal water table is at or near the surface
during spring and is within one meter (three feet) during
most of the growing season. The soils are subject to
flooding. The native vegetation is tall grass.

ReB, Renshaw loam, 0 to 3, 3 to 9 percent slopes
This soil is on the uplands and terraces. Gravel and

cobbles are scattered on the surface. This soil is droughty.
Runoff is slow and available water capacity is low. The soils
are shallow over sand and gravel. They formed in alluvium.
The native vegetation consists of mid and short grasses.

RsE, Renshaw-Sioux stony loams, 9 to 40 percent slopes
This complex consists of rolling to steep soils on

gravelly ridges or glacial moraines on uplands. Renshaw soils
are on the sides of ridges and Sioux soils are on the tops
and upper sides of ridges. The stones are about 2.5 to 5 feet
apart. A few large boulders are present. About 50 percent of
this complex are Renshaw soils and 35 percent are Sioux
soils. The native vegetation is grass.

SsF, Sisseton loam, 25 to 40 percent slopes
The Sisseton series consists of deep, well-drained,

gently undulating to steep, calcareous, loamy soils on
w-i uplands. These soils formed in glacial drift. Permeability is

moderate and runoff is medium or rapid. The native vegetation
consists of mid and short grasses.

*i Examination of Table 15 shows some associations between
* . site types and soil types in Roberts County. Several sites,

because of the lack of more specific site location informa-
tion, cannot be placed within any specific soil complex.
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Also, because there has not been a systematic survey of
Roberts County, known site locations are biased. However,
given the available information, the following summaries are
provided.

(1) Prehistoric mound sites are located on the uplands, on

ridge tops that have predominately Heimdal-Svea (HvA, HvB)
and Peever (PeA, PeB) soil complexes.

(2) Prehistoric habitation sites (lithic scatters) are most
frequently found on the uplands with the Heimdal-Svea soil

complex (HvA, HvB) or on the low bottom lands with the
LaDelle (La) soil complex that is associated with low ter-
races adjacent to bodies of water.

(3) Prehistoric stone circles and stone alignments occur most
frequently on the rolling uplands with the Renshaw-Sioux
(RsE) soil complex.

(4) Historic sites are associated with a variety of topograph-
ic situations and soil comp!exes.

The following is a synthesis of the available geomorpho-
logical, archaeological, and pedological data for the area
around Lake Traverse, and for Corps lands in particular.

"* First, the project area is situated on the bed of the former
channel of Glacial River Warren, which served as the southern
outlet for Lake Agassiz during the waning stages of the Late
Wisconsin glaciation until about 7,200 B.C. (Wright 1972).
The glacial and related landforms have been little altered

since 7,000 B.C. After termination of River Warren, its
successor, the Minnesota River did not have the discharge
necessary to transport the sediment load produced by tribu-
tary streams. The tributaries formed alluvial fans near their
confluence with the Minnesota River. The alluvial fans dammed
the river into segments which created several narrow lakes of
which Lake Traverse is one. The formation of the alluvial
fans created a very unstable land surface between the lakes,
making the alluvial fans not very suitable for human occupa-
tion because of their susceptibility to inundation. Almost

all of the Corps lands at Lake Traverse and Mud Lake are on

t these alluvial fans.

The Corps dams constructed in 1939 to 1941 were to help
stabilize the fluctuating water level of Lake Traverse.
Almost all of the soil types that are associated with the

Corps lands (Table 14) have formed in recent alluvium and are
susceptible to frequent high water tables and/or inundation.
Examination of the General Land Office (GLO) maps (ca. 1870,

1902)(Figs. 23, 30, 34) and early county atlases (ca. 1902,
1910)(Figs. 24, 25, 35) support the geomorphic and soil
evidence that Corps lands were very unstable land surfaces,

particularly prior to construction of the water control
structures. Unstable land surfaces that are very susceptible
to wetness and inundation are not the areas most likely to
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Table 14

Corps Lands in Roberts County and Associated Soil Types

White Rock Dam Area

Soi 1

Ac, Antler-Colvin silt loams
AvA, Antler and Hamerly loam, 0 to 2 percent slopes
Co, Colvin silt loam, saline
GyA, Glyndon silt loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes
Mr, Marsh (vegetation type, not soil type)
Pm, Playmoor silty clay loam

Reservation Dam Area

Bo, Borup silt loam
GyA, Glyndon silt loam, 0 to 3 percent slopes
Mr, Marsh (vegetation type, not soil type)
Pm, Playmoor silty clay loam

VBrowns Valley Dike Area

HcB, Hamerly - Vallers loam, 2 to 4 percent slopes
Mr, Marsh (vegetation type, not soil type)
Pa, Parnell silty clay loam
Pm, Playmoor silty clay loam
SsF, Sisseton loam, 25 to 40 percent slopes

All of the above soils are very susceptible to high water
tables, inundation, or wetness except for SsF which occurs on
very steep slopes.

1K.38
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N,

0 Table 15

Site Types and Associated Soil Complexes, Roberts County

petro-
mounds soil village soil burials soil glyphs soil

39R01 ? 39R05 HvB 39R18 ? 39R025 ?

3 9R01 Hv 39R0 HvB 39R023 ReB 39R031 2
39R03 HvB 39R015 La 39R027 HvB 39R032 ?
39R04 HvB 39R016 ? 39R033 ?

- - 39R06 HvB 39R019 ?
- * 9R07 HvB 39R020 ?

39R08 HvA 39R022 HcB
39R09 ? 39R039 HvB

39R010 HvA 39R042 FuE

• 39R011 HcA 39R045 La,Pm
39R012 PeA
39R026 PeB

39R029 HvB

39R037 FeB
39R0301 ?

"- log cabins soil farmsteads soil cairns soil

39R014 SsF 39R028 SsF 39R030 HsB
-#. 39R021 FeB 39R035 FeB

39R024 2 39R044 GyA
39R034 FeB

39R038 FvE

Stone

Alignments soil Undetermined soil

39R040 RsE 39R017 ?
39R041 RsE
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have been utilized by prehistoric peoples for habitation
sites.

The prehistoric site 39RO45/21TR35 is located on a low
terrace that is slightly higher than adjacent lands along the
headwaters of Lake Traverse. Because this location is highly

susceptible to unundation during the spring and summer, the
most suitable time for occupation would have been during the

-- winter months. The steep bluffs on both sides of the site

would have provided protection from winter storms. Because of

remains are not likely.

Site 21TR36 is situated on a higher terrace that has
.been subjected to erosion because of the occurrence of a

relatively dense scatter of glacial till on the surface and
below the surface. Since the glacial till would have been
deposited by Glacial River Warren, the till deposits may be
relatively dated no later than 7,000 B.C. and because there
is no soil development on top of the glacial till, this indi-
cates either subsequent alluviation never occurred or it did
occur but erosion has stripped it off of the earlier
deposited till. In either case, in situ subsurface cultural
remains are very unlikely at this site location.

Given this geomorphological data, Paleo-Indian and
Archaic remains can not be present on the low lying Corps
lands at the Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux project, since
Glacial River Warren flowed through the valley until 7,200
B.C. and the alluvial fans that have created the long narrow
lakes in the region are very unstable surfaces not conducive
to human occupation until fairly recent times (i.e., Woodland
period), and then only suitable for occupation on a seasonal
basis (i.e., winter months). Paleo-Indian and Archaic sites
can be expected to occur in the region, but they will be lo-
cated on the higher beaches of Glacial Lake Agassiz or on the
bluff tops and ridges overlooking Lake Traverse.

On the basis of the above associations between site
types, geomorphic data and defined soil complexes, the fol-
lowing hypotheses are proposed. These hypotheses are develop-
ed for the purpose of guiding future archaeological research
in Roberts County, South Dakota and Traverse County,
Minnesota. Because of the limited topographical areas
surveyed during the present study, these hypotheses could not
be tested.

Hypothesis I
Prehistoric mounds occur on prominent ridge tops that

have the Heimdal-Svea and Peever soil complexes. The mounds
may be associated with Plains Woodland and later prehistoric
and historic peoples. The mounds were also used as burial
sites by at least the resident Dakota population of the 18th,
19th and 20th centuries (Sigstad and Sigstad 1973b:28).
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Hypothesis 2

Prehistoric and historic Indian villages are located on
both upland and bottom land topographic situations. The

upland villages are most likely to be associated with summer
occupations while the bottom land villages are most likely to
be associated with winter occupations. The bottom land sites
may occur on soils that are subject to periodic, seasonal
flooding, which would have made them unsuitable for spring

and summer occupation. The upland villages are located on
prominent ridge tops that would have been subject to severe
winter storms which would have made them unsuitable for
winter occupations.

Hypothesis 3

Prehistoric fortified villages associated with the
Initial Middle Missouri variant of the Middle Missouri
Tradition are present in the region. These villages are
small, encompassing less than 0.5 hectares (one acre), and

have fortification ditches. The villages are situated on the
points of prominent ridge tops, with the fortification ditch
across one side of the ridge. The natural steep sides of the
ridge provided protection on three sides. The fortification

of the small villages suggests conflict between these village

-: rdwelling peoples and other regional inhabitants. These hos-
tilities may have been attributed to a shortage of food re-
sources due to climatic stress (Pacific I climatic episode,
A.D. 1250 to 1450) consisting of more droughty conditions4which would not have been as conducive to maize horticulture.
Hypothesis 4

Historic sites, consisting of fur trading posts, trap-
pers' cabins, and early farmsteads, were constructed in a
variety of topographic locations. The early farmsteads tend

to be located adjacent to a primary water source such as a
river or lake. These locations were suitable for protectionior
from harsh winter winds but were probably unsuitable during
severely wet weather.

Few sites have been recorded on the uplands between
lakes Traverse and Big Stone and the Coteau des Prairies.
This leads to very biased interpretations regarding prehis-

*toric and historic occupation of the region. More inventory
surveys need to be conducted away from major lakes and rivers
in order to develop a more reliable and accurate interpreta-

q tion of the r_gion's prehistory.

Summary

Reconstructing past cultural complexes and understanding
how peoples lived within the area of Lake Traverse is a
complex task. The recovery of a miniscule amount of cultural
remains did not allow any broad analysis of the artifactual

data. However, examination of recorded sites in Roberts
County and their corresponding soil associations allows cor-
relations to be made with respect to site types and topograph-
ic features and soil complexes. Some initial hypotheses con-



cerning site locational behavior by prehistoric inhabitants

.. can be expanded upon in the next phase of research.

*. ."Phase II Testing and Phase III Preservation/Mitigation

Introduction
The Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux project presently has

few adverse impacts upon cultural resources within lands held
in fee title by the Corps of Engineers. Therefore, at the
present time, continued avoidance of the two sites believed

to be potentially significant (39R044 and 39RO45/21TR35) is
recommended. Avoidance of any land alterations in the vicin-
ity of these two sites will maintain their present integrity.
However, if future land alteration activities are planned for

the above two site areas, and avoidance is not a reasonable
alternative, then the following two approaches to mitigating
the adverse impacts on these two sites are recommended. The
two approaches are: (1) test excavation and (2) contiguous
excavation.

Test excavation is defined as the systematic, manual
digging of small portions of a site to determine its scien-
tific significance and eligibility for nomination to the
National Register. If a site is determined to be significant

and is nominated to the National Register, then contiguous
excavation may be warranted if avoidance is not possible. Con-
tiguous excavation is defined as the excavation of contiguous
1 x 1 meter pits to obtain detailed understanding of the arch-

itecture, function, and time of use or habitation of a site.
This is maximum data recovery in order to acquire as much in-

formation from a site as possible prior to its destruction by
other land alterations.

Phase II Testing

Two sites, 39R044 and 39RO45/21TR35, are recommended for
this plan. It is recommended that test excavations at site
39RO45/21TR35 consist of 1 x I and 1 x 2 meter pits placed

over the site area located on Corps lands. Prior to excava-
tion of the test pits, it may be best to shallowly plow the
site area to obtain maximum surface visibility. Because
portions of the site located on Corps lands have been culti-
vated for wildlife food plots, further plowing should not

adversely affect the cultural remains. After plowing, a
cartesian coordinate grid can be superimposed over the site

and a controlled, gridded surface collection can be conduct-
ed. Grid sizes of 5 x 5 or 10 x 10 meters may be most appro-
priate. Based upon the surface densities of artifacts within
each grid unit, test pits can be placed in those areas be-
lieved to most likely yield subsurface remains.

A substantial amount of information can be obtained
" .about a site by conducting controlled, gridded surface

collections. Because the geomorphic processes that have
operated upon the site make the presence of deeply buried

cultural remains unlikely and deep test pits unnecessary, the
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plowing and controlled, gridded surface collection will
.- increase the probability of placing the test pits in areas

most likely to have subsurface remains. A single back-hoe
trench may be placed on the site to examine more deeply
buried soils for the presence of geomorphic anomolies. All
soils from the test pits should be dry or water screened
through hardware cloth and soil samples should be taken for
water flotation for recovery of microfloral and microfaunal
data. It is estimated 20 person-days may be required to test
the site. Approximately 50 person-days may be required for
analysis and report writing. Therefore, it is estimated about
$ 7,000 may be required to conduct test excavations at site
39RO45/21TR35.

For site 39R044, it is recommended that it be sufficient-
ly tested to determine the form of construction of past struc-
tures, time of habitation or use, and function. Test excav-
ations should minimally consist of a one meter wide trench
through the center of the mound where the house may have

* been. Additional 1 x 1 and 1 x 2 meter pits may be excavated
in a random pattern in areas around the mound to determine

the presence of other structures. All soils should be sifted
through hardware cloth and soil samples saved for water flota-
tion for recovery of microfloral and microfaunal data. It is

S-estimated 20 person-days may be required to test the site.
Approximately 50 person-days may be required for analysis and

* report writing. Therefore, it is estimated $ 7,000 may be
required to conduct test excavations at site 39R044.

Phase III Preservation/Contiguous Excavation

Contiguous excavation is recommended for those sites

- that are determined to be scientifically significant and
eligible for nomination to the National Register after Phase

•* II testing. Based upon the findings of the Phase II test
excavations, the following generalized outline for field

procedures is given for each of the above two sites if
avoidance procedures can not be taken.

For site 39R044, contiguous excavation of the entire
mound is recommended. Excavation units consisting of conti-

guous 1 x 1 meter pits dug to a depth determined to be the
base of the historic occupation are recommended. All soils
should be sifted through hardware cloth. Soil samples should
be taken for water flotation to recover microfaunal and micro-

WO floral data. Because the earthen mound is approximately one
meter high, and ten meters in diameter, the excavation pits
near the center of the mound will likely be at least one
meter deep. It is recommended that the field director be an
experienced historical archaeologist. It is estimated 100
person-days may be required to excavate the mound and 250
person-days may be required for analysis and report writing.
Therefore, it is estimated $25,000 may be required to
completely excavate the earthen mound at site 39R044.

For site 39RO45/21TR35 contiguous excavations may best

.I.;,
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be conducted after the removal (stripping) of the plowzone
from most of the site area that is on Corps land. Plowzone
removal may best be done with the use of mechanized power
equipment such as graders and/or paddle-wheel scrapers.
Removal of the plowzone will facilitate excavation of in situ
artifacts and features. All features, (i.e., hearths, storage
pits, post molds, structures, etc.) should be mapped and
excavated after removal of the plowzone. It is recommended
that all feature contents should be processed by water flo-

tation to recover microfloral and microfaunal data. It is
recommended that areas immediately surrounding features be

excavated to a distance of several meters. Recent research
indicates many activities were performed around the peripher-
al areas of features as opposed to the features themselves
(Binford 1978). The excavation procedures outlined above are
designed to maximize data recovery and interpretation poten-
tial of site data. Because of the size of the site and
present lack of information regarding the quantity and types
of subsurface features that may be present at the site, no
reliable cost estimates can be made.

Summary
The Phase II testing and Phase III contiguous excavation

of prehistoric and historic cultural resources within the
4Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux project may require a substantial

amount of time if sites 39R044 and/or 39RO45/21TR35 are
subjected to disturbance by land alterations. All cost esti-
mates are in 1983 dollars. However, neither of the above

sites on Corps lands are in immediate danger. Present day ad-
verse impacts are minimal. Continued avoidance of adverse
impacts upon these two sites is recommended as the best
alternative to preserving their present integrity.
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CHAPTER 7
Cultural Resource Evaluations and Recommendations

National Register of Historic Places
The Antiquities Act of 1906 (Public Law 59-209) was the

first legislation enacted by Congress for the protection of
historic and prehistoric archaeological sites situated on

lands owned or controlled by the United States Government.
The Historic Sites Act of 1935 (Public Law 74-292) was
enacted "to preserve for p'kblic use historic sites, buildings
and objects of national significance for the inspiration and
benefit of the people of the United States." The National
Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (Public Law 89-665) created
the National Register of Historic Places as a list of
properties "significant in American history, architecture,
archaeology, and culture" (Sec. 101 (a)(1)). Criteria for

evaluation and determination of eligibility for nomination to
the National Register of Historic Places are set forth in 36

CFR 800. 10(a):

The quality of significance in American history,

architecture, archaeology, and culture is present
in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and
objects of State and local importance that possess

r integrity of location, design, setting, materials,
workmanship, feeling, and association, and

(a) That are associated with events that have made
a significant contribution to the broad patterns of

our history; or

(b) That are associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past; or

(c) That embody the distinctive characteristics of

a type, period, or method of construction, or that

represent the work of a master, or that possess
high artistic values, or that represent a

significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

(d) That have yielded, or may be likely to yield,
information important in prehistory or history.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969
(Public Law 91-190) requires federal agencies to consider the

environmental impacts of planned projects. As a result, since
cultural resources are parts of the environment, federal

agencies are required to identify and plan for the protection
of cultural resources, both prehistoric and historic, during

their project-planning and land management programs.
Executive Order 11593 requires federal agencies to identify
historic properties under their control or jurisdiction that
might qualify for the National Register. The Archaeological

and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 (Public Law 93-291)
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specifically provides for the preservation of archaeological
and historical data "which might otherwise be irreparably
lost or destroyed" as the result of federally constructed
dams or as the result of any federally funded or assisted
construction project, activity, or program.

Archaeological Research and
* Determination of Site Significance
. * In accordance with the aforementioned cultural resource

management regulations, federal agencies are required to
determine the National Register eligibility of archaeological
resources under their control. This is accomplished by
assessing information and recommendations provided by
archaeologists. Raab and Klinger (1977:632) suggest that "the
best approach to assessing archaeological significance is in
relation to explicit, problem-oriented research designs".
Sharrock and Grayson (1979:327) agree that although signif-

icance determined in this way is "an excellent reason to
ascribe significance in the National Register sense," the

S,converse may not necessarily be true. In other words, just
' because an archaeological resource is found to be

insignificant in terms of a current problem-oriented research
design, it does not necessarily follow that the site is, in
fact, insignificant. "The 'significance' of a site is clearly
subject to change through time, increasing or decreasing as
both knowledge and research orientation change" (Sharrock and
Grayson 1979:327). This potential problem is anticipated in
the National Register criteria. Archaeological rescurces are
significant when they "have yielded, or may be likely to
yield, information important in prehistory or history" (36
CFR 800.10). As a result, federal agencies bear the burden of
proving that sites within their domain are neither signifi-

cant nor potentially significant. As stated earlier, this is
accomplished by acting upon information and recommendations
provided by the contracting archaeologist. "The importance of
the contracting archaeologist's assessments of significance

cannot be overemphasized" (Klinger and Raab 1980:556).

Once a site has been determined not be be significant,
it is excluded from further federally funded research and
does not receive protective management consideration. There-
fore, it is important that the potential significance of an

-: archaeological resource be carefully considered. The full
archaeological potential of a site may be difficult to real-
ize if its significance is poorly documented.

Survey Results and Recommendations
Three sites were found on lands held in fee title by the

2 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Two sites, 39RO45/21TR35 and
21TR36, have prehistoric components and one site, 39R044, has
an early 20th century Euro-American occupation. A test
excavation indicated the presence of subsurface historic
artifacts at site 39R044. It is recommended that the site is
potentially significant. The site is not presently endangered
by the project and future avoidance is recommended. If future
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land alterations are planned, then it is recommended that
extensive test excavations be conducted in order to determine

its eligibility for nomination to the National Register. The

site location is not conducive to the presence of buried
prehistoric components because of the geologic history and

geomorphic processes operating at the site.

Site 39RO45/21TR35 has a very large Late Woodland occupa-
tion. Test excavations indicate subsurface cultural remains

are present. A literature and records search indicates
portions of the site located on private lands may be asso-

ciated with Standing Buffalo's Village (ca. early 1800's to
1860's). However, ceramics recovered from the portion of the
site adjacent to Corps lands indicates an earlier, Late
Woodland occupation in this area of the site. The site
potentially contains significant scientific data that may

help elucidate the prehistory of the region. The site

location is not conducive to having buried cultural.4 components because of the location's geologic history and
geomorphic processes.

ISite 21TR36 consists of a very thin lithic and bone scat-
ter on the surface. Test excavations indicate surface erosion

has occurred on the site. The presence of glacial till over
the entire site surface and in subsurface tests indicate the
presence of buried cultural remains is unlikely. No subsur-

£i face cultural remains were recovered. It is recommended that

the site is not significant and does not warrant further

investigation. The site is not presently endangered by the

project.

In summary, two of the three sites found during the
project are considered potentially significant. One site,

21TR36, is considered destroyed by cultivation and erosion.
Portions of the historic site, 39R044, are periodically inun-

dated by impounded waters in Mud Lake. The prehistoric occu-
pation at site 39RO45/21TR35 is not in any immediate danger
from adverse impacts. However, the site should be avoided by
any future land alteration and avoidance is the best recom-
mendation.

-
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MINNESOTA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM
COUNTY SITE NAME FIELD NUMBER STATE NUMBER

Traverse MN
Roberts, S.D. t5'

OWNER U.S.G.S. QUAD

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Browns Valley Quad

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
SITE LOCATION SE Section 29 Traverse County

NF SE SW Section 29 Traverse County
S NE SWk Section 29 Traverse County

NE NEk Section 32 Traverse County
W NF Section 31 Roberts County T 125N R49W twnspEaster.

SITE TYPE ,','t "' .:" 31 PROBABLE CULTURAL COMPONENTS:
Prehistoric, village Late Woodland, Oneota

SITE DESCRIPTION / ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
The site is located on a terrace and lake bed of Lake Traverse, south of the
South Dam. The site covers approximately 300 acres on both sides of the highway.
The site has a very thin surface scatter of lithics and ceramics. Lithics include
points, flakes, mauls, etc.

SITE CONDITION CURRENT LAND USE SITE AREA

Cultivated, grassland Cultivated, wildlife area 300 acres

' NATURE OF NEAREST WATER DISTANCE TO WATER DIRECTION OF SITE FROM

*Lake Traverse 0 meters, adjacent to water east and south

ELEVATION OF SITE: ELEVATION OF NEAREST WATER:
970 to 980 feet MSL t 970 feet MSL

NATURE, EXTENT OF
INVESTIGATION: surface collection, one 1 x 1 meter test pit,

ARTIFACTS OBSERVED, RECOVERED:
shell tempered, cordmarked pottery sherds, small, unnotched triangular arrow points,
grooved mauls, flakes, shatter, bone fragments (bison size, deer size)

MAP SCALE: 7 minute topo qua
"-"* LOCAL COLLECTIONS, INFORMANTS: ' , ; ---, / \ ( " .

None rav ,t t 10"

WRITTEN REFERENCES

None 0
-u COMENTS:The test pit (1 x 1. meter) indicates there is

-*:- probably subsurface cultural remains, particularly '
features. Flecks of charcoal were observed below the / r g
plowzone which extends to a depth of 27 cm.

/ Area

ACCESSION NOS. PHOTO NOS. REPOSITORY: INVESTIGATORS:
University of South Dakota Kenneth and Marie Bra
phUuology Laboratory

Lake Traverse SurvepATE:Oct. 29, 1982
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j;K lA~Uii SUJrr LJ 6y _______________________11/1U/6___

ADDRESS USD. Archaeology Laboratory, Vermillion, S.D. 57069

REOOE'DATIONS AND/OR COMMENTS______________________________
Site probably contains slignificant subsurtace remains whichl may nelp

elucidate the prehistoric occupation or tne area by Lake Iraverse. It is

r9nmn~dta hest enominated to-h NainlRgse o itrcPae

SEC__ T- R_ _
PHOTO COPY 77r" QURANGLE
OR SKETCH MAP OF SITE Legal Description, Cont.

SITE AREA
Xw*-NE S Ek SW Section 29 Traverse County, MN

to S3 ME SW % Section 29 Traverse County, MN

E R ~ - ~NE NE% Section 32 Traverse County, MN

U7W i NEk Section 31 Roberts County, S.D.
E Mk Section 30 Roberts County, S.D.

- . E MW Section 31 Roberts County, S.D.

COUNTY Roberts
SITE NO. 39R045 NAME_______________________

* TYPE OF REAN VILAEHAITTINET. village

S CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS Late Woodland, Oneota

LOCATION SE Sec. 29, Traverse County, MN SECTION 29 TO,;NSHIP~jL.. RANGE49W

ELEVATION 970-980 UTM COORDINATES center/ E667600 N505ZO00 MAP USED Browns Valley c

;.PROPERTY OWNER U.S. Army corps of Engineers URM St. P .ul. MN

DIRECTIONS TO SITE Site is34 mile NW of Browns valley, MN, 5outh of dam of Lake Traverse..

and is on bth sides of highway 28 and 7. Site is vew ofhgwa 7

NEARE3T ATR: -NAMELake Traverse is ________sI ET ONnot

TOPOGRAPHIC POSTION terrace lake bed of La1e Traverse

SIZE IN METERS 900,000 square meters H 5 cm

SUBSTRATE clay, _silt
PRESENT VEGNTTI rass, trees, cultivated crops OUN SURFACE VISIBIL Y % 100

CONDITION good
SURFACE CW xx LY N UXSD Archaeology Lab, Keri and M _arie Bro A~Oct 29'

EXCAVATIONS? NO YES )5 By USD, Ken and Marie Brown DT

WHAT WAS FOUND flakes, ceramics. Points, mauls, bone framnt

WHERE ARE COLLECTINS USD, Archaeology Lab
ACCESSION NUMBER(S) Crso nierS.Pu
PUBLICATIONS CONCERNING SITE. report to U.S. Army o~s fenies. S. Pu

District
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COUNTYMINNESOTA ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE FORM

CONYSITE NAME FIELD NUMBER STATE NUMBER

Traverse

OWNER U.S.G.S. QUAD

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Wheaton West Quad

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
SITE LOCATION

SW SW Section 27

r 28-NR. 4 7W twnsp:• oson

SITE TYPE I PROBABLE CULTURAL COMPONENTS:
Prehistoric, affiliation unknown unknown

SITE DESCRIPTION / ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
Site is located on a slope and terrace of the Bois De Sioux River. The site is
located north of highway 236, east of the gaging station for Mud Lake. The site
is now cultivated for wildlife food plots.

SITE CONDITION CURRENT LAND USE SITE AREA
Spoor, cultivated food plots etc for wildlife 30 acres

NATURE OF NEAREST WATER DISTANCE TO WATER DIRECTION OF SITE FROM
Bois De Sioux River 200 meters east of river

ELEVATION OF SiTE: 975 to 985 feet MSL ELEVATION OF NEAREST WATER:MS

NATURE, EXTENT OF
INVESTIGATION: surface collection, one 1 x 1 meter test pit

ARTIFACTS OBSERVED, RECOVERED:

flakes, broken projectile point fragment (arrow point?)

"MAP SCALE: 7 minute quad

LOCAL COLLECTIONS, INFORMANTS:

None

WRITTEN REFERENCES

COMMENTS:

The test pit indicates that the site has apparently .
... been plowed out, ie all of the cultural material is

* within the plow zone, and there is little chance that -
there are subsurface features or artifacts which are 1T ROCK D

in situ. W ILDLIE IANAGLI

ACCESSION NOS. PHOTO NOS. REPOSITORY: INVESTIGATORS:

University of South Dakota Kenneth and Marie

PROJECT: Lake Traverse SurveYDATE: October 31, 19

-170-
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SITE NO.3 39R044 NAME COUNTY Rober__s

TYPE OF RETNS FT-UND, VILLAGE, HABITATION, ETC.) habitation (house)
CULTURAL AFFILIATIONS historic, post 1900
LOCATION W SW SW4 N7W'-, SECTION 23 TO',;iNSHIP 127N RANGE 48W
ELEVATION 980 feet UTM COORDINATES E683100 N5069900 MAP USED Rosholt quad
PROPERTY OWNER U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ADDRESS St. Paul MN
DIRECTIONS TO SITE site is on highway 117 at the west edge of Mud Lake, north of the

road which separates Mud Lake from Traverse Lake. The site is k mile west

of roadside park on the road between the two lakes. A large cedar tree grows
along the gravel section road, just north of the highway.

* NEAREST WATER: NAME Mud Lake, Lake Traverse DISTANCE i00 metetRECTION sou
" TOPOGRAPHIC POSTION on terrace and lake bed of Mud Lake

SIZE IN METERS 15 meters in diameter DEPTH OF SITE at least one meter
SUBSTRATE alluvium, lake bottom
PRESENT VTATO grass, trees GROUND SURFACE VISIBILITY % 0
CONDITION poorr SURFACE COLLECTIONS? NO YES xxx BY USD, Ken and Marie Brown DATE 11/ 1
EXCAVATIONS? NO YES Xx BY USD, Ken and Marie Brown DATEj 1
WHAT WAS FOUND glass, metal, ceramics, wire, large stones (foundation?)

WHERE ARE COLLECTIONS USD. Archeology Lab
S ACCESSION NUMBER(S)

PUBLICATIONS CONCERNING SITE report to St. Paul District. Corps of Engineers

- Icomplete both sides and return to

SOUTH DAKOTA ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH CENTER, BOX 152, FORT MEADE, SOUTH DAKOTA 57741

INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY D DATE1 110/82
ADDRESS USD Archaeology Lab, Verjfliion, S.D. 5/Ub-

RECOMMENDATIONS AND/OR COMMENTS The artifacts appear to be post 1900 and the site

• .:is not deemed eligible for nomination to the National Register.

SITE NO. 39 R044 PHOTO OF SITE LOOKING east
SEC 23 T 127N R 48W

- PHOTO COPY O 7"QUADRANGLEL OR SKETCH MAP OF SITE

-
[. .--. S.'-
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ARCHAEOLOGY LABORATORY
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THE MINIMUM WAGES TO BE PAID ON THIS
PROJECT, AS DETERMINED BY THE SECRETARY
OF LABOR iO BE PREVAILING FOR THE
(Cn RESPONDING CLASSES OF WORKERS EMPLOYEI

,OJECTS OF A CHARACTER SIMILAR TO THE
CUNTRACT WORK IN THE PERTINENT LOCALITY,
MAY BE ADDED BY MODIFICATION WHEN RECEIV D
FROM THE DEPARTMENT OFLABOR.

GENERAL PROVISIONS OF PURCHASE ORDER 115 R
ARE DELr'TED IN THEIR ENTIRETY. THE
GENERAL PROVISIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS,
CERTIFICATIONS AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS ARE
ATTACHED HERETO AND MADE A PART HEREOF.

CONTACT PERSON: SANDY BLAYLOCK
612-725-7632
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1.01 The Contractor will undertake a cultural ;esources investigation involving
* a literature and records search and review and a Phase 11 intensive study of

1,S11.9 5cres of land (including meandered lands), held in fee title by the Corps
of Eninct&:s at the Lake Traverse - Bois de Sioux project.

1.02 This cultural resources inventory is in partial fulfillment of the obligatico
of the Co7rs of Engineers (Corps) regarding cultural resources, as set forth in th

" N "'ational 'istoric 'reservation Act of 1966 (Publiz Law (P.L.) 89-665), as aened"
the National Environnental Policy Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-190); Executive Order (E.O.
11593 for the "Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment" (Federal
Register, 13 May 1971); the Archaeological and Historical Preset-ration Act of 1974
(P.L. 93-291); the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation "Regulations for the
Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties (36 CFR Part 800); the Department
of1 he Interior guidelines concerning cultural resources (36 CFR Part 60); and the
Co-os of Engineers regulations (ER 1105-2-50).

1.03 The maws listed above establish the importance of Federal leadership, throug
the various r.5sznsible agencies, in locating and preseirg cultural resources
w:--.n -.-'&ct areas. Specific steps to comply with these laws, particularly as

*" i:~et - - " in P.L. 93-291 and E.O. 11593, are being ta* -n by the Corps " to ass,
that Feieral plans and programs contribute to the preservation and enhancenent of

-[0 ncn-.e-erally c,,ed sites, structures, and objects of historical, architectural,
I-or rc -e:c cal significa nce." A part of that res nsiity is to locate, ix.-Z

~ :r,~ :.aeto the Secretr ofte .erior all suo h ::' sites in the poo Cz
-a: rear to cualify for listing on the ,ationao R--sterof istoric 7 -

l.04 Executive Orders 11593 and the !980 a:-.endnents to the National Historic 7re-
se.vaticn Act further direct Federal agencies ". to assure that any federally
c--e2 rrzert that might oualifv for no-ination is 7ot inadvertently "r-,,Sferre ":,

&-oisedor substantially altered." 'n a~zothe Ccr~s is diet~ to
ai-:..-.:r =he:r .o licies, plans, and progr--s so t... ederaly and no-e i

"-ures, and objects of historical, :rzhitectural, or arcnasc~iXa

,.i-.iC-e ace 7reserved aund maintained for the in-::raton and benefit of the

.*. 1.05 .~s cutural resources investigatioa will serve several functions. ,e
rerort will be a planning tool to aid the Corps in meeting its obligations to
_-~erv-e and protect our cultural heritage. It will be a cc..re-ensive, scholarly
1 £c_-.ient that not only fulfills federally mandated le'al recuire-ents but also
s.-.e_ ns a scientific reference for future pro=essi:nal sIudie t wt ' " -\

...:.s -U-'oh n. reuire additional inv-,st;iations an: >ich .av .v _ e A.ai c.
7-. . ::-.ent. T hus, the renor:'s content -ust be analytical ..,7 - -_e

-'75-
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2.01 ceneral jthcri:ced by the Flood Control Act of -.36, the Lake Trave:sc-
3 . .e Sioux flood control project was approved on 28 J,,ne 1938. Construction

"c_-an the latter ,.irt of 1939 and as comoleted in 1941. The rroject began pera-
tion on 1 December of that ycar. Lake Traverse is c, oera*,.d primarily for the ual"
:- rmoses of flood control and '.ater conser-'ation.

2.02 7e principal project features are the 'hite Rock and Reser-'ation Dams. Both

_xr-s are of rolled earth-fill construction, as is the related Brown's Valley

SIike. These eans have concrete and metal control structures with related spill-

.as and stilling basins. The project also includes channel improvements and

:ecreati nal facilities.

2.03 Location - The Lake Traverse-Bois de Sioux project is located on the !4inne-

. scta-South Dakota State boundary and extends from Erown's Valley, Minnesota, on
the south, to approximately 6 miles south of Breckenridge, Minnesota, on the north.
Lake Traverse is the headwaters of the Bois de Sioux River, the main tributary of
the Red River of the North (Figure 1).

". 2.04 Land Use - Lake Traverse is surrounded by prairie that terminates in a series
of bluffs created by the outflow of glacial Lake Agassiz. Land character in the
lake area is varied, ranging from agricultural and pasture lands to marsh and

4bottomland vegetation. Land uses surrounding the lakes and extending to the foot
of the bluffs consist primarily of intense agriculture and pasture.

S2.05 Federal land around the Lake Traverse project is best described as flood-
plain. The majority of this land is low and subject to periodic flooding. Much
is --et, consisting of marsh and bottomland hardwood vegetation. A few dry parcels
consist of former agricultural and grazing lands.

2.?6 Cl:ate - The climate in the region is variable. The area is subject to
co'd ninters aid warm sf7.ers, t-pical of continental conditions in the temperate
S:oe. T--,e mean annual te:-.nerature is about 6°C (4 3eF), with recorded extremes
of 41C (-44 0F) to 460C (114 0F). The growing season or the time between killing

frosts averages about 113 days, although killing frosts have been recorded in June
and 1m-,zst under extreme conditions. Hc-ever, during the growing season, the

*] cl:=n:e is generally favorable for row crops and other small grains. The annual
.. n -7eciitation over the basin is about .56 meter (22 in.). More than 76 per-
cent of the annual precipitation falls during April through October.

2.07 reservoir Area - Lake Traverse (Reservation) pool stretches about 16.5 miles
" from tae Resenvation control structure to the dike at Brown's Valley, averaging

cbut 11 mile wide. At the conservation pool elevation of 976.0 about mean sea
.\e1 (msl), the reservoir encompasses 10,925 acres, with a capacity of 106,000
ice-:eet. Ca-acity at full pool elevation of 981.0 msl is 164,500 acre-feet.
-.nit e Rock pool, encompassing Mud Lake, is about 7.5 miles long between h'hite Rock
and ;oser.vation *'a-s. At conservation pool elevation of 972.0 msl, this reseroir
cn\(-rs 3,$50 acres and his a canacity of 6,300 acre-feet. Full nool capacity at

:e%,a'ion 3S1.0 msl is S5,B00 acre-feet. 7-.e total flood storage caracitv ior
Uath roois at 981.0 msl is 137,000 3re-Zeet.

I •6
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J ni 7 ~~-., at-~r on P:,L~v nc 1 v a

- - a r!sIng s:,e, cF n :I a n pool roches 9,7.0, stop logs :e
I..- :o allow .cess ater to pass to -n ite Rock p:ool. RD v 'ing the stop 'og

2 ::-s both pools to ecqal:e and rise in unison, regulated by the ou tfIow from
- ,,'-.e Rock 'Lan. As soon as the r-servoir level drops to 976.5, the stop logs

--ced in the Reser'ation Dar structure to hold the conservation level of the
7er 001 at 976.0. The discharge fr, ',nite Rock Dam is then gradually reduced

il the pool level reaches consernation pool of 972.0. This stage is then main-
ained by reducing outflow to equal inflow. During the winter months, no draw-

c c.-n of the pools is necessary since evaporation loss by freeze-up usually anounts

* to 2 feet or -,ore in Mud Lake and about 1 foot in Lake Traverse.

2.09 Soils Soils of the Lake Traverse project area are of 19 soil series in six
soil associations. These soils range from alluvial, very poorly-drained ty-pes in
lowland areas to deep, well-drained loa=s on the uplands.

2.10 Project Lands Corps land around Lake Traverse consists of 1,521.9 acres
in fee ownership (including meandered lands) and 6,172 acres in flowage easement.
0f the land in fee ownership, 955.9 acres are leased: 945.9 acres to the Minnesot.
Se zarzment of Natural Resources (DNR) for wildlife management and access, and
10 acres to Traverse County for recreation. Of the lands remaining in Corps con-
trol, 7.5 acres are devoted to three public-use areas and project operations, with
the remainder designated as wildlife management lands.

2.11 Vegetation Within the project lands, the terrestrial vegetation on the

lands (1,511.9 acres) consists of six broad types: agricultural - 42 (3%) acres,
grassland - 443 (29%) acres, wetlands - 425 (28%) acres, woody - 98 (6.5%) acres,
"ater - 496.4 (33%) acres, and recreation and residential - 7.5 (.5%) acres.

. 3.00 DEFINITIONS

3 a.01 For the purpose of this study, the cultural resources investigation will

- include a Phase I on-the-ground reconnaissance level survey. Phase II testing

will not be con icted at this time.

3.02 "Cultural resources" are defined to include any building, site, district,
Sst-7cture, object, data, or other material relating to the history, architectur

arzhaeolog.y, or culture of an area.

3.03 "Literature and records search" is defined as a search for and examina-
-ion of written reports, books, articles, files, records, etc., published and un-
'.l.';ished (found in private, local, State, and Federal depositories), which are

* pertinent to the cultural resources investigation to be carried out for a parti-
* cular project. The purposes of the literature and records search are: to famili

r i:e the Contractor with the culture history of the stud), area and past investigal
1 -ich have been carried out in the area; to docu~ment the location and condition

of know-n sites within- the project area, the extent of past ork undertaken at the
s :e, and any other information that may be relevant in assessing the significanci
C': -"he site; and to provide this information in a su-.Tari:ed form to the agency
r..:esting the search. Although existing data may be extensive, the literature

.records search should be as comprehensive as possible in providing a usable
. ,r ta for the purposes outlined above (see Sections 5.10-5.12).

I1
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7.t ,:: :e C Z e C e ew and ev'alu .:.
V ~: :t',nt li:cra-ure ... recc r s Kfi.,d .n tkcn 3.03. The p~irpse 07

:.e ]t:-rature and records review is to Proie t.e sPonsoring agency with the
cantractor's professional opinion on the nature, ex!tnt, and quality of the

*" . sources identified in the literature and re-car.s scarch (see Sections S.10-5.12).

3.05 "Phase II Intensive Study" will consist of a 100-percent field survey of all
project areas. It will use data collection methods (e.g., subsurface testing)

sufficient to determine the site size, density, depth, elevation, cultural affilia-
- tion, and geographic relationship to the proposed project features. It will assess
* the direct, indirect, and varying levels of impact of all project features on all

the area's cultural resource sites (archaeological, historic, and architectural)
and on the data base. The intensive study will also determine each site's potential
or probable scientific significance and potential or probable National Register

' eligibility; it will determine which sites qualify for Phase III testing; and it
will develop a complete and detailed Phase III testing and research program, includ-
ing the testing needs and plan, staff, and person-days/hours necessary to complete
all aspects of the program. The survey field methods will follow those outlined
in Sections 5.13-5.17 and 6.03m of this scope of work. (See other scope of work
sections for complete study and report requirements.)

3.06 "Phase III Testing and Research" will involve formal testing or research of
all the cultural resource sites (archaeological, historic, and architectural) that
are identified in the Phase II intensive study as potentially able to provide
cultural/behavioral/scientific information to answer important research questions,
and that are potentially or probably eligible for the National Register. The
testing and research study will require intensive collection of field and/or litera-
ture archival data; evaluation and analysis of the data; completion of any other

. necessary associated studies; detailed description of each site; evaluation of
S' significance; determination and preparation of forms for the National Register

" eligibility of all sites; assessment of the direct, indirect, and varying levels
of impact of the proposed project features on all the area's cultural resource
sites and data base; and development of a complete and detailed mitigation plan,

". including the mitigation needs and plans, plus alternative approaches with priori-
el ties identified for reducing or avoiding adverse impacts, staff, and person-days/

hours necessary to complete all aspects of the program.

4.00 SURVEY/CONT.ACT SPECIFICATIONS

4.01 The goal of this contract is to conduct a literature and records search and
review and a Phase II intensive study of 1,511.9 acres of land (including meander-

L. ing lands) held in fee title by the Corps of Engineers at the Lake Traverse-Bois de
Sioux project, located in Roberts County, South Dakota and in Traverse County,
Minnesota.

4.02 1he objective of the study, will be to conduct a 100% survey and research of
all Cors lands held in fee title; locate and describe all archaeological, historicZl
and architectural sites; determine the direct and indirect impacts that changing

reservoir water levels (see Section 2.08), erosion due to wave action, and recrea-
tion have on each site; determine each site's potential or probable scientific
significance and potential or probable \:ational Pejister eligibility; ctermine
which sites qualify for Phase III testing; and dcvelop a co-_piete, :etai.d
Phase ill testing and research program.

I .

4
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c ,e C.- tr.:.ur .I l o , f:,). -:, e Vnnesota .-id South Dakota State
:!,!-,Uric Ptr-,-ser at ion Office ir,fo.--.Ition re-,,rding an, cultural resources in

:he project area that have been nur1inited or are being considered for nomination
to :!,e National Register of Historic Places, and will reort the results in the
contract report.

d. Consultation with other professionals familiar with cultural resources
in the area.

e. Consultations with amateur archaeologists, historians, and individuals
concerned with local archaeology and history in order to locate sites and to
identify and define local interests and resources perceived to be locally signifi-
cant.

5.11 A review and evaluation of previous archaeological and historical studies
of the study area and region (including who conducted the work and the date, extent,
and adequacy of the past work as it reflects on the interpretation of what has been
done in the area) should be undertaken and sum=arized in the Contractor's report.

5.12 The literature and records search and review shall include all the sites
(historic and prehistoric) identified during the course of the study and an evalua-
tion of the direct and indirect impact upon them of all the proposed project alter-
natives and features.

5.13 Phase II Intensive Study Field Methods (see also Section 3.05): The on-the-
ground examination will involve a 100-percent survey and subsurface informal test-
ing of the area to determine the total number and extent of cultural resources
present (see Section 3.05 for other goals and requirements). These resources inclu
standing architectural structures as well as historic and prehistoric archaeologica
sites.

5.14 The Contractor will relocate all previously recorded cultural resources
known to exist in the project area, report their condition, evaluate the impact of

project impacts upon them, and update the State site forms or National Register
- forms. All relocated sites will be investigated and reported in the same fashion

as newly discovered sites.

5.15 The Contractor's survey will include surface inspection in areas where surfac
visibility permits adequate recovery of cultural materials and subsurface testing
in all areas where surface visibility is limited or obscured. Subsurface investi-
gation will include shovel testing, coring, soil borings, cut bank profiling or
some other appropriate testing method. If field methods vary from those required,
they must be described and justified in the report.

5.16 The recommended survey grid or transect interval is 15 meters (50 feet) and
testing interval is 15 meters (50 feet). However, this interval may vary depending
upon field or site density/size conditions. If the recommended interval is not
used, justification should be presented in the report for selection of an alternate
interval. All subsurface tests will be screened through 1/4-inch mesh hardware
cloth and will be recorded on appropriate testing forms. All subsurface testing
forms will be included in the appendix to the Contractor's report. The Contractor
will also indicate the locations of all subsurface tests on USGS and/or project

.."maps and key these with the testing forms in the appendix.

'.., .. . - 2-
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7 n a cuIt,.ral rc .. e te :s r r .!iscoered, the Contractor

wi.!i collect sufficient Ja:a (tc-.g:.:.hic, soil, ,u1~ral, etc.) to complete the
jpi opriate stud) and.report requi;r:-er, ts. (See apfropriate scooe of %ork sections
for details). All sites relocated or discovered will be informally, subsurface

* . tested to determine the possible site depth, density, if subsurface rdr.ains a,'e
. v.-. present, and to help assess if a site needs to be formally tested.

* 6.00 GENERAL REPORT REQUIREMENTS

6.01 The Contractor will submit the following types of reports, which are described
., in this section and in Section 9.00: progress report, field notes, draft contract

• "report, final contract report, and a popular report.

6.02 For each reference discussed in the technical contract report, the Contractor
must cite the author, date, and page numbers.

. 6.03 The Contractor's technical report shall include, but shall not necessarily be
limited to, the following information:

a. Title Page: Note the type of investigation undertaken, the cultural

resources assessed (archaeological, historical, and architectural), the project
name and location (county and State), the date of the report, the Contractor'sh name, the contract number, the name of the author(s) and/or Principal Investigator,
the signature of the Principal Investigator, and the agencies for which the report
is being prepared.

. ib. Abstract: An abstract of findings, conclusions, and recommendations. This

should not be an annotation.

c. Management Summary: Concisely summarize the study, which will contain all
essential data for using the document in the Corps management of the project. This

information will minimally include who the sponsor is and why the work was under-
' taken, a summary of the study (literature and records search and review, including

the National Register of Historic Places, dates checked, and results; field work;
lab analysis), study limitations, study results, significance, recommendations, and
identification of the repository of all pertinent records and artifacts.

d. Table of Contents.

e. List of Figures.

f. List of Plates.

g. Introduction: Identify the sponsor (Corps of Engineers) and the sponsors'

reason for the study; rpovide an overview of the sponsors' project with the project
area located on USGS quad maps and/or Corps project maps; define the location and

boundaries of the study area (with regional or State and area-specific maps);
reference this scope of work (to be included, in the appendix to the Contractor's

report); identify the institute that did the work, the number of people involved
in the study, tae number of person-days/hours spent during the study; and identify

. the dates when the various types of work were conducted.

h. Environmental Background: Description of the study area and regional
environment, including the following categories; geology, vegetation, fauna,
climate, topography, physiography, and soils, with reference to prehistoric,
historic, ethnographic, and contemporary periods. Any information available on

the relationship of the environmental setting to the area's prehistory/history
should be included. This section should be of a length co-ensurate with other

report sections.
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.jd rc, cn, including the researchers, date, exzent, 1.!cquacy of the past ork,
stuJy rcsilts, and cultural/behavioral inferences derived from each study.

j. Regional Prehistory and History: Discussions sbould include regional
cultural developments spatially and chronologically; environmental adaptations;
subsistence, resource procurement, and settlement patterns; site/population density
and size; and any other pertinent information on the prehistory, protohistory, and
history of the study area and region.

k. Theoretical and Methodological Overview: Describe or state the goals of
the Corps and the study researcher, the theoretical and methodological orientation
of the study, and the research strategies applied to achieve the stated goals.

1. Literature and Records Search and Review: Describe, in detail, the
methodology and sources used for the literature and records search and review as
well as a description and evaluation of all information and data recovered. Include
bibliographic information at the end of the report. (See Sections 3.03, 3.04, 5.10,
5.11, and 6.12.)

m. Field Methods: Describe specific archaeological, historical, and archi-
tectural activities undertaken to achieve the stated theoretical and methodological
goals. Include all field methods, techniques, strategies, and a rationale or
justification for specific methods or decisions. The description of the field
methods shall minimally include: a description of the areas surveyed, survey con-
ditions, topographic/physiographic features, vegetation conditions, geomorphology,
soil t)pes, informal testing, stratigraphy results, survey limitations, survey-
testing results with all appropriate testing forms to be included as an appendix
(e.g., shovel tests, coring, cut bank profiles, etc.), degree of surface visibility,
whether or not the survey resulted in the location of any cultural resources, the
methods used to survey the area (pedestrian reconnaissance, subsurface test, etc.)*)
the justification and rationale for eliminating uninvestigated areas, and the grid
or transect interval used. Testing methods shall include descriptions of test
units (size, intervals, stratigraphy, depth) and the rationale behind their placement

n. Analysis: Describe and provide the rationale for the specific analytic
methods and techniques used, and describe and discuss the qualitative and quanti-
tative manipulation of the data. Limitations or problems with the analysis based
on the data collection results will also be discussed. This section shall also

- contain references to accession numbers used for all collections, photographs,
and field notes obtained during the study, and the location where they are perm-
anently housed. All diagnostic artifacts will be illustrated or photographed
and included in the report.

o. Investigation Results: Describe all the archaeological, historic, and
architectural resources encountered during the study, and any other data (e.g.,
literature, archival, other studies) pertinent to a complete understanding of
the resources within the study area. Include enough empirical data that the

* stud)' results can be independently assessed. The description of the data shall
Sminimally include: a description of the site; amounts and type of material

remains recovered; relation of the site or sites to physiographic features, vegeta-
tion, geomorphology, and soil types, project alternatives, and direct and indirect
i-.ict areas; analysis of the site/sites and data (e.g., site/s type, depth, density,
diszribution, cultural historical components and information, environmental,
cultural/behavioral inferences or patterns); site condition; and location and size,-.

*[. inforrition (elevation, complete quad map source, legal description, address if
.,i-roMriate, and site si:e, density, depth, and extent). The information shill be
':c cnted in a -irmcr thit can be used e;iily and efficiently by the Corps o0
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e;, ico',cred or relocated site will le plotted on a iegible USGS map and COE

-:C.vCt Map. Each site location in relation to relevant project features will

also be s hown on legible USGS maps and COE project taps. If a site location has
not been field-verified, the Contractor must indicate the approximate area on the

" ps and indicate that it has not been verified.

Site boundaries with legal and UTM coordinates will be delineated for all relocated

and newly discovered sites, and all official site records (e.g., State site forms,
National Register forms) will be completed ot updated as necessary.

Additionally, USGS and/or project maps will indicate the areas surveyed and the

survey methods employed (pedestrian walkover, subsurface tests). The location of
each informal subsurface test will be placed on the map and keyed with the test-

ing forms in the appendix. The maps will also indicate those areas that were
eliminated from the survey due to unacceptable survey conditions.

All maps will be labeled with a typed or drafted caption/description, a north arrow,

a scale bar, township, range, map size, and dates, and the map source (e.g., the

USGS quad name, project map title, or published source) and will have proper

margins. Maps that are too large to be incorporated in the report may be folded
" and inclosed at the back of the report or submitted as a submittal. Fold-out maps

within the report text are acceptable.

All sites will be recorded on the appropriate State site forms (to be included in

the appendix). Inventoried sites shall include a site number. However, if temp-

orary site numbers will be used in either the draft or final reports, they shall
be substantially different from the official site designations to avoid confusion
or duplication of site'numbers. Known sites shall have their State site forms and

.. other forms (e.g., National Register) updated, and included in the appendix.

p. Evaluation and Conclusions: Evaluate and formulate conclusions concerningE' site/sites location, density, size, condition, distribution, and significance in
relation to the local and regional archaeology, history, and architecture, and in
relation to the direct and indirect impacts of the project features on them, and

discuss the potential and goals for future research. Discuss the reliability of
the analysis or other pertinent data recovered (e.g., site locations, types, dis-

tribution, etc.); relate results of the study and analysis to the stated study goals;

.- identify changes, if any, in the research goals; synthesize and compare the results
of the analysis and study; integrate other associated studies or data; and identify
and discuss environmental and cultural/behavioral patterns and processes that are

inferred from the study and analysis results.

q. Recommendations: Discuss the direct, indirect, and varying levels of impactl

of the project features on the area's cultural resources with specific management

recor..endations on all previously recorded and newly discovered sites; discuss

the scientific significance of all sites to the extent permitted by the study level

in relation to the research goals established in the study; make recommendations on

the potential or probable eligibility of all sites to the National Register of

Historic Places; make recommendations with regard to the Corps planning goals and

project features; and develop a Phase II intensive study program or Phas'e III testing
and research program as defined in Sections 3.05 and 3.06 of this scope of work.

If it is the Contractor's assessment that no significant resources exist in the

project area, the methods of investigation and reasoning which support that conclu-

-sion will be presented. If certain areas are not accessible, reco:.crendations will

be made for future investigation needs. Any evidence of cultural resources or

materials which have been previously disturbed or destroyed will be presented and
explained.
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k-t;'t. ifor"s),for :eZy ;,ublication citcd in the report. References not
cited specifically in the report text will be listed in a separate "Additional

e ferences " section.

alls. Appendix: Include the scope of work, resumes of all personnel involved,
all correspondence derived from the study, all State or National Register site
forns, all testing forms, and any other pertinent report information referenced
in the text as included in the appendix.

6.04 All of these report requirements will be completed upon submittal of the
draft contract report. Failure to fulfill these report requirements will result

- in the rejection of the report by the Contracting Officer.

7.00 FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS

* 7.01 The Contractor shall submit to the Contracting Officer the photographic
negatives for all photographs in the final report.

7.02 All text materials will be typed, single-spaced (the draft report should be
space-and-one-half or double-spaced), on good quality bond paper, 8.5 inches by
11.0 inches, with a 1.5-inch binding margin on the left, 1-inch margins on the
top and right, and a 1.5-inch margin at the bottom, and will be printed on both
sides of the paper.

7.03 Information will be presented in textual, tabular, and graphic forms, which-

ever are most appropriate, effective, or advantageous to communicate the necessary
information.

7.04 All figures and maps must be clear, legible, self-explanatory, and of suf-

ficiently high quality to be readily reproducible by standard xerographic equipment,
and will have margins as defined above.

* 7.05 The final report cover letter shall include a budget of the project.

7.06 The draft and final reports will be divided into easily discernible chapters,
with appropriate page separation and heading.

8.00 MATERIALS PROVIDED

8.01 The Contracting Officer will furnish the Contractor with the following
materials:

a. Access to any publications, records, maps, or photographs that are on
file at the St. Paul District, Corps of Engineers.

b. Two sets of USGS Quadrangle maps of the project area. One set will be
used as field maps, and one set will be returned with the appropriate information

(see Section 6.03o).

c. Two sets of project maps. One set will be used as field maps, and one
set will be returned with the appropriate information (see Section 6.03o).

6
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9. U0 S L

". 9.01 The Cotrac:or will submit reports according to the following schedules:

- - a. Progress Reports: On the first of every month, a short progress report
"will be submitted detailing the work that has been accomplished, any needs the
Contractor may have, and any problems the Corps should be made aware of.

b. Project Field Notes: One legible copy of all the project field notes
will be submitted with the first progress report.

c. Draft Contract Report: Ten copies of the draft contract report will be
submitted on or before 150 days after contract award. The draft contract report
will be reviewed by the Corps of Engineers, the State Historic Preservation Officer,
the State Archaeologist, and the National Park Service. The draft contract report!. will be submitted according to the report and contract specifications outlined in

this scope of work.

* d. Finn! Contract Report: The original and 15 copies of the final contract
report will be submitted 30 days after the Corps of Engineers comments on the draft
contract report are received by the Contractor. The final contract report will
incorporate all the comments made on the draft contract report.

e. Popular Report: A draft popular report will be submitted with the draft

contract report, and will be reviewed by the Corps of Engineers. Fifteen copies
of the final popular report will be submitted with the final contract report.
The popular report shall be a condensed version of the contract report that would

, be of interest to the general public. The report shall provide an overview of the
archaeology, protohistory, history and architecture of the project area and region,
a brief review of the work conducted in the area and the reasons (both professional
and managerial) why the work was conducted, and the results of the completed survey.
Exact site locations will be reported in the popular report.

f. Site Forms: All newly completed and updated State site forms will be
submitted to the appropriate State agency.

SI 9.02 Neither the Contractor nor his representative shall release any sketch,
photograph, report, or other material of any nature obtained or prepared under

- the contract without specific written approval of the Contracting Officer prior
to the acceptance of the final report by the Government. After the Contracting
Officer has accepted the final report, distribution will not be restricted by

7," either party except that data relating to the specific location of extant sites
.,. will be deleted in distributions to the public.

10.00 METHOD OF PAYMENT

10.01 Payment for all work performed under this contract will be made in a
lump sum upon approval of the final report by the Contracting Officer.
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Vita

Kenneth L. Brown

DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH

November 10, 1951, Liberty, Missouri

MARITAL STATUS

Married, 1980, Marie E. Klon

CHILDREN

Jennifer M. Brown, April 14, 1981

'OFFICE ADDRESS

Archaeology Laboratory, University of South Dakota, Vermillion, South
Dakota, 57069. Phone: 605-677-5401

HOME ADDRESS

414 N. Plum, Vermillion, South Dakota, 57069. Phone: 605-624-6416

EDUCATION

1980 M. Phil. Anthropology, University of Kansas

1977 M.A. Anthropology, University of Kansas

1974 B.A. Anthropology (with honors) and Sociology, University

of Kansas

1972 A.A. Kansas City Metropolitan Junior College

1970 Liberty High School, Liberty, Missouri

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPERIENCE

1981-1983 Principal Investigator, University of South Dakota, for
contracts awarded: Red River of the North Ring Levees survey,
Pembina and Walsh Counties, N.D. (in progress); Lake Traverse
survey, S.D. and Minn. (in progress); Cultural resources survey
along the Pembina River, N.D.; Upper Minnesota River Project,
northeastern S.D. and southwestern Minn.; and many small
contracts.

1982 Principal Investigator, (May - June) Test excavations of four
sites in the proposed Lonetree Reservoir, North Dakota.
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1982 Principal Investigator, Dakota Interactive Services, Inc.
(May - June) Survey of prehistoric and historic sites around
Jamestown Reservoir, North Dakota.

1981 Principal Investigator, Dakota Interactive Services, Inc.
(August - October). Survey of prehistoric and historic sites in
Waubay National Wildlife Refuge, South Dakota.

1980 Archaeological Field Mapper, Luther College, (October), the map-
ping of the Blood Run site, Northwestern Iowa.

1980 Archaeological Field Supervisor, University of South Dakota,
(June-August), the survey and testing of prehistoric sites in
Brushy Creek State Park, Iowa.

1979 Archaeological Field Assistant, University of Kansas, (July-
August), in the El Dorado Lake Project, Southeastern Kansas.Testing and excavating historic sites.

1978 Archaeological Field Supervisor, University of Kansas, (June-
hAugust), in Kansas City, Missouri. Excavating Late Archaic and

Late Woodland sites along the Little Blue River.

1976 Archaeological Survey Supervisor, University of Kansas, (June-
August), in Kansas City, Missouri. Testing Late Archaic to
Mississippian sites along the Little Blue River.

too'1975 Archaeological Survey Supervisor, University of Kansas, (June-
August), in the Cimarron National Grassland, Southwestern
Kansas.

* 1975 Archaeological Survey Assistant, University of Kansas, (April-p May), Little Blue River, Kansas City, Missouri.

1975 Archaeological Surveyor, University of Kansas, (January),
Cimmarron National Grassland, Southwestern Kansas.

1974 Archaeological Survey Assistant, University of Kansas (August),
in Anderson and Linn Counties, Southeastern Kansas.

A 1974 Archaeological Field Laboratory Assistant, University of Kansas,

(June-August), Coffey Site, Manhattan, Kansas. A Middle Plains
Archaic and Late Archaic hunting and gathering camp.

1973 Excavator, Kansas Archaeological Field School (June-August),
in Kansas City, Missouri. A Kansas City Hopewell village and
Steed-Kisker burial mound.
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ORGANIZATIONS

Society for American Archaeology
Plains Anthropological Association
South Dakota Archaeological Society
North Dakota Archaeological Association
Minnesota Archaeological Society
Minnesota Historical Society
Lambda Alpha

Graduate Student President, Graduate Student Colloquium in Anthro-
pology, University of Kansas, September, 1976 - September, 1977.
September, 1978 - September, 1979.

Graduate Student Vice-President, Graduate Student Colloquium in
Anthropology, University of Kansas, January, 1976 - September, 1976.

Graduate Student Representative, Graduate Student Colloquium in

Anthropology, University of Kansas, September, 1974 - September, 1977.

PAPER PRESENTATIONS

1975 33rd Plains Conference, Lincoln, Nebraska. "An Archaeological
Survey of the Cimarron National Grassland, Southwestern Kansas."

1977 35th Plains Conference, Lincoln, Nebraska. "Late Prehistoric
Settlement Patterns in Southwestern Kansas."

1978 36th Plains Conference, Denver, Colorado. "Archaeological
Excavations at the Seven Acres Site, 23JA115, Jackson County,
Missouri."

1979 37th Plains Conference, Kansas City, Missouri. "A New Archaeo-
logical Complex in the Kansas City Locality: the Maybrook
Phase."

1983 5th Annual Flint Hills/Osage Hills Conference, Topeka, Kansas.
"Absolute Chronology for the Pomona Focus and Associated
Complexes: The Radiocarbon Evidence."

PUBLICATIONS (articles)

1976 A Search for Patterns in the Horizontal and Vertical Distri-
bution of Artifacts in the Kansas City Hopewell. Component at the
Young Site, (23PL4). University of Kansas, Publications in
Anthropology 8, A.E. Johnson,(ed.). Lawrence.

1977 (with Mary Adair). Prehistoric Cultural Resources in Kansas:
Some Problem Areas. Kansas Anthropological Association News-
letter 22(9).

.... 1979 Late Prehistoric Settlement Patterns in Southwestern Kansas.
Plains Anthropologist 24(85):191-206.
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1981 (with Robert Ziegler). Nebo Hill Settlement Patterns in North-
A western Missouri. Missouri Archaeologist, 42:43-55.

1982 (with Marie E. Brown and Ned H. Hanenberger). Prehistoric Stone
Tools of South Dakota: A Guide. South Dakota Archaeological
Society, Special Publication, No. 6. Vermillion.

CONTRACT ARCHAEOLOGY PUBLICATIONS

m 1974 (With David Evans and Marc Rucker). An Appraisal of the
Archaeological Resources of the Big Sugar Creek Watershed,
Anderson and Linn Counties, Kansas. Report submitted to the
National Park Service.

1975 An Appraisal of Archaeological Resources Along the Right-of-Way
of a Proposed Road North of the Cimarron River in the Eighty-
One Pasture of the Cimarron National Grassland District of the
San Isabel National Forest. Report submitted to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, Forest Service.

1976 Prehistoric Cultural Resources of the Cimarron National
Grassland, Morton and Stevens Counties, Kansas. Report sub-
mitted to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service.

1976 (with Mark Baumler). Little Blue River Channel-Modification
Project, Archaeological Research Design. Report submitted to
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City District.

1977 (With Byron Dixon, Rebecca Filer, Dankers Lauderdale, Patricia
Miller, Curtis Sorenson, and Robert Ziegler). Historic and
Prehistoric Cultural Resources in the Longview and Blue Springs
Lakes, Jackson County, Missouri. Report submitted to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City District.

I 1978 Evaluations and Recommendations for the Historical, Archi-
tectural and Paleontological Resources at Blue Springs and
Longview Lakes, Jackson County, Missouri. (Supplement to the
volume: Historic and Prehistoric Cultural Resources of the Blue
Springs and Longview Lakes, Jacson County, Missouri). Report
submitted to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City

L District.

1979 (with Byron Dixon and Susan Richards). Historic and Prehistoric
Cultural Resources Along the Proposed Channel of West Fire
Prairie Creek, Jackson County, Missouri. Report submitted to

U the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City District.

1981 (with Robert Ziegler, assemblers). Prehistoric Cultural Re-
sources Within the Right-of-Way of the Proposed Little Blue
River Channel, Jackson County, Missouri. Report submitted to
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City District.
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1982 Archaeological Testing of Historic Sites in the El Dorado Lake
Area. In Archaeological Investigations at El Dorado Lake,
Butler County, Kansas (Phase III). Compiled by P.E.
Brockington, Jr. Report submitted to the Tulsa District, U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers.

1982 (with other authors). Cultural Resources Along the South Dakota
Segment of the Northern Border Pipeline. Report submitted
to the Northern Border Natural Gas Company, Omaha.

1982 (with Marie Brown and Karen Zimmerman). Archaeological and
Historical Reconnaissance and Literature Search of Cultural
Resources within the Pembina River Project, Pembina and Cavalier
Counties, North Dakota. Report submitted to the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, St. Paul District.

1982 (with Marie Brown and Karen Zimmerman). Prehistoric and
Historic Resources within the Jamestown Reservoir Project.
Report submitted to the Bureau of Reclamation.

1982 A Cultural Resources Survey of the Fort Yates Irrigation
Project, Sioux County, North Dakota. Report submitted to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

1982 A Cultural Resources Survey of the Shenandoah, Iowa, Airport
Expansion Project. Report submitted to H. Gene McKeown and
Associates, Inc.

1982 A Cultural Resources Survey of Wastewater Collection and
Treatment Facilities At Lake Madison, Lake County, South Dakota.
Report submitted to the Lake Madison Sanitary District and
Schmitz, Kalda & Associates.

1982 (with Marie Brown and Karen Zimmerman). A Cultural Resources
Survey of the Upper Minnesota River. Report submitted to the
St. Paul District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

1982 (with Marie Brown). Test Excavations of Four Sites in the
Proposed Lonetree Dam and Dikes and New Rockford Canal, Wells
County, North Dakota. Report submitted to the Bureau of
Reclamation.

1982 A Cultural Resources Survey of the Proposed Indian Health
Service Hospital, Rosebud, South Dakota. Report submitted to
the Indian Health Service, Aberdeen, South Dakota.

1982 (Dale Henning, Principal Investigator)
Evaluative Investigations of Three Landmark Sites in Northwest
Iowa. Luther College Archaeological Research Center, Decorah,
Iowa.
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1983 A Cultural Resources Survey of the Proposed Indian Health
Service Facility, Fort Thompson, South Dakota. Report submitted
to the Indian Health Service, Aberdeen, South Dakota.

1983 (with Marie Brown). A Cultural Resources Survey of the Lower
Brule Sioux Tribal Farm Irrigation Development Project
#05-01-02084, Stanley County, South Dakota. Report submitted
to the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe.

1983 (with Marie Brown). Test Excavations at Site 13WD405, Woodbury
County, Northwestern Iowa. Report submitted to the Office of

C the State Archaeologist of Iowa.

1983 (with Marie Brown). Cultural Resource Investigations of the
Walhalla Alcohol Fuel Plant Facility, Pembina County, North
Dakota. Report submitted to City of Walhalla Pnd Red River
Regional Planning Council, Grafton, N.D.

1983 (with Marie Brown). A Cultural Resources Survey of Three Timber
Harvest Areas Within the Rosebud Timber Reserve, Todd County,
South Dakota. Report submitted to Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Aberdeen, S.D. and Rosebud Sioux Tribe.

TEACHING EXPERIENCE

1981 Fall, Instructor, University of South Dakota, Introduction to
Physical Anthropology, Anthropology 220.

1980 Spring, Instructor, University of Kansas, North American
Archaeology, Anthropology 504.

1979 Fall, Instructor, University of Kansas, Introduction to Physical
Anthropology, Anthropology 304.

1979 (Spring) and 1978 (Fall), Instructor (with Robert Ziegler). An
Invitation to Great Plains Archaeology. A six week adult
class sponsored by Museums Associates, Museum of Natural
History, University of Kansas.

PRESENT PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS

Director, University of South Dakota Archaeology Laboratory (fall 1982
to present).

Principal Investigator of Contract Archaeology, University of South

Dakota Archaeology Laboratory (fall 1980 to present).

PROFESSIONAL INTERESTS AND EXPERTISE

North American Indians, Archaeology of the Plains and Eastern United
States, Settlement Patterns, Cultural Ecology, Lithic Technology,
Lithic Use-Wear Analysis, Ceramic Analysis, Computer Applications to
Archaeological Problems.
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REFERENCES

Dr. Larry Zimmerman
- Director, Anthropology Program

Department of Social Behavior
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, South Dakota 57069
605-677-5401

Dr. Alfred E. Johnson
"" Director, Museum of Anthropology

University of Kansas
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
913-864-4245

Dr. Dale Henning
Department of Anthropology
Luther College
Decorah, Iowa 52101
319-387-1283
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Vita

Marie E. Brown

DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH

S. October 10, 1950, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

MARITAL STATUS

- Married, 1980, Kenneth L. Brown

CHILDREN

Jennifer M. Brown, April 14, 1981

N OFFICE ADDRESS

Archaeology Laboratory, University of South Dakota, Vermillion, South
Dakota, 57069. Phone: 605-677-5401

HOME ADDRESS

3 414 N. Plum, Vermillion, South Dakota, 57069. Phone: 605-624-6416

EDUCATION

1982 M.A. Anthropology, University of Kansas

1972 B.A. Anthropology, Marquette University

1968 Our Lady of Mercy High School, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD EXPERIENCE

1982 Archaeological Field Director. Test Excavations of four sites in
the proposed Lonetree Reservoir, North Dakota.

1982- Archaeological Field Assistant, University of South Dakota.
1983 Survey at: Lake Traverse, South Dakota; Upper Minnesota River,

South Dakota and Minnesota; Lake Madison, South Dakota;
Shenandoah, Iowa; Ft. Yates, North Dakota; Test excavations at
site 13WD405, Sioux City, Iowa; Survey of Indian Health Service

S' Hospitals, Rosebud and Fort Thompson, S.D.; Survey of Clarke
Ranch, Lower Brule, S.D.; Survey of Timber Harvest Areas,
Rosebud, S.D.

1982 Archaeological Field Assistant, Dakota Interactive Services,
Inc. Survey of prehistoric and historic sites around Jamestown

"- Reservoir, North Dakota.

1981 Archaeological Field Assistant, University of South Dakota.
5> .Survey of prehistoric and historic sites along Pembina River,

North Dakota.
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1980 Archaeological Field Mapper, Luther College. The Mapping of the
Blood Run Site, Northwestern Iowa.

1980 Archaeological Field Supervisor, University of South Dakota.
Surveying and testing of prehistoric sites in Brushy Creek State
Park, Iowa.

1979 Archaeological Field Assistant, El Dorado Lake, Kansas. Exca-
vated a Woodland site.

1979 Excavator, Little Blue River Project, Kansas City Missouri.
Tested an Early Woodland site.

1978 Archaeological Field Assistant, El Dorado, Kansas. Excavated a
Woodland site.

1978 Field Assistant, Cultural Resource Reconnaissance, Missouri
State Highway Comission.

1975 Archaeological Field Foreman, Chief Joseph Reservoir Archaeo-
logical Research Project, Washington. Tested prehistoric sites.

1974 Assistant Field Foreman, Alpowa Project, Washington. Excavated
a prehistoric site assigned to the Harder Phase.

. 1973 Archaeological excavator, Alpowa Project, Washington. Excavated
a prehistoric site assigned to the Harder Phase.

- 1972 Excavator, Washington State University Field School, Alpowa
* Project, Washington. Excavated a site assigned to the Harder

* :Phase.

1971 Excavator, Sacramento State College Field School, Samwell Cave,
California. Excavated a Paleo-Indian site.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL LABORATORY EXPERIENCE

1982, Fall to Present, Supervisor, The University of South Dakota
Archaeology Laboratory.

1980- Research Associate, University of South Dakota. Analysis of
1982 artifacts from: Pembina River, North Dakota; Northern Border

Natural Gas Pipeline, South Dakota, Upper Minnesota River,
South Dakota and Minnesota, and numerous small projects.

1979- Research Assistant, Analysis of cultural material from 14BU57,
1980 El Dorado Lake, Kansas.

1978- Research Assistant, Analysis of lithics, ceramics and faunal
1979 remains from 14BU55, El Dorado Lake, Kansas.
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1977 Laboratory Assistant, cataloging artifacts from the El Dorado
Lake Project, Kansas.

1975 Laboratory Assistant, cleaning and cataloging artifacts from the
Chief Joseph Reservoir Research Project, Washington.

1975 Laboratory Assistant, preliminary analysis of utilized flakes

from the Alpowa Project, Washington.

RESEARCH INTERESTS AND EXPERTISE

Plains and Plateau Archaeology, Faunal Analysis, Bone Tool Technology
and Wear Patterns, Cultural Ecology and Subsistence Patterns.

PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

Society for American Archaeology
Plains Anthropological Association
South Dakota Archaeological Society
North Dakota Archaeological Association
Minnesota Archaeological Society
Minnesota Historical Society
Lambda Alpha

PAPER PRESENTATIONS

1979 First Flint Hills/Osage Hills Conference, Norman, Oklahoma.
"Plains Village Manifestations in the El Dorado Reservoir,
Kansas."

PUBLICATIONS (articles)

1982 (with Kenneth Brown and Ned H. Hanenberger). Prehistoric Stone
Tools of South Dakota: A Guide. South Dakota Archaeological
Society, Special Publication, No. 6. Vermillion.

1979 An Analysis of the Smoky Hill Subsistence Pattern. In Kansas
Working Papers in Anthropology, Vol. 4, University of Kansas,
Lawrence.

CONTRACT ARCHAEOLOGY PUBLICATIONS

1981 (with M.J. Adair). The Two Deer Site (14BU55): A Plains
Woodland-Plains Village Transition. In Phase II Investigations
of Prehistoric and Historic Cultural Resources in El Dorado
Lake, Kansas. Ed. by M.J. Adair. Report submitted to the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, Tulsa District.

1982 Site 14BU57. In Archaeological Investigation at El Dorado Lake,
Butler County, Kansas (Phase III). Assembled by P.E.
Brockington, Jr. Report submitted to the U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Tulsa District.
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1982 (with other authors) Cultural Resources Along the South Dakota
Segment of the Northern Border Pipeline. Report submitted to
the Northern Border Natural Gas Company, Omaha.

1982 (with Kenneth Brown and Karen Zimmerman) Archaeological and
Historical Reconnaissance and Literature Search of Cultural
Resources Within the Pembina River Project, Pembina and Cavalier
Counties, North Dakota. Report submitted to the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, St. Paul District.

1982 (with Kenneth Brown and Karen Zimmerman) Prehistoric and
Historic Resources Within the Jamestown Reservoir Project, North
Dakota. Report submitted to the Bureau of Reclamation.

1982 (with Kenneth Brown and Karen Zimmerman) A Cultural Resources
Survey of the Upper Minnesota River. Report submitted to the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, St. Paul District.

1982 (with Kenneth Brown) Test Excavations of Four Sites in the
Proposed Lonetree Dam and Dikes and New Rockford Canal, Wells
County, North Dakota. Report submitted to the Bureau of
Reclamation.

1982 (Dale Henning, Principal Investigator)
Evaluative Investigations of Three Landmark Sites in Northwest
Iowa. Luther College Archaeological Research Center, Decorah,
Iowa.

1983 (with Kenneth Brown) Test Excavations at Site 13WD405, Woodbury
County, Northwestern Iowa. Report submitted to the Office of
the State Archaeologist of Iowa.

1983 (with Kenneth Brown) A Cultural Resources Survey of Three Timber
Harvest Areas Within the Rosebud Timber Reserve, Todd
County, South Dakota. Report submitted to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, Aberdeen, and Rosebud Sioux Tribe, South Dakota.

1983 (with Kenneth Brown) A Cultural Resources Survey of the Lower
Brule Sioux Tribal Farm Irrigation Development Project
#05-01-02084, Stanley County, South Dakota. Report submitted to
the Lower Brule Sioux Tribe.

1983 (with Kenneth Brown) Cultural Resource Investigations of the
Walhalla Alcohol Fuel Plant Facility, Pembina County, North
Dakota. Report submitted to City of Walhalla and Red River
Regional Planning Council, Grafton, N.D.

PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS

*Supervisor, The University of South Dakota Archaeology Laboratory
(Fall 1982 to Present).
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Barbara A. Biggs Permanent Address:
1000 8th St. S.E. #11 202 S. Filmore
Minneapolis, MN 55414 Pierre, SD 57501
Ph. (612) 379-7650 Ph. (605) 224-4304

Education:

University of Minnesota
Graduate School
Presently attending

University of South Dakota
Master of Public Administration
Degree conferred July 1981

Black Hills State College
B.S. - Dbl. Mjr., Pol. Sci./Mass Comm.
Degree conferred August 1979

Work ExDerience:

Planner July 1982 - August 1982
Siouxland Interstate Metropolitan Planning Council
601 Insurance Exchange Building
Sioux City, IA 51101

Prepared a successful grant application to establish a
loan fund for South Sioux City businesses experiencing
economic hardship due to the closing of the Siouxland
Veterans Memorial Bridge. Performed a land use survey
of the northern half of the city. Designed a revolving
loan fund. Prepared a proposal for the city council.
Wrote notices and updates for newspapers and newsletters.

Research Associate July 1981 - November 1981
Institute of Indian Studies
University of South Dakota
Vermillion, SD 57069

Worked under contract from the Bureau of Indian Affairs
through the University of South Dakota researching the
taxation of Indian trust lands on the Omaha and Winnebago

. Reservations. Reviewed personal Indian files. Abstracted
and indexed land titles. Located, recorded and tabulated
tax records from 1910 to 1970.

Census Taker April 1-21, 1980
Bureau of the Census
Vermillion, SD 57069

Responsible for canvassing neighborhoods. Gathered
surveys and conducted interviews for the '80 Census.
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Graduate Assistantshivs:

Research Assistant August 1980 - June 1981
Governmental Research Bureau
University of South Dakota

Updated 1975 publication South Dakota Facts. Researched
and gathered statistics. Recorded information.

,. Graduate Assistant March 1981 - June 1981
Allied Health Services
University of South Dakota

Developed computer library for health books and publi-
cations relevant to the program. Researched the nursing
shortage. Prepared a statistical profile of South
Dakota medical students and residents.

Research Assistant August 1979 - May 1980
Governmental Research Bureau
University of South Dakota

Worked on Social Indicators: Quality of Life Research,
a computer bank for recording indicators of the quality
of life in South Dakota. Researched and gatered statis-
tics. Recorded information.

References Available Upon Request
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Dennis R. Beissel
438 Como Avenue home: (612) 489-1421

3L. Paul, Minnesota 55103 business: (612) 831-2481

PROFESSIONAL To s.v e as project manager or equivalent role
OL3JECTIVE: with private rnutry or consulting firm and to

continue professiunak d-v iLtDopnent in marketing
and adwmni-rration.

CERTIFICATION: Certified Professional Geologist No. 6010 (AIPG)

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE:

September, 1981 Senior Hydrogeologist
to Present Environmental Engineering & Management, Ltd.

Minneapolis, Minnesota

Responsibilities included subcontractor management,
supervision of geotechnical staff, and business
development. Projects included design of ground
water monitoring systems, investigation of hazardous
waste spills, hydrogeologic site evaluation, and
geologic analysis.

June, 1978 to President
September, 1981 Bloomgren-Beissel, Inc.

' "-' ( art - t ime)(a-"eHydrogeologic consultants. Professional consulting
firm specializing in hydrogeology, water supply,
flood plain hazard mitigation studies, research
and report writing, expert testimony. Responsi-
bilities included marketing and company operations.

February, 1980 State Ground Water Specialist
Lt Classification: Principal Hydrologist
September, 1981 Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

Supervise and direct staff of 6-11 professionals,
including senior level hydrologists, in the planning,
design and implementation of state-wide ground waler
data collection and analysis program. Coordinate
Department's ground water activities with other
state and federal agencies. Provide testimony as
Department's expert witness on ground water matters.

April, 1978 to Hydrogeologist
February, 1980 Classification: Senior Hydrologist

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

Supervise professional ground water staff; plan,
design, and initiate ground water data collection
program, areal hydrogeologic studies, aquifer
delineation investigations, geophysical and remote
sensing surveys and aquifer tests.
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October, 1977 Liaison - Minnesota Department of Natural Resources
to April, 1978 Division of Waters & Soil and Water Conservation

Districts

Responsible for technical training in ground water
hydrology and hydraulics and for administrative
training in water management for Soil and Water
Conservation District personnel.

November, 1976 Hydrogeologist

to West Virginia Geological and Economic Survey
. October, 1977 Morgantown, West Virginia

Responsible for initiation and supervision of
projects and prograins in basic and applied hydro-
geologic research. Projects included hydrogeo-
chemical sampling for uranium exploration; deter-
mining surface and deep coal mining effects on
water supplies; ground water supply evaluation;
and technical assistance to the general public.

g August, 1971 to Hydrogeologist
November, 1976 South Dakota Geological Survey

Vermillion, South Dakota

Responsible for supervision and direction of county-
wide geologic and water resource study, rural water
supply investigations, test drilling program,
aquifer tests, and geophysical well logging. Field

-' supervisor for drilling and survey crews and geologic
assistants.

S , September, 1969 Research Assistant
to June, 1971 Colorado State University - Geology Department

Ft. Collins, Colorado

_. Assisted in projects to classify pollution potential
of mountain dwelling sites. Hands-on experience
with surface geophysical techniques, well logging
equipment and mapping of rock fractures.

Summer, 1969 Geologist - Division of Waters
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources

Responsible for collection and compilation of
hydrologic and geologic data for limnological surveys
in southwest Minnesota and geologic analysis of
well logs.

Summer, 1968 Geologic Field Camp
Colorado State University
White River Plateau, Colorado
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Summer, 1966 & Full-time replacement worker
1967 Armour and Company packing plant

South St. Paul, Minnesota

Noncompensatory Coordinator - 1979 Midwest Groundwater Conference,
Work Bloomington, Minnesota

Thesis Committee Member - West Virginia University

Instructor - University of South Dakota.
Directed reading course in hydrogeology for
graduate students.

ADDITIONAL University of Wisconsin - Engineering short course:
''AINING: Groundwater Computer Models, 1980.

The Pennsylvania State University - Short course:
Fundamentals of Water Pollution Control in Coal
Mining, 1977.

West Virginia University - Field Conference:
Geologic Hazards, 1977.

Eastern Regional Remote Sensing Applications Center -

NASA, Goddard: Computer Enhancement of LANDSAT
Imagery, 1979 & 1980.

University of Minnesota - Short Courses:
Irrigation System Design and Scheduling, 1978;
How to Sell Effectively, 1982.

State of Minnesota Personnel Development Program,
-' 1977 - 1981:

Basic Management Functions
Managing the Human Resource
Supervisor's Role in State Government
Performance Appraisal
Citizen's Participation

Minnesota Association of Commerce and Industry:
Hazardous Materials, 1981.

St. Paul TVI: Principles of Small Business Manage-
ment, 1979.
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PROFESSIONAL American Institute of Professional Geologists (AIPG)
SOCIETIES: National Water Well Association (NWWA)

American Water Resources Association (AWRA)

American Society.for Testing and Materials (ASTM)

Scientific Research Society (Sigma Xi)

Minnesota Water Well Association (MWWA)

PUBLICATIONS
AND REPORTS:

Beissel, D.R. and Ford, D.R., 1981. Hydrologic Effects
of Quarry Dewatering on Dean Lake, Scott County, MN:
1981 International Symposium on Urban Hydrology,
Hydraulics, and Sediment Control, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, KY.

Beissel, D.R. and Kerber, A., 1981. Ground Water Use
Inventory in Minnesota Using Landsat Data: Proceedings,
Second Eastern Regional Remote Sensing Applications
Conference, NASA Conference Publication 2198.

Beissel, D.R. and Fax, J.G., 1981. Ground Water Hydrology
of Lac qui Parle County, Minnesota: Minnesota DNR-
Waters Bulletin in prep.

Fax, J.G. and Beissel, D.R., 1981. Ground Water Hydrology
of Swift County, Minnesota: Minnesota DNR-Waters
Bulletin No. 28.

- Beissel, D.R., et. al., 1980. Selected Aquifer Tests in
Minnesota: Minnesota DNR-Waters Technical Paper
No. 8.

Beissel, D.R., 1980. Irrigation Well Inventory of
Sherburne County, Minnesota, using LANDSAT MSS imagery:
Proceedings, First Eastern Regional Remote Sensing
Applications Conference, Easton, MD.

Arkle, T., Beissel, D.R., et. al., 1979. The Mississippian
and Pennsylvanian (Carboniferous) Systems in the
United States, D, West Virginia and Maryland: U.S.
Geological Survey Professional Paper 1110 D.
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Stach, R.L., Helgerson, R.N., Bretz, R.F., Tipton, M.J.,
Beissel, D.R., and Harksen, J.C., 1978. Arsenic
Levels in the Surface and Ground Waters Along
Whitewood Creek, Belle Fourche River, and a Portion
of the Cheyenne River, South Dakota: South Dakota
Water Resources Research Institute Completion
Report A-054-SDAK.

Beissel, D.R., Larese, R.E., Nuhfer, E.B., 1977. Index
to Surface Mining in West Virginia: West Virginia
Geological and Economic Survey, Morgantown, West
Virginia.

Beissel, D.R., Barari, A., 1976. Ground Water Study for
the Brookings-Deuel Rural Water System, South Dakota:
South Dakota Geological Survey Open-file report.

Beissel, D.R., Barari, A., 1976. Ground Water Study for
the East Gregory Rural Water System, South Dakota:

4South Dakota Geological Survey Open-file report.

Beissel, D.R., 1975. Geology of Deuel County.South
Dakota: South Dakota Cooperative Extension Service
Pamphlet.

Beissel, D.R., in prep. Geology and Water Resources of
Deuel and Hamlin Counties, South Dakota: South
Dakota Geological Survey Bulletin.

Beissel, D.R., 1978. Aquifers and Ground Water Production
Zones for Minnesota RDC Region 6E;. Pilot Study for
State-wide Water Information Management System.

Administrative Training Packet for Soil and Water
Conservation Districts in Minnesota, 1977.

Aquifer Test Analyses and Engineering Reports to Water
Resource Management administrators and to clients.

COMMUNITY PTA

ORGANIZATIONS: Minnesota Science Museum

W.H. Over Museum (South Dakota)

Boy and Girl Scouts of America

PERSONAL DATA: Born: December 5, 1947, St. Paul, Minnesota
Married, two children
Igh School Graduation - 1965, Hill-Murray,

St. Paul, Minnesota
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Field Notes

October 26, 1982
We (Ken and Marie Brown) left Vermillion for St. Paul in the late

morning. It was dark when we arrived in St. Paul and it took us awhile to
find a motel.

October 27, 1982
In the morning we went to the Corps of Engineers office in downtown

St. Paul to meet with Sandy Blaylock concerning the Lake Traverse project.
We borrowed some infrared photos of Lake Traverse. After lunch, we went to
the Minnesota Archaeological Society at Ft. Snelling to check their site
files for sites in or near the project area. All pertinenet data was
recorded and/or xeroxed.

October 28, 1982
In the morning, we went to the Minnesota Secretary of State's Office

to get copies of the General Land Office (GLO) maps for the Minnesota
portion of the project area. A stop was made at the Minnesota Historical
Society. After lunch, we left for Wheaton, MN. It was dark when we
arrived. There is only one motel in Wheaton and it is our headquarters for
the fieldwork portion of the project.

October 29, 1982
We got up early and headed for the s-uth end of the project area near

Browns Valley. The day was mostly cloudy. The Corps property was
traversed along parallel transects and shovel tests were dug. Ground
visibility was zero. Alot of brush and undergrowth is along the dike area
on both sides. It is very swampy on both sides of the dike. No cultural
material was observed (except beer cans, wrecked boat dock). We ate lunch
in Browns Valley. After lunch, we returned to the survey area. Since the
land adjacent to the Corps property was in cultivation, and had 100 percent
ground visibility, we surveyed along the edge of the field. Cultural
material (pottery, lithics, bone, mussel shell) was observed and recovered
throughout the area up to the edge of the Corps property, suggesting that
it extends onto Corps land. The site is located on higher ground than the
majority of the Corps property. Shovel tests on Corps property did not
yield any artifacts. This site is huge. It extends into the field on the
south side of the highway. This portion of the site is in South Dakota.
We will return to test the site and determine if it extends below plowzone
and onto Corps property (site #1).

It was late afternoon when we finished surveying the southern project
area and went to the Minnesota side of the middle project area. Areas of
Corps property not under water were traversed and shovel tested. Rodent
backdirt piles where inspected. Eroded shoreline banks were examined. No
cultural material was observed or recovered. It was almost dark when we
returned to our motel room.

October 30, 1982
We got up early and headed for the north end of the project area. It

was a sunny, windy day. Starting on the north side of the highway at the
west end of the Corps property we traversed parallel transects at 15 to 20
meter intervals which paralleled the highway to the Bois de Sioux River.
Shovel tests were dug. Ground visibility was zero in most areas. Some
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. areas were plowed food plots with 100 percent visibility. Alot of large
*boulders and stones were in the area. Rodent backdirt piles were

inspected. Swampy areas were encountered. No cultural material was
observed or recovered. In addition, two transects on all cultivated land
adjacent to Corps property was traversed in order to have 100 percent
ground visibility. But no cultural material was observed or recovered.
After we finished surveying the area north of the highway (White Rock Dam)
we began on the south side of the highway, using the same field methods.
The area was mostly all grasses and marshlands. Several food plots were
checked which had 100 percent visibility. All other areas had zero
visibility. We stopped withen it became too dark to continue any longer.

The areas surveyed today are basically flat and low-lying, with some
areas being swampy. Abundant glacial till was visible, especially in the
cultivated fields. The presence of literally millions of small gastropod
shells atest to the former prolonged inundation of the terrain. Maybe
Dennis Biessel will be able to expand on this when he comes on Monday (Nov.

* 1).

October 31, 1982
We started early and headed for the north end again. Before

continuing where we loft off yesterday, we stopped at the house of the
custodian of the Corps property to verity the locations of the Corps
boundaries and to inform his of our presence in the area. His house is on
the north side of the highway on the east bluff overlooking the Bois de
Sioux River andihite Rock Dam. This deone, we continued where we stopped
yesterda:r. Field methods were the same. No cultural material was observed
or recovered. After finishing south of the highway, we surveyed the Corps
property on the bluffs by the custodian's house. Ground visibility was
zero. No cultural material was observed or recovered. Lastly, we surveyed
the Corps land (north of the highway) between the Bois de Sioux River and
the bottom of the bluffs. This tract of land is a cultivated field (food
plot for wildlife) situated on a terrace of the Bois de Sioux River. The

same field methods as used previously were continued. Ground visibility
ragned from 50 to 100 percent. A very thin scatter of lithic material
(flakes, shatter, point fragment) was recovered. We will test the site
tomorrow. It was dark by the time we returned to our motel room.

November 1, 1982
We started early and returned to the site we found yesterday by White

Rock Dam. A I x 1 meter test pit was dug to a depth of 30 cm (site #2).
All dirt was sifted through quarter inch hardware cloth. No additional
cultural material was recovered and no subsurface features were discerned.
The site appears to have been destroyed by cultivation and extensive
erosion. The test pit was backfilled.

We drove to the Reservation Dam (middle project area) and surveyed the
Corps lands on the South Dakota side. The same field methods were used.
In addition, the area contained newly plowed food plots and these were
carefully examined for cultural material. Except for 100 percent ground
visibility in the food plots, ground visibility was zero. Millions of
gastropods were visible in the food plots. Historic material was recovered
from several food plots located north of the highway at the west edge of
Mud Lake. A pine tree and an artificial mound containing historic material
also attested to the former presence of a historic structure. A 1 x I
meter test pit was excavated to a depth of 40 cm in the artificial mound.
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All dirt was sifted through quarter inch hardware cloth. Historic cultural
material was encountered throughout the unit. Excavation units were in
arbitrary 10 cm levels. A historic structure definitely occupied this
location in the past. Maby Karen (historian) can find something about it
in the Roberts County historic records. The surrounding area is marshy.
Why did anyone want to have a house by a marsh? The test pit was
backfilled.

We met Dennis Biessel, or geomorphologist, at 1:00 PM in Browns
Valley. After lunch, we drove Dennis around the project area. Before
construction of the dike and dams, most of the project area was probably
wet much of the time. It was dark when we returned to our motel room. We
will finish the fieldwork tomorrow.

- -" November 2, 1982
We checked out of our motel room and headed for Browns Valley and the

first site we found (#1). We left Dennis to condut his fieldwork, alone.
We excavated a 1 x I meter test pit on Corps property adjacent to and
north of the cultivated field in which we found the site. The location of
the unit had been formerly cultivated as confirmed by the present owner of
the cultivated field. The unitw as dug to a depth of 37 cm. The plowzone
extended to 27 cm. All dirt was sifted though quarter inch hardware cloth.

.- A single retouched flake and pieces of charcoal were recovered from below
the plowzone, indicatiing that a portion of the site is probably intact and
extends onto Corps Property. The man who farms the adjacent cultivated

* field verified the large size of the site. he has recovered grooved mauls
and projectile points from the site. We headed for Vermillion after we
finished backfilling the test pit, arriving home in the late evening.
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Flotation________________
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Flotation________________
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095 Date Collected _______________
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005 Site Number __________________

010 Catalog Number ________________

015 Assemblage ___________________

020 Horizontal Provenience: X__________ Y___________

Flotation_________________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number ________________

095 Date Collected -
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098 Sterile

099 Remarks
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010 Catalog Number/

015 Assemblage

020 Horizontal Provenience: X__________ Y___________

Flotation________________

025 Depth: Elevation_____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number ________________

095 Date Collected_________ ________

DD 2-1M YYYY

098 Sterile
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Flotation________________
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005 Site Number____________ _______

010 Catalog Number ________________

015 Assemblage_____________ ______

020 Horizontal Provenience: X__________ Y__________

Flotation_______________

025 Depth: Elevation__________ Below Surface______

030 Excavation Unit Number_____ ____________
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005 Site Number__________ _______

010 Catalog Number _________________

015 Assemblage

020 Horizontal Provenience: X__________ Y__________

Flotation________________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number_____ ____________

095 Date Collected-
DD 2AM YYYY

- 098 Sterile,,

099 Remarks
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005 Site Number_________________

010 Catalog Number-

015 Assemblage

020 Horizontal Provenience: X__________ Y__________

* FlotationI

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface________

L ~030 Excavation Unit Number__________________

095 Date CollectedrDD tf4M YYYY

098 Sterile

099 Remarks
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005 Site Number____________ _______

010 Catalog Number________ ________

015 Assemblage ___________________

020 Horizontal Provenience: X Y___________

Flotation________________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number ________________

095 Date Collected________ ________

DD ,2AM YY

098 Sterile

099 Remarks
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020 Horizontal Provenience: X y

Flotation

025 Depth: Elevation Below Surface

030 Excavation Unit Number
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099 Remarks
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005 Site Number __________________

010 Catalog Number ________________

015 Assemblage S~~

020 Horizontal Provenience: X__________ Y___________

Flotation________________

025 Depth: Elevation_____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number______ ____________
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DD 2A-4 Y
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005 Site Number___________ _______

010 Catalog Number________ ________
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Flotation________________

025 Depth: Elevation________ Below Surface_____
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010 Catalog Number, 3
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020 Horizontal Provenience: X__________ Y___________

Flotation_________________

025 Depth: Elevation_____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number ________________

095 Date Collected 27
DD 2A-4 yyyy

(098 Sterile

099 Remarks
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020 Horizontal Provenience: X__________ Y___________

Flotation_______________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number_________________

095 Date Collected 2.?' /6
DD M YY

098 Sterile

099 Remarks
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010 Catalog Number ________________

015 Assemblage i
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Flotation________________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface_______

030 Excavation Unit Number_________________

095 Date Collected .29 /
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98 Sterile

099 Remarks
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015 Assemblage _____________ ______
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Flotation________________

025 Depth: Elevation_____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number ________________

095 Date Collected _______________

09 Sterile
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015 Assemblage __________________
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Flotation________________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface_______

030 Excavation Unit Number_____ ____________

095 Date Collected Q ~9
DD MMYY
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005 Site Number __________________

010 Catalog Number

015 Assemblage tT7

020 Horizontal Prov'enience: X__________ Y__________

Flotation_________________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number______ ____________

095 Date Collecte. 2

DD YY
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Flotation

025 Depth: Elevation Below Surface

030 Excavation Unit Number

095 .Date Collected 22 h9
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(,9j098 SDte rile

099 Remarks
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005 Site Number____________ _______

010 Catalog Number/

015 Assemblage___________________

020 Horizontal Provenience: X__________ Y___________

Flotation_________________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number_____ ____________

095 Date Collected ______
DD YY

099 Remarks
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020 Horizontal Provenience: X Y

Flotation

025 Depth: Elevation Below Surface

030 Excavation Unit Number
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005 Site Number___________ _______
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Flotation_______________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number_____ ____________
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Flotation_________________
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030 Excavation Unit Number_____ ____________

095 Date Collected _______
DD YYYY
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099 Remarks
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005 Site Number
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015 Assemblage ___
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Flotation

025 Depth: Elevation Below Surface
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005 Site Number____________ _______
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Flotation_________________

025 Depth: Elevation____________ Below Surface________

030 Excavation Unit Number_____ ____________

095 Date Collected 7
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APPENDIX D

Corps' Review Comments, Responses
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Corps of Engineers comments on the draft report Cultural Investigations
at the Lake Traverse-Bois De Sioux Project, Roberts County, South
Dakota, Traverse County, Minnesota

1. Please check the entire report for typographical errors.

2. Management Summary: p. iv: If the two sites are potentially
eligible, then further testing to determine their eligibility should
be recommended, before some form of salvage and excavation is recommended.
Further, if none of the sites are eroding or in immediate danger,
why is mitigation work recommended at all? Lastly, if these sites
"need to be protected for future generations", then why is salvage/testing/excava

recommended instead of some form of mitigation by preservation?

3. p. ii, x, and 62: The "Minnesota Archaeological Society" is
the Minnesota Historical Society.

4. p. 1: "DACW37-83-M2193" should be DACW37-82-M-2193.

5. p. 3-5: During the review of past work, please indicated the
proximity of the sites and work in relation to the project area.

6. p. 5: What is the site number for the Shady Dell site?

7. Site Forms: The site form for 39R044 states that "the site is
not deemed eligible for nomination to the National Register". Please
clarify.

8. p. 43: Remove the quote from Kieserling (1970). It has no relevance
to the history of the project area and contains questionable and
negative secondary information on the character of Chief Sweetcorn.

9. Table 9: What is the date of the source, and where is it on
file?

' [ 10. Euro-American Period (Post 1640):

ij [a. P. 45 para 1: While the historic sections provide detailed
information there appears no rationale for selection and exclusion
of that detail. Also, the larger historical processes at work are
not identified. Motivations behind exploration, the fur trade, American

Si.Indian policy, and immigration history, for example, are not related
to the detail presented or how they relate to the project area. These
processes should be addressed in the final report.

b. P. 45 para 1, last sentence: In 1763 the British officially

ousted the French from Canada. Before, this time the French had
more control of southern Canada and the north central parts of the
future United States than the British. See Arthur J. Ray Indians
in the Fur Trade (1974) and Harold A. Innis The Fur Trade in Canada
(1931). The draft report sentence is generalized and does not adequately

address the complexness of the events during that time period.

c. P. 45 para 2: Competition between English and American traders
and between various Indian tribes shaped Indian-white relations significantly
in the Lake Traverse area. The draft report does not address this.
(See comment 10a).
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d. P. 45 para 2: Who are the major figures in these fur companies
and are they significant in their own right?

3. P. 45: Throughout the historic section various subjects
are discussed two or more times. The fur trade, the Selkirk colony,
Red River oxcart trails and the elevators in the Lake Traverse area
are examples. As a result, no description is complete. For example
in this paragraph (para 3) the Selkirk colony is discussed but no
information is given about what it is, who founded it, how long its
lasted or its relation to the project area. Some of these aspects
are later reported in paragraph 2, page 56 in a section on Red River
Trails. The historic overview should be reorganized and reworked
to tie all this information together.

f. P. 45-46 para 4: Long's expedition reveals the extent of
the fur trade and Indian activity in the Lake Traverse area during

* the summer of 1823. See Lucile M. Kane, June D. Holmquist and Carolyn
Gilman eds The Northern Expeditions of Stephen H. Long: The Journals
of 1817 and 1823 and Related Documents (1978). The report provides

'* " background facts on the expedition, but nothing of substance.

g. P. 50 para 3: What forces pulled these immigrants to this
area of Minnesota?

II. P. 50 para 2 and 5; p. 51 para 1: These paragraphs have no
relevance to the study. Remove them or make them applicable to the
present study.

12. P. 51 a) para 3: Are the locations of the fur posts known?
Do they have site numbers?

b) The fur trade was an Indian trade, also. What were the various
bands of the Sioux doing in this area? How were they participating
in the fur trade? How was their material culture changing?

c) P. 51 para 2: The east shore of Lake Traverse had greater
accessibility to or from what?

d) P. 51: What is known about the present location and condition
of the Hudson Bay Company post? Where is the Shady Dell Farm?

e) P. 51 para 3: In the early 1790's, Dickson built a fort
on Lake Traverse's eastern shore, opposite a village of the Teton
Sioux; "for the next decade it was his trading headquarters, even
his home, for in 1797 he married the sister of a Sioux chief who
lived there". p. 35 Lavender, David. The Fist in the Wilderness
(reprinted 1979).

V1
13. P. 52 para 1: Is the Fisk (1966) quote in relation to the
Hudson Bay Company post?

14. P. 53-54: When did Red River oxcarts become important? What
were they important for?
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15. General historic overview: Through the historic overview, references
are made to fur trading posts, historic Indian villages, and other
potentially signicant historic sites. These sites should be discussed
in relation to their probable location to the project area. The overview
clearly indicates the significance of the Lake Traverse area historically.
The relationship of these historic sites and activites to the present
project area and study needs to be more thoroughly discussed in the
report. Should any of these sites be looked for in the field? The
overview could more clearly tie in site 39RO45/21TR35 with the probable
location and history of Standing Buffalo's Village, as well as 39R044
with the early activities and designation of the Sisseton-Wahpeton
Indian Reservation.

16. P. 53: Again, where are these probable fur trading post locations
in relation to the project area?

17. P. 54 para 1: "Two shorter northerly routes and righteously outraged
Indains with murderous impulses near Lake Traverse undoubtedly hurt
the fur trade business (Gilman et al. 1979:43)." Gilman et al. (1979:43),
does not say or even imply this at all. Where is this "information"
from? Extreme care should be taken in correctly citing information
from a professional source, particularly information that holds such
a negative connotation. Statements such as this throughout the report
should be double checked for the correct citations.

18. P. 54-55, Indian fort at Browns Valley: How does this information
relate to the history of the area or to the contract work in the project

larea?
* #19. P. 55 para 2, and p. 54 para I: These citations from Gilman etI ~ial (1979:43) need to be rechecked for clarity in their interpretation.

20. P. 62, The Archaeological Reconnaissance Methodology:

The methodology discussion and figures 3-8 should indicate what areas
within the fee title land were surveyed and where shovel tests and
1 X I units were located. Since p. 2, para 4 gives a breakdown of
vegetation/land use conditions on the Corps of Engineers fee title
land, survey/testing techniques and survey limitations in each of these
6 broad areas should biscussed. It is assumed that survey/testing
techniques in the ca. 3% agricultural land differed extremely from
the 29% in grassland, or 6.5% in forest. It is further assumed that
the 33% under water and 28% in wetlands were not surveyed, but the
statement on p. 62 reads "A 100 percent pedestrian reconnaissance of
all lands held in fee title by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (fig.
3-8) was conducted". The draft report further states: "Shovel tests
were dug at 15 to 20 meter intervals in areas where ground visibility
was less than 25 percent." Where were these shovel tests located (they
are not located in figures 3-8)? Where are the shovel tests profile
forms (required in section 4.06 of the Scope of Work and to be included
in an appendix)? Why was the decision made to only shovel test with
less than 25% visibility (see sections 4.06 and 4.09 of the Scope of
Work)? What are the chances of missing sites in grassland and woodland

* conditions where subsurface testing is conducted only at the point
where you can see one-fourth of what you are looking at? It would

,e seem that shovel testing below at least 50% visibility would make the
probability of missing sites, particularly light scatters, much less
(see also comment #26).
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C C

21. P. 70, Prehistoric PotterX: Specific descriptions of the pottery

types discovered during the survey should be included here. What

about historic Indian pottery?

22. P. 71 Faunel Remains: Again, more specific descriptions of
some of the specific remains discovered would be useful.

23. P. 71: Descriptions of applicable historic artifacts/types

should be included.

24. Pp. 73-78, 39RO44 site description:

a. Figure 49:

(l) Where is the exact location of the test pit? There
are no test unit boundaries on the map.

(2) Does the square for "farmhouse" depict the earth mound
(10 meters in diameter) marking the house location?

(3) If "no remains of a barn were discerned", then why does
the figure show the exact boundaries of the barn?

(4) How do we know the location of the Contractor's camp.
Is there a data associated with this camp?

(5) There is no scale on the map.

(6) Where is the location of the datum?

b. Is Ide de Win Sweetcorn related to Chief Sweetcorn? The
original allotment of the reservation land should be more thoroughly
explained.

c. Is there evidence in the records that the buildings were

constructed after 1904? Is it possible that Arthur Sweetcorn built

them?

d. Locate the site datum location on figure 49 if possible,
and/or on figure 7.

e. P. 74 para 4 and p. 78: If the foundation is covered with
1 meter of borrow fill, no natural stratigraphy would be expected.
How did the test unit/results bear out the evidence that the foundation
is covered with bottow, if only dug to 40cm and the fill is 1 meter deep?
Why was the test unit placed in the middle of a mound of borrow fill and
only due to 40cm? In the report "barrow" should be borrow. Where is

all of the borrow fill/construction information from?

f. P. 74 & 78: If the buildings were moved or burned, and then
"" covered with 1 meter of borrow fill, are the artifacts from the test

unit from the borrow fill or mixed into the fill by natural processes?
They would not necessarily be associated with the house foundation.
How do you know that cultural remains extend below 4 0cm deep if you
did not test below that level?
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g. Recommendations: The recommendations section should discuss

the project impacts to the site. Is the site in need of immediate

attention?

25. Pp. 79-83, 39RO45/21TR35 site description:

a. P. 79, Cultural affiliation: Can you be more specific than
"Prehistoric Indian"?

b. A site map showing the site boundaries, Ixl test unit, datum,

and other related information should be made for the final report.

c. Why was the I X 1 test unit excavated to only 27 cm? How
was the test unit location decided on? What about the potential
for more than one component, earlier buried components? Does the
geomorphology of the area indicate the potential for multi-component
buried sites?

d. Aichael Michlovic, at Morrhead State University could be

contacted to assist in determining the ceramic assemblage affiliation

and the current distribution of known ceramics in the area.

e. Where is the site in relation to the Sam Brown Memorial Park,
and Sam Brown's log house (i.e., the supposed loction of Standing
Buffalo's Village)?

.1 f. The recommendations should discuss the project impacts on
the site, and the immediacy of any recommended work. The recommendations
should also discuss the future work that is recommended to test the
site for eligibility.

26. Pp. 84-85, 21 TR-FSI, site description:

a. Does the projectile point size or characteristics give you

any idea of the cultural affiliation?

b. How was the 1 X I test unit location determined?

c. A site map will be included in the final report (see comment

24b).

d. Why was the test unit dug to only 30 cm?

e. How is it obvious "that a substantial amount of erosion has

occurred at the site."

f. What about the potential for buried components? Does the

geomorphology of the area support the potential for deposits deeper

than 30 cm? Is one 1 X 1 test unit over a 30-acre site enough to
determine that the site is disturbed and that there are no subsurface

remains, expecially when the test unit was dug to only 30 cm?

g. Why did the Office of the State Archeologist only give the

site a findspot number? Did you check with them on why they did
this? It seems to us that it should have been given an official

site number. The reason for the findspot designation should be cleared up
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for the final report.

h. The recommendations section should discuss the project impacts
on the site.

27. Because of the extremely high prehistoric and historic potential
of the Lake Traverse area, why were only 3 sites discovered, all
of which are of late prehistoric or historic cultural affiliation
and were found only in cultivated field conditions? Where are all
those other sites? What do the grasslands and woodlands hold?

28. Pp 87-95, Settlement Patterns: The results of the study's field
reconnaissance, site testing, and geomophology should be tied in
with the discussion of site types, soil types, geomorphology and
hypotheses generated in this report section. Did the study and fieldwork
help answer any questions or aid in testing any hypotheses? What
about a comparison between the project areas where sites were located
and where sites were not located?

29. P. 95-97, Recommendations and Proposal: If both sites are being
considered potentially eligible at this point, further testing to
determine their eligibility could be the first step. "Salvage/test
excavation" and "Salvage/contiguous excavation" seem to imply by their
titles that the sites have already been determined eligible and are
being mitigated by excavation. As discussed previously in comment
2, excavation is not the only form of mitigation, nor is it in many
cases the preferred form of mitigation. The recommendations and
phase III proposal should be reworked with these comments in mind.
"Phase III Testing and Research", as defined in Section 3.06 of the

Scope of Work, is not just a mitigation phase. It is designed to WY
test these sites defined in phase II as being potentially eligible,
and the outcome of phase III is the development of a detailed mitigation
plan.

30. Figures:

a. quad maps: What are all the dots within the site boundaries?
What are the solid lines vs. hashed lines? There should be a key.

b. Site locations should be plotted on figure 2.

c. Project area and site loctions plotted on the GLO and other
historic maps would make those figures really useful to the report.
As they are now, it is impossible to know where you are, what you
want to be looking at, and where the survey area and sites are.
They become report filler instead of an incredibily useful historic
resource.

d. figures 7 and 8 captions should indicate that the maps also
show the location of 39RO44 (figure 7), and 39RO45/21TR35.

e. Other figure comments are located throughout these written
comments where applicable.

I...
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All Corps comments have been addressed in the report.
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